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F E D E R A L  —  M I N I N G

M I C H A E L  R .  M C C A R T H Y

—  R E P O R T E R  —

SUPPLEMENTAL PROGRAMMATIC EIS NOT NEEDED FOR

FEDERAL COAL PROGRAM

In Western Organization of Resource Councils v. Jewell, No.
1:14-cv-01993, 2015 WL 5076976 (D.D.C. Aug. 27, 2015),
appeal docketed, No. 15-5294 (D.C. Cir. Oct. 28, 2015), the
district court considered the plaintiffs’ challenge under the
Administrative Procedure Act and the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) to the defendants’ implementation of
the federal coal management program. Specifically, the plaintiffs
argued that the defendants were required, but had failed, to
supplement the 1979 environmental impact statement (EIS) for
the federal coal program with a supplemental programmatic EIS
“assess[ing] the effect of the [p]rogam on the global climate.”
2015 WL 5076976, at *1 (second alteration in original) (quoting
Complaint ¶ 1).

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) implemented the
federal coal program in 1979 after preparing and issuing a
programmatic EIS. Under the federal coal program, BLM grants
leases to private parties that convey the right to mine coal from

continued on page 2

F E D E R A L  —  O I L  &  G A S

C O N S T A N C E  L .  R O G E R S

—  R E P O R T E R  —

STATE DEPARTMENT DENIES KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE

On November 6, 2015, Secretary of State John Kerry made
public his November 3, 2015, determination to deny TransCanada
Keystone Pipeline, LP (TransCanada) a presidential permit to
build the Keystone XL pipeline. See Press Statement, John Kerry,
Sec’y of State, “Keystone XL Pipeline Permit Determination”
(Nov. 6, 2015). The U.S. Department of State’s record of decision
and national interest determination (ROD) relies heavily on
climate change and greenhouse gas emissions analysis to deny the
permit. See U.S. Dep’t of State, “Record of Decision and National
Interest Determination—TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, L.P.
Application for Presidential Permit” (Nov. 3, 2015). According to
the ROD, “it is strategically important for the U.S. to continue to
play a leadership role in the worldwide fight against climate
change,” and “the decision on whether to approve the permit . . .
is not just a matter of high domestic interest and scrutiny, but also
one that is likely to have international ramifications.” Id. at 28.
The ROD then notes that the findings in the supplemental envi-
ronmental impact statement support the broad perception that the

continued on page 2

E N V I R O N M E N T A L  I S S U E S

R A N D Y  D A N N

—  R E P O R T E R  —

EPA ENDS THE SUMMER WITH A FLURRY OF PROPOSED AIR

QUALITY REGULATIONS FOR THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY

On August 18, 2015, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) submitted several pre-publication versions of
proposed air quality regulations for the oil and gas industry. A
brief summary of each proposed regulation is set forth below.

EPA’s Proposed Methane Rules

EPA has proposed significant amendments to the new source
performance standards (NSPS) for the oil and gas industry. See
Oil & Natural Gas Sector: Emission Standards for New and
Modified Sources, 80 Fed. Reg. 56,593 (proposed Sept. 18, 2015)
(to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pt. 60). Specifically, EPA has
proposed revisions to 40 C.F.R. pt. 60, subpt. OOOO (commonly

referred to as “Quad O”) to directly regulate methane emissions
from the oil and gas industry. The most significant proposed
revisions include:

• Requirement that new and modified well sites and com-
pressor stations conduct fugitive emissions surveys with
optical gas imaging technology and repair the leaks within
15 days. EPA is essentially proposing a leak detection and
repair program for upstream oil and gas facilities.

• Requirement that owners/operators of hydraulically frac-
tured and refractured oil wells utilize “green completion”
technology.

continued on page 3
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federal lands. Id. at *2. BLM has not supplemented or updated the
programmatic EIS to assess the impact of the program on climate
change. Id.

After the plaintiffs filed their complaint and sought injunctive
relief, the defendants filed a motion to dismiss, arguing that the
plaintiffs had failed to state a claim upon which relief could be
granted under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6). The plaintiffs’ position
was that by continuing to issue leases under the federal coal
program, the defendants were engaged in “an ongoing major
federal action” triggering NEPA and requiring a supplemental
EIS. 2015 WL 5076976, at *3. The court, however, rejected the
plaintiffs’ position. Relying on the regulations governing the
supplementation of NEPA documents, the court concluded that
those regulations only apply to “proposed” federal action. Id.
(citing 40 C.F.R. § 1502.9(c)(1)). According to the court, because
the federal coal program had already been implemented, there
was no “proposed action” that would trigger the need for a
supplemental NEPA document. Id. Further, the court did not view
the issuance of leases under the federal coal management program
as action that required NEPA supplementation. Instead, the court
held that such actions were consistent with and contemplated by
the program as implemented in 1979. Id. at *4. After dismissal,
the plaintiffs appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit and the appeal is ongoing.

F E D E R A L  —  O I L  &  G A S

continued from page 1

oil that would be carried through the pipeline would be “dirty.”
Id. The ROD concludes that “a decision to approve this proposed
Project would undermine U.S. objectives on climate change; it
could call into question internationally the broader efforts of the
United States to transition to less-polluting forms of energy and
would raise doubts about the U.S. resolve to do so.” Id. The ROD
also determined that approving the permit would undermine U.S.
national security interests. Id. The ROD weighed these concerns
against what it characterized as limited benefits of the project and
limited impacts if denied, and determined that it would not serve
the national interest to issue a presidential permit to TransCanada
for the Keystone XL pipeline. Id. at 32.

BLM FRACKING RULE PRELIMINARILY ENJOINED IN

SWEEPING OPINION; COURT DINGS BLM ON TRIBAL

CONSULTATION

On September 30, 2015, the U.S. District Court for the
District of Wyoming preliminarily enjoined the Bureau of Land
Management’s (BLM) hydraulic fracturing rule, finding that the
BLM was without authority to regulate hydraulic fracturing, that
the BLM’s action was arbitrary, capricious, and not supported by
the record, and that the BLM had failed to adequately consult with
the Ute Indian Tribe of the Uintah and Ouray Reservation. See
Wyoming v. DOI, Nos. 2:15-cv-00041, 2:15-cv-00043, 2015 WL
5845145 (D. Wyo. Sept. 30, 2015).
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EDITOR’S NOTE ON UNPUBLISHED OPINIONS: This Newsletter sometimes contains reports on unpublished court
opinions that we think may be of interest to our readers. Readers are cautioned that many jurisdictions prohibit the citation
of unpublished opinions. Readers are advised to consult the rules of all pertinent jurisdictions regarding this matter.

As reported in Vol. XXXII, No. 3 (2015) of this Newsletter,
on March 20, 2015, the BLM issued its final rule for hydraulic
fracturing on federal and tribal lands, and on March 26, 2015, the
final rule and the BLM’s responses to public comments were
published in the Federal Register. See Oil & Gas; Hydraulic
Fracturing on Federal and Indian Lands, 80 Fed. Reg. 16,128
(Mar. 26, 2015) (to be codified at 43 C.F.R. pt. 3160). The rule
was slated to take effect on June 24, 2015. Industry associations
and the states of Wyoming, Colorado, and North Dakota chal-
lenged the rule. Their lawsuits were consolidated into Wyoming’s
lawsuit, in which the State of Utah and the Ute Indian Tribe have
intervened as plaintiffs and the Sierra Club, Earthworks, the
Wilderness Society, Western Resource Advocates, Conservation
Colorado Education Foundation, and the Southern Utah Wilder-
ness Society have intervened as defendants.

In its rulemaking, the BLM asserted authority to promulgate
the rule under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of
1976, 43 U.S.C. §§ 1701–1782; the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920,
30 U.S.C. §§ 181–263; the 1930 Right-of-Way Leasing Act, id.
§§ 301–306; the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands, id.
§§ 351–360; the Federal Oil and Gas Royalty Management Act of
1982, id. §§ 1701–1757; the Indian Mineral Leasing Act of 1938,
25 U.S.C. §§ 396a–396g; and the Indian Mineral Development
Act of 1982, id. §§ 2101–2108. See 2015 WL 5845145, at *5
(citing 80 Fed. Reg. at 16,217). The court found that none of these
statutes granted the BLM the authority to regulate hydraulic
fracturing. In parsing these statutes, the court noted that until
2005, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (and
certain states and tribes) regulated hydraulic fracturing under the
Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974 (SWDA), 42 U.S.C. §§ 300f to
300j-26, a statute not cited by the BLM as authority to regulate
the practice. In 2005, however, Congress expressly removed
EPA jurisdiction to regulate hydraulic fracturing under the
SWDA through the Energy Policy Act of 2005, Pub. L. No.
109-58, 119 Stat. 594. See 42 U.S.C. § 300h(d)(1)(B)(ii). Finding
that Congress had expressly amended this specific statute to
exempt hydraulic fracturing from federal regulation, the court
was unpersuaded by the BLM’s recitation of more general stat-
utes and its argument that essentially relied on its assertion that
Congress had not prohibited the BLM from regulating the
practice. 2015 WL 5845145, at *9.

While the court noted that its holding on the BLM’s lack of
statutory authority was dispositive, it nevertheless addressed
additional arguments raised by the plaintiffs. Citing a lack of
evidence that hydraulic fracturing had impacted water resources,
the court also found the rule arbitrary, capricious, and not
supported by facts in the record, dismissing the rule as “a remedy
in search of harm.” Id. at *10. The court also specifically called
out as particularly problematic the rule’s provisions regarding
mechanical integrity testing, the “usable water” definition, and
pre-operational disclosures. Id. at *12–15.

Finally, the court also found merit in the Ute Indian Tribe’s
argument that the BLM failed to consult with the tribe in

accordance with U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI) policies.
Id. at *15–17. The policy at issue, Secretarial Order No. 3317
(Dec. 1, 2011) (incorporated in 2014 into the DOI’s Departmental
Manual pt. 512, chs. 4, 5), by its own terms purports to establish
a policy by which the DOI will satisfy both its legal consultation
obligations under certain laws and regulations (not specified, but
would include the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA),
54 U.S.C. §§ 300101–306131) and Executive Order No. 13,175
(Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments).
2015 WL 5845145, at *16. The NHPA’s requirement to consult
with Indian tribes has been consistently interpreted to require a
good faith effort. See, e.g., Pueblo of Sandia v. United States, 50
F.3d 856 (10th Cir. 1995). Generally, an agency must do more
than merely send a form letter requesting consultation, but an
agency is not required to wait indefinitely for a response. See, e.g.,
Quechan Tribe of Fort Yuma Indian Reservation v. DOI, 927 F.
Supp. 2d 921 (S.D. Cal. 2013). In addition to the NHPA
consultation obligation, Executive Order No. 13,175 is broader,
requiring federal agencies to consult with tribes on a vast array of
agency decisions that may impact tribes. On the other hand,
executive orders are not generally enforceable by third parties
against the federal government, and it is likely that the federal
government has not waived its immunity from suit for a violation
of an internal executive policy. Executive Order No. 13,175
contemplates this fact, explicitly stating in section 10 that “[t]his
order is intended only to improve the internal management of the
executive branch, and is not intended to create any right, benefit,
or trust responsibility, substantive or procedural, enforceable at
law by a party against the United States, its agencies, or any
person.” The court, however, did not address the fundamental
issue of whether it had jurisdiction to decide this issue nor
whether the BLM had waived its immunity from suit for third-
party enforcement of an internal agency policy.

In addition, the BLM provided advanced copies of the
original draft rule, held multiple regional tribal meetings on three
separate occasions, and offered to meet with tribes individually.
2015 WL 5845145, at *16. The court, however, found that these
efforts were not meaningful, specifically faulting the BLM for
developing a draft proposed rule prior to initiating tribal
consultation, and for failing to accept more changes in its final
rule based on tribal comments. Id. at *17. The court found that
the BLM’s “failure to comply with departmental policies and
procedures is arbitrary and capricious action.” Id. If challenged
and upheld, this sets a new precedent in administrative law that
could cast uncertainty on a variety of federal agency permitting
decisions, in addition to rulemaking.

E N V I R O N M E N T A L  I S S U E S

continued from page 1

As part of this proposed rule, EPA has also proposed control
technique guidelines, which are intended to provide state, local,
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and tribal air agencies with information to assist them in
determining stringent emission control technologies for oil and
gas sources located in ozone nonattainment areas.

EPA’s Proposed Source Determination Rule

EPA is proposing several options to clarify its existing air
permitting rules, as they apply to the oil and gas industry. See
Source Determination for Certain Emission Units in the Oil &
Natural Gas Sector, 80 Fed. Reg. 56,579 (proposed Sept. 18,
2015) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pts. 49, 51, 52, 70, 71).
Specifically, EPA is seeking public feedback on two approaches
for defining the term “adjacent,” which is one of three factors
used to determine whether multiple oil and gas sources should be
“aggregated” for air quality permitting purposes. When multiple
sources are aggregated, it becomes more likely that total emis-
sions will exceed “major source” permitting thresholds, making
the sources subject to longer permitting timelines and more
onerous and costly emission control requirements. Determining
whether multiple facilities should be aggregated for air quality
permitting purposes has been especially problematic for EPA and
state agencies in the context of the oil and gas industry, as
upstream production often has some relationship, typically via
pipeline. EPA is considering primarily two definitions:

• One definition would define the term “adjacent” in terms
of geographic and physical proximity. Some states use a
quarter mile as a general rule of thumb in determining
whether multiple sources should be considered adja-
cent—i.e., sources within a quarter mile are adjacent; those
outside this threshold distance are not. EPA is considering
a quarter-mile threshold, as well as how that distance
should be measured—e.g., fence line to fence line, or edge
of surface disturbances.

• The other definition would consider sources “adjacent” if
they are either close together or related by function (e.g.,
connected by pipeline). This latter factor, often referred to
as “functional relationship” or “functional interdepen-
dency,” considers the operational or functional relationship
between sources in determining adjacency. Consideration
of this subjective factor has, in the past, led to aggregation
of multiple sources that are separated by a significant
distance.

EPA’s Proposed Federal Implementation Plan for EPA’s
Indian Country Minor New Source Review Program for
Oil and Gas Sources

EPA has proposed a federal implementation plan (FIP) that
would impose air quality control requirements on upstream oil
and gas sources locating or expanding in Indian country. See
Review of New Sources and Modifications in Indian Country:
Federal Implementation Plan for Managing Air Emissions from
True Minor Sources Engaged in Oil & Natural Gas Production in
Indian Country, 80 Fed. Reg. 56,554 (proposed Sept. 18, 2015)
(to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pt. 49). The proposed FIP would
apply in addition to the current FIPs in place for certain areas of
Indian country. It would be used instead of site-specific air quality
preconstruction permits in Indian country and would incorporate
emissions limits and other requirements from six existing federal
air standards. The following emission sources would be subject to
the rule:

• compression ignition and spark ignition engines;

• compressors (reciprocating and centrifugal);

• fuel storage tanks;

• fugitive emissions from well sites and compressor stations;

• glycol dehydrators;

• hydraulically fractured oil and gas well completions;

• pneumatic controllers and pumps;

• process heaters; and

• storage vessels.

EPA FINALIZES THE NATIONAL AMBIENT AIR QUALITY

STANDARDS FOR OZONE

Finally, on October 26, 2015, EPA released the revised and
final national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) for ozone.
See National Ambient Air Quality Standards for Ozone, 80 Fed.
Reg. 65,292 (Oct. 26, 2015) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pts.
50–53, 58). EPA reduced the NAAQS from 75 parts per billion
(ppb) to 70 ppb. The new NAAQS will be effective on December
28, 2015, and will likely result in a number of other areas across
the country being designated as “nonattainment” for ozone. A
nonattainment designation generally results in more stringent
emission control requirements for sources of volatile organic
compounds and nitrogen oxides operating within the nonattain-
ment area.

F E D E R A L  E N E R G Y

R E G U L A T O R Y  C O M M I S S I O N

S H E I L A  S L O C U M  H O L L I S

D E N N I S  J .  H O U G H ,  J R .
—  R E P O R T E R S  —

WHERE DOES FERC OIL PIPELINE JURISDICTION END?

What are the bounds of the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission’s (FERC) jurisdiction over oil pipelines? Can FERC
regulate all the way to the wellhead? Does the carrier have any
options? The ongoing production activity in shale-producing
regions and the corresponding movement of that oil present
compelling reasons to review FERC’s rules and regulations, which
at times can be overlooked. In addition, earlier this year FERC
provided an important clarification regarding the application of its
authority. This condensed update on the state of FERC’s
regulatory approach provides some preliminary insight on these
matters.

FERC’s oil pipeline jurisdiction is derived from the Interstate
Commerce Act (ICA), as the ICA existed when Congress trans-
ferred regulatory authority to FERC effective October 1, 1977.
See 49 U.S.C. § 60502; see also Flint Hills Res. Alaska, LLC v.
FERC, 627 F.3d 881, 884 n.1 (D.C. Cir. 2010). Pursuant to
section 1(1)(b) of the ICA, the ICA applies to “common carriers
engaged in . . . [t]he transportation of oil or other commodity,
except water and except natural or artificial gas, by pipe line . . . .”
49 U.S.C. app. § 1(1)(b) (1988). The duties and powers of FERC
are generally limited “to the establishment of a rate or charge for
the transportation of oil by pipeline” in interstate commerce. 49
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U.S.C. § 60502. Those rates must be just and reasonable, 49
U.S.C. app. § 1(5) (1988), and not unduly discriminatory, 49
U.S.C. app. §§ 2, 3(1) (1988). In contrast to FERC’s regulatory
authority pursuant to the Natural Gas Act (NGA), 15 U.S.C.
§§ 717–717w, FERC has no ICA jurisdiction over the siting or
construction of an oil pipeline. Nor does the ICA have the NGA’s
express exemptions built in for the production, gathering, or
distribution of natural gas, see id. § 717(b), and it does not
include a “Hinshaw exemption,” see id. § 717(c) (relating to
intrastate transactions). As a result, FERC considers its ICA
jurisdiction to “attach[] to all aspects of oil transportation,
including gathering services, back to the wellhead.” Texaco Ref.
& Mktg., Inc. v. SFPP, L.P., 81 FERC ¶ 61,388, 62,803 (1997).

The question of whether the commerce is interstate or
intrastate, which determines the application of the ICA and
FERC’s jurisdiction, has been determined by examining the
“essential character of the commerce.” Hydrocarbon Trading &
Transp. Co. v. Tex. E. Transmission Corp., 26 FERC ¶ 61,201,
61,470 (1984) (quoting Atl. Coast Line R.R. Co. v. Standard Oil
Co. of Ky., 275 U.S. 257, 268 (1927)). That examination hinges
on “the fixed and persisting transportation intent of the shipper at
the time of shipment.” Id. at 61,471.

In circumstances where a movement of oil is segmented, or
“broken,” by a storage facility or other means, such that a
particular segment of that movement occurs within a single state,
FERC has applied a three-part test to determine whether the
movement is intrastate. That test evaluates the following:

(1) at the time of shipment there is no specific order
being filled for a specific quantity of a given product to
be moved through to a specific destination beyond the
terminal storage, (2) the terminal storage is a distribution
point or local marketing facility from which specific
amounts of the product are sold or allocated, and
(3) transportation in the furtherance of this distribution
within the single state is specifically arranged only after
sale or allocation from storage.

Id.

In lieu of making a jurisdictional determination involving the
movement of oil, a carrier may petition FERC for a temporary
waiver of the filing and reporting requirements of sections 6 and
20 of the ICA, as well as parts 341 and 357 of FERC’s
regulations. See 49 U.S.C. app. §§ 6, 20 (1988); 18 C.F.R. pts.
341, 357. Section 6 of the ICA addresses the filing of rates and
charges for transportation services with FERC, as well as any
change in a filed rate. Section 20 of the ICA grants FERC the
authority to require carriers to submit regular (annual, periodical)
or special reports concerning the affairs of the carrier.

FERC has set forth four criteria that a carrier must meet to be
granted a temporary waiver: “(1) the pipeline[] (or [its] affiliates)
own 100 percent of the throughput on the line; (2) there is no
demonstrated third-party interest in gaining access to or shipping
upon the line; (3) no such interest is likely to materialize; and
(4) there is no opposition to granting the waivers.” Whiting Oil &
Gas Corp., 131 FERC ¶ 61,263, 62,278 (2010). The waiver is
temporary in the sense that if any of the facts that led FERC to
grant the waiver change, those changed circumstances must be

reported to FERC, and could result in the termination of the
waiver. Id.

The first element concerning ownership of pipeline through-
put has been subject to somewhat additional scrutiny. Earlier this
year, FERC denied a request for waiver where the carrier was
unable to demonstrate that 100% of the throughput was owned by
the pipeline despite the carrier’s explanation that it will have a
majority of the undivided interest in the oil to be transported. See
Noble Energy, Inc., 150 FERC ¶ 61,073, 61,526 (2015). FERC
explained that a carrier requesting a waiver must “demonstrate
unambiguously that it will own 100 percent of the production to
be transported . . . .” Id. Accordingly, carriers seeking a waiver
should perform whatever analysis is necessary to ensure satisfac-
tion of those criteria.

By its own terms the ICA presents a broad jurisdictional
reach. Nevertheless, FERC has employed certain analyses that
may narrow the ICA’s scope and provide some regulatory relief
to certain carriers. Determining FERC’s jurisdiction over carriers
pursuant to the ICA is a fact-based exercise that should be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

A R I Z O N A —  M I N I N G

J A M E S  P .  A L L E N

—  R E P O R T E R  —

FWS DECIDES NOT TO LIST THE SONORAN DESERT TORTOISE

The Arizona mining industry breathed a cautious sigh of
relief on October 6, 2015, when the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
(FWS) announced that it would not list the Sonoran desert
tortoise as threatened or endangered. See 12-Month Finding on
a Petition to List Sonoran Desert Tortoise as an Endangered or
Threatened Species, 80 Fed. Reg. 60,321 (Oct. 6, 2015). A formal
listing under the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA), 16
U.S.C. §§ 1531–1544, is widely viewed as a significant barrier to
resource development, increasing costs and lengthening project
lead times. The tortoise has been a candidate species for several
years, with the FWS repeatedly finding that listing was warranted
(based on then-available information in the FWS’s files) but
precluded by the need to pursue conservation of higher-priority
species. During this time, the FWS worked with federal agencies
and the Arizona Game & Fish Department (Arizona Game &
Fish) to implement a candidate conservation agreement (CCA)
providing for population monitoring and assuring that successful
management practices are documented. See “Candidate Conserva-
tion Agreement for the Sonoran Desert Tortoise (Gopherus
Morafkai) in Arizona,” between FWS & Cooperating Agencies
Comprising the Ariz. Interagency Desert Tortoise Team (May 27,
2015).

The Sonoran desert tortoise lives on rocky slopes, foothills,
and bajadas east of the Colorado River in southwestern Arizona
and Sonora, Mexico. Since 2012, it has been recognized as a
distinct species from the Mojave desert tortoise, a threatened
species whose habitat lies west of the Colorado River in Califor-
nia and Nevada. Tortoises may reach 8 to 15 pounds at maturity,
with a highly domed shell up to 15 inches in length. The FWS
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estimates that between a half-million and a million adult Sonoran
tortoises exist in about 38,000 square miles of potential habitat;
64% of that potential habitat is in Arizona. In a species status
assessment released to support its decision, the FWS found that
the tortoise had not experienced measurable losses, either in
population or overall range. See FWS, “Species Status Assess-
ment for the Sonoran Desert Tortoise” (Sept. 2015). The assess-
ment evaluated six potential threats to the tortoise, including
invasive and non-native plants, altered wildfire regimes, loss or
fragmentation of habitat due to development, and climate change.
Of these, the loss of habitat and food following wildfires attribut-
able to the spread of more flammable, non-native plants was
considered to be of greatest concern.

After evaluating multiple scenarios predicting the species’
survival for up to 100 years, the FWS found that by continuing
the existing conservation measures the species would likely
continue to thrive throughout its range. See News Release, FWS,
“Sonoran Desert Tortoise Does Not Warrant Endangered Species
Protection” (Oct. 5, 2015). Approximately 73% of the tortoise’s
potential U.S. habitat is under some degree of conservation
management, with 55% of potential U.S. habitat covered by
specific measures laid out in the CCA. The FWS cited this
decision, along with a recent not-warranted decision on the
greater sage-grouse, as an indication that “the ESA is accomplish-
ing its intended purpose in a flexible and collaborative way.”
Id. at 1.

To some in the mining industry, the FWS’s reference to the
greater sage-grouse decision sounded an ominous tone. Deciding
that listing the sage-grouse was not warranted came, in part, due
to proposed revisions of federal land management plans across
Wyoming, Utah, and Nevada. In addition to setting limits on the
amount of land surface that could be disturbed in potential sage-
grouse habitat, the revised plans announced the withdrawal of
approximately 10 million acres of federal land from location of
new mining claims. While oil and gas operators may well be able
to work within the surface-disturbance restrictions, the same
restrictions, combined with the 10-million-acre withdrawal, will
make future exploration and development for locatable minerals
a difficult proposition.

Some worry about similar limits in Arizona flowing from the
non-listing decision for the Sonoran desert tortoise. The species
assessment document accompanying the non-listing decision
provides little support for these fears. Unlike the situation for
sage-grouse, the FWS cited a 30-year history of conservation
efforts for its success at conserving the desert tortoise. The FWS
noted that most land management plans are current with respect
to the tortoise’s status, and will not require revision. Arizona
Game & Fish will continue to regulate the Sonoran desert tortoise
as a “Species of Greatest Conservation Need.” Id. at 2. Mining
exploration and development projects will continue to conduct
monitoring and mitigation aimed at preventing injury to tortoises,
or loss of habitat. Two new conservation agreements are in the
works, one statewide agreement with Arizona Game & Fish, and
another addressing utility and transmission lines. Ranchers in the
Winkelman, Arizona area worked with federal and state agencies
to develop best management practices for grazing in tortoise
habitat. See Ranching & Sonoran Desert Tortoise Working Grp.,

“Draft—Best Management Practices for Ranching in Sonoran
Desert Tortoise (Gopherus Morafkai) Habitat in Arizona” (Mar. 9,
2015). Only in the management of saleable minerals, including
sand, gravel, or similar construction materials, did the FWS
indicate that further regulation might be warranted.

The FWS likely hopes that its current decision not to list the
Sonoran desert tortoise, combined with a range of conservation
initiatives, will put an end to years of controversy over the
species.

A R K A N S A S —  O I L  &  G A S

T H O M A S  A .  D A I L Y

—  R E P O R T E R  —

ARKANSAS COURT OF APPEALS RULING CONFIRMS COMMON

LAW PRINCIPLE THAT POSSESSION OF ONE COTENANT IS

NOT ADVERSE TO OTHER COTENANTS

SEECO, Inc. v. Holden, 2015 Ark. App. 555, 2015 WL
5853340, involved an ownership dispute between two owners, one
of whom owned the surface as well as a one-half mineral interest
in the subject land, while the other was the descendant of a
previous owner who sold the land to the surface owner’s
predecessor in 1912, reserving a one-half mineral interest. The
surface owner claimed title to the other one-half interest, as well,
by virtue of a tax deed resulting from a purported 1958 forfeiture
of the severed one-half interest.

However, that 1958 forfeiture was clearly void for failure of
the tax assessor to properly assess the severed interest, prior to the
purported forfeiture, so the owner whose interest was purportedly
forfeited sued to quiet title to the interest. 2015 Ark. App. 555,
at 3. In response, the surface owner contended that the suit
was barred by limitations. Id. She contended that her possession
(her lessee had commenced drilling wells on the contested lands
more than two years prior to commencement of the quiet title suit)
precluded the suit. An Arkansas statute bars a person who has
been dispossessed by a tax purchaser for more than two years
from maintaining a quiet title suit. Id. at 4 (citing Ark. Code Ann.
§ 18-61-106(a)).

The trial court ruled in favor of the surface owner, but the
Arkansas Court of Appeals reversed. The appeals court’s opinion
confirmed that Arkansas adheres to the majority rule that
production of minerals by a cotenant does not constitute adverse
possession against nonproducing cotenants. Id. at 6–7. Since,
under the two-year statute, exclusive possession is required to
begin the running of the limitations period, the statutory period
never began to run. Thus, the severed one-half owner could quiet
title and set aside the void tax sale. Id. at 8.
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C A L I F O R N I A —  M I N I N G

C H R I S  P O W E L L

—  R E P O R T E R  —

CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE PROMULGATES NEW SUCTION

DREDGE MINING REQUIREMENTS

In 2009 the State of California enacted a statutory morato-
rium on suction dredge mining, a form of small-scale or recre-
ational mining in which a motorized vacuum pulls material from
the bed of a river or stream to be sifted for gold deposits. See Cal.
Fish & Game Code § 5653.1; see also Vol. XXX, No. 3 (2013)
of this Newsletter. The practice has recently come under fire from
environmental organizations for the damage it can cause to water
quality and streambed habitat.

Last year the California Third District Court of Appeals held
that the General Mining Act of 1872 (Mining Law of 1872), 30
U.S.C. §§ 22–47, required the State of California to allow suction
dredge mining on federal land if alternate mining methods were
exhausted. See People v. Rinehart, 178 Cal. Rptr. 3d 550 (Ct.
App. 2014), review granted, 340 P.3d 1044 (Cal. 2015). In
Rinehart, a miner who was criminally charged with violating
California’s moratorium on suction dredge mining argued that the
state law is preempted by the federal law, and thus the State of
California’s ban on suction dredge mining is federally preempted
by the Mining Law of 1872. This law states that “all valuable
mineral deposits in lands belonging to the United States . . . shall
be free and open to exploration and purchase . . . .” 30 U.S.C.
§ 22. In mid-January the California Supreme Court granted a
petition to review the Rinehart holding, which rendered the
appellate decision as depublished and uncitable. See Cal. Ct. R.
8.1105(e). Until the California Supreme Court issues a decision,
conflicting interpretations over the legality of suction dredge
mining in California will likely continue. In the meantime, the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) took the
stance that suction dredging is illegal in California without
a permit and refuses to issue permits for dredging based on
the 2009 moratorium. See CDFW, “Suction Dredge Permits,”
https://www.wildlife.ca.gov/ Licensing/Suction-Dredge-Permits.

California miners have also brought various legal actions,
consolidated in San Bernardino County, in an attempt to challenge
the State’s effective ban on suction dredging by refusing to issue
the necessary permits. In re Suction Dredge Mining Cases,
No. JCPDS4720 (Cal. Super. Ct. San Bernardino Cnty. filed
Sept. 15, 2010). Some miners resumed suction dredging without
a permit from CDFW, and there have been reports that law
enforcement has threatened miners with arrest and confiscation
of dredging equipment. Scott Harn, “Judge Ochoa Refuses to
Issue Injunction - Dredging Saga Continues,” ICMJ Prospecting
& Mining J. (June 23, 2015). Several miners also sought an
injunction in the consolidated action to prevent law enforcement
in Siskiyou County from issuing citations for suction dredging. On
July 8, 2015, the court entered an order denying the request for
the injunction, and thus failed to provide the miners with any
immediate remedy to California’s ban on suction dredge mining.
Order Denying Miners’ Motion for Injunction, In re Suction

Dredge Mining Cases, No. JCPDS4720 (Cal. Super. Ct. San
Bernardino Cnty. July 8, 2015).

In the meantime, Senator Ben Allen introduced Senate Bill
637 (SB 637), which clarifies and adds to the permitting require-
ments for suction dredge mining administered by CDFW and the
State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB). See S. 637,
2015 Cal. Legis. Serv. ch. 680 (effective Oct. 9, 2015) (amending
Cal. Fish & Game Code § 5653; adding Cal. Water Code
§ 13172.5). In addition to giving CDFW clear authority over
suction dredging, the amendment requires applicants to obtain and
submit copies of applicable waste discharge requirements as well
as any permits issued under sections 401 and 404 of the Clean
Water Act (as applicable) before CDFW will consider a permit
application. Cal. Fish & Game Code § 5653(b). CDFW may also
now increase the fees for such permits in order to cover the cost
of regulating this practice. Id. § 5653(d)(2). The legislature did
not place a cap on the fees CDFW may assign, and CDFW will
likely increase the permitting fees substantially from their current
base range of $25 to $220. Id. § 5653(d)(1). SB 637 also provides
the SWRCB direction on the environmental impacts at issue (e.g.,
mercury contamination) and directs the SWRCB to adopt or
waive waste discharge requirements for suction dredge mining.
See Cal. Water Code § 13172.5(b)(1).

C O L O R A D O  —  O I L  &  G A S

S H E R Y L  L .  H O W E

—  R E P O R T E R  —

FEDERAL DISTRICT COURT FINDS UNION PACIFIC’S

RESERVATION OF THE RIGHT TO USE SO MUCH OF LAND AS

MAY BE “CONVENIENT OR NECESSARY” ALLOWS USE

CONVENIENT TO THE MINERAL LESSEE

In A-W Land Co. v. Anadarko E&P Co., No. 1:09-cv-02293,
2015 WL 4464414 (D. Colo. July 22, 2015), the U.S. District
Court for the District of Colorado interpreted language in deeds
from Union Pacific Railroad Company (Union Pacific) reserving
oil, coal, and other minerals and certain rights to use the surface
to mine and remove oil, coal, or other minerals. The court was
interpreting Colorado law in this ongoing case.

The procedural setting for the court’s opinion is that the
plaintiff surface owners had sued Anadarko E&P Company LP
and Anadarko Land Corporation (collectively, Anadarko) for
trespass, asserting that Anadarko was required to “engage in
directional . . . drilling via wells radiating from a single well site,
rather than through the drilling of numerous vertical wells, each
from their own site.” Id. at *2 n.2. The plaintiffs sought
certification for a class action. The court certified a class for the
limited purpose of addressing several questions of law common
to all class members. Id. at *2. After the common questions of
law were resolved, “the class would be de-certified and each
Plaintiff would have to proceed to try their own trespass claims
individually.” Id. The parties had briefed the common legal issues
and the court treated the parties’ submissions as a motion for
summary judgment filed by Anadarko, seeking summary judgment
in its favor. Id.
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The opinion describes the history of Union Pacific’s
acquisition of lands on either side of the planned transcontinental
railroad, and the later deeds from Union Pacific conveying the
surface and retaining the mineral estate under lands. The court
quotes the language of a typical reservation (referred to as “the
surface reservation”), including the reservation of all oil, coal, and
other minerals, the exclusive right to prospect for oil, coal, and
other minerals, and the following language that was key to the
case:

the right of ingress, egress, and regress upon said land to
prospect for, mine and remove any and all such [oil,]
coal or other minerals, and the right to use so much of
said land as may be convenient or necessary for the
right-of-way to and from such prospect places or mines,
and for the convenient and proper operation of such
prospect places, mines, and for roads and approaches
thereto or for removal therefrom of [oil,] coal, mineral,
machinery, or other material.

Id. at *1 (alterations in original) (emphasis added). The word
“oil” is in brackets in the quote because some of the sample deeds
in the record contained an underscored blank space in this
location and others had the word oil handwritten in that space. Id.
at *1 n.1.

The court addressed the Colorado Supreme Court case
Gerrity Oil & Gas Corp. v. Magness, 946 P.2d 913 (Colo. 1997),
where “the Colorado Supreme Court explained that ‘a mineral
rights holder is legally privileged to make such use of the surface
as is reasonable and necessary to develop underlying minerals.’”
2015 WL 4464414, at *4 (quoting Gerrity, 946 P.2d at 927). The
court reviewed the precedent prior to Gerrity and concluded that
the principles recited in Gerrity “are not novel or even of
particularly recent invention.” Id. at *5. Based on a number of
earlier cases cited in the opinion, the court “assume[d] that, at the
time Union Pacific was issuing the deeds in question, it was . . .
aware that its retention of a mineral interest also granted it the
inherent right to make reasonable and necessary use of the surface
estate.” Id.

The court first addressed the question of whether the surface
reservation is ambiguous. Anadarko argued the reservation is not
ambiguous, and the plaintiffs argued that the word “convenient”
is ambiguous because the question “convenient to whom” is not
answered. Id. at *6. The plaintiffs argued that “‘convenient’
means ‘convenient to the Surface Owner’ and ‘necessary’ means
‘necessary to the mineral owner.’” Id. The court disagreed with
this argument, and found that “the correct interpretation unambig-
uously points towards the question of convenience being viewed
from Union Pacific’s perspective for numerous reasons,” includ-
ing that “a commercial entity can be expected to increase, not
diminish, the value of its property.” Id. The court stated that “one
should assume that Union Pacific was acting in such a way as to
make its mineral estate more valuable, rather than less.” Id.
(emphasis omitted).

The court also addressed the plaintiffs’ argument that Union
Pacific’s practice of obtaining surface owner’s agreements (SOA)
with surface owners showed that “Union Pacific did not believe
that the rights conveyed by the surface reservation were as
expansive as Anadarko [asserted them to be].” Id. at *7. The court
found that this practice was explained by the fact that Union

Pacific “was occasionally bedeviled by the unresolved question of
whether its mineral estate included rights to oil and gas,” prior to
that issue being decided by the Colorado Supreme Court in
McCormick v. Union Pacific Resources Co., 14 P.3d 346 (Colo.
2000). 2015 WL 4464414, at *7. Thus, the court ruled

that the terms of the surface reservation are not
ambiguous, that the terms “convenient” and “necessary”
. . . are properly interpreted according to their dictionary
definitions, and that the notion of whether a given
surface use is “convenient” is a determination that is
made . . . from Anadarko’s point of view, not from the
point of view of a surface owner.

Id. at *8.

The court discussed the burdens of proof for trespass claims
based on the Gerrity case. The opinion states that Gerrity first

requires a plaintiff surface owner to establish a prima
facie case by showing that the mineral owner’s use of the
surface was unreasonable according to the surface
owner’s subjective expectations. The burden then shifts
to the mineral owner to show that its use was both
necessary to the act of exploiting the mineral estate
and was reasonable according to established industry
practices.

Id. (emphasis omitted). The court found that these first two steps
in the allocation of proof were not changed by the language of the
surface reservation. Thus, Anadarko was still required to act in
a commercially reasonable manner. Id. The third stage of the
allocation of the burden of proof from Gerrity is described as “the
surface owner attempting to show that there were reasonable
alternatives that the mineral owner could have used but did not.”
Id. The court found that “at this stage of the analysis, Anadarko’s
right to act at its convenience becomes meaningful” and that “the
effect of the ‘convenient’ clause of the surface reservation would
be honored by granting Anadarko the right to decide which
reasonable alternative it will select, even if one alternative will
result in greater surface disruption than the other.” Id. (emphasis
omitted).

The court also addressed the question of whether Anadarko
could be liable for an alleged trespass committed by Anadarko’s
oil and gas lessees. Reviewing prior Colorado law, the court found
that a lessor “is not ordinarily liable for a trespass committed by
his or her lessee.” Id. at *9 (citing Orphan Belle Mining & Milling
Co. v. Pinto Mining Co., 85 P. 323, 324 (Colo. 1906)). The court
recognized

two situations in which the lessor would be liable for
such a trespass committed by its lessee: (i) where the
lessor “aids, abets, encourages, or authorizes the lessee
in the commission of the trespass,” or (ii) where the
lessor, although unaware of the trespass as it is occur-
ring, subsequently “ratifies” that trespass in some way.

Id. (citations omitted). As to the first exception (aiding and
abetting), the plaintiffs were arguing that Anadarko routinely
waived a right that it had in its lease agreements, “by which
Anadarko [was] authorized to require the lessees to enter into an
SOA with a surface owner before commencing drilling.” Id. at
*10. The court found that “the mere waiver of a right to demand
a lessee obtain an SOA, without proof of greater knowledge by
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Anadarko of the lessee’s intentions and their tortious nature,
exceeds the limitations posed by the aiding and abetting doctrine
and begins to approach a form of strict liability.” Id. The court
found that the second exception (the ratification theory) is
factually intensive and would require individual proof in each
case in which a plaintiff intended to invoke it. Id. at *9.

Finally, the court stated that it had addressed “the only
questions of law common to all class members,” and that “the
case is now ripe for decertification of the class.” Id. at *12.

K A N S A S  —  O I L  &  G A S

D A V I D  E .  P I E R C E

—  R E P O R T E R  —

COURT OF APPEALS APPLIES KNOTTY RULES DEVELOPED BY

KANSAS SUPREME COURT TO DETERMINE CONTINUING

EFFECT OF DEFEASIBLE TERM INTEREST

In January 1945 A obtained land burdened by an oil and gas
lease. In April 1945 A sold the land to B with A excepting a one-
half mineral interest for 20 years “or as long thereafter as oil, gas
or other minerals is produced therefrom.” The lessee unitized
the land with other lands, but at no time was a well physically
located on the A/B land. No production was obtained from the
land until 2009 when OXY USA, Inc. (OXY) completed a well on
the land as successor to the lease and unitized area. In OXY USA,
Inc. v. Red Wing Oil, LLC, No. 111,973, 2015 WL 6087217
(Kan. Ct. App. Oct. 16, 2015), OXY brought an interpleader
action to determine the rights to production from the land as
between the successors to A and B.

The Kansas Court of Appeals had to first determine the
proper rule that governed perpetuation of the defeasible term
interest spanning three distinct time periods during which the
governing law changed. The issue was whether production from
a pooled or unitized area would perpetuate a defeasible term
interest when the unit well was not physically located on any of
the land comprising the interest. The court in Smith v. Home
Royalty Ass’n, 498 P.2d 98 (Kan. 1972), addressed the issue and
held that only a producing well physically located on the
defeasible term mineral interest land can satisfy the “produced
therefrom” requirement to perpetuate the interest. Under that rule,
A’s interest terminated because there had to be production from
the land in 1965 and no well was placed on the land until 2009.
The court, however, changed the Smith rule in Classen v. Federal
Land Bank of Wichita, 617 P.2d 1255 (Kan. 1980), to provide
that production from a pooled area, where the well was not
located on the defeasible term interest land, would nevertheless
constitute “produced therefrom” as to the acreage that actually
participates in the pooled production. The Classen rule was
extended in Edmonston v. Home Stake Oil & Gas Corp., 762 P.2d
176 (Kan. 1988), to defeasible term acreage that actually
participates in a statutory field-wide unit.

Therefore, under the Smith rule A’s interest terminated in
1965 but under the Classen/Edmonston rule it could be perpetu-
ated by pooled or unitized production because the entire tract
apparently shared in unit production. It all depended upon what
effect is given the subsequent changes made to Smith by Classen

and Edmonston. The court addressed that issue in Kneller v.
Federal Land Bank of Wichita, 799 P.2d 485 (Kan. 1990),
holding it would not give retroactive effect to the rules stated in
Classen and Edmonston. Instead, the Smith rule would apply from
the time Smith was decided up to the time Classen was decided:
June 10, 1972, through October 7, 1980. But what is the rule
when A’s interest terminated in 1965, before Smith was an-
nounced as the law? The court in Kneller indirectly answers this
issue. The primary term for the defeasible term interest at issue in
Kneller terminated in 1960. In addressing the adverse possession
argument, the court noted: “It was not until 1972 when the Smith
decision was announced that plaintiffs had a cause of action.”
Kneller, 799 P.2d at 490. Prior to Smith, “there was no existing
Kansas case law stating that production from a well in the unit
which was not physically situated on the tract in question would
not extend the term.” Id. This suggests that prior to announcement
of the Smith rule a Classen-like rule applied. This raises an
interesting issue regarding retroactivity when a rule of property is
changed: will the new “superior” rule be applied for those time
periods prior to adoption of the “inferior” rule that was subse-
quently changed?

The court in the OXY case did not have to address that issue
because although A’s interest may have been perpetuated from
1960 through June 10, 1972, there was no well on the leased land
by the time the Smith rule took effect on June 10, 1972.
Therefore, as of that date the interest terminated under the Smith
rule and the Kneller holding. This was the same factual scenario
as in Kneller so it was unnecessary to address whether the interest
was extended pre-Smith under a Classen-like analysis. The pre-
Smith issue could arise where there is off-tract pooled production
in which the interest shared prior to Smith but, before the Smith
rule took effect, there was a well physically producing from the
defeasible term acreage prior to, and throughout, the Smith rule
period. The court in OXY agreed that the Smith rule applied, the
interest terminated in 1972, and it could not be revived by the
1980 Classen rule. OXY, 2015 WL 6087217, at *10.

It was next argued by A that its interest continued in effect
because B failed to take prompt action to assert its rights follow-
ing termination of A’s defeasible interest. The trial court held that
because A’s interest terminated in 1972, and B failed to do
anything to assert its fee simple ownership, A’s interest continued
in effect applying a 15-year statute of limitations to determine
adverse claims to real property and applying estoppel and waiver.
Id. at *4. The court of appeals rejected the trial court’s analysis
noting that A’s interest terminated automatically and A failed to
take any action that would alert B that A was making an adverse
claim so as to cause the statute of limitations to begin running
against B. Id. at *7. Although the court incorrectly characterized
A and B as cotenants, it correctly concluded that under these
circumstances A must do more than passively wait for production
to occur over 30 years later. The “ouster” requirement applied to
cotenants is an appropriate analogy that imposes on A the
obligation to take affirmative and clear action that informs B that
a cause of action has accrued against A.

The final argument A makes is that because the A to B
conveyance was “subject to” an existing oil and gas lease that
contained a pooling clause, A should have the benefit of the lease
pooling clause to extend its defeasible term mineral interest. Id. at
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*9. The court rejected this argument noting the Kansas Supreme
Court had rejected a similar argument in Netahla v. Netahla, 346
P.3d 1079 (Kan. 2015). OXY, 2015 WL 6087217, at *10.

An argument not raised in this case, which had the potential
to perpetually vest the interest in A, was the rule against perpetu-
ities. First, note that the defeasible interest is being retained by the
grantor A. This means when A’s interest terminates, the interest
will leave the grantor A and vest in grantee B. Although the court
refers to B’s interest throughout its opinion as a “reversion” and
“possibility of reverter,” it is neither. Because the future interest
is created in the grantee, and not the grantor, the future interest
held by B must be an “executory interest.” More precisely, since
it will potentially spring out of the grantor at some future date, it
is a “springing executory interest.” Unlike a reversion or possibil-
ity of reverter, executory interests are subject to the rule against
perpetuities.

At the time the grant was made, it was possible that it could
be extended by production from the land for a period that
exceeded a life or lives in being plus 21 years and therefore
violates the common law rule against perpetuities. In this case the
interest did not vest in B until 27 years (April 1945 to June 10,
1972) after its creation. Because Kansas did not adopt its version
of the Uniform Statutory Rule Against Perpetuities until July 1,
1993, only the reformation provisions of Kan. Stat. Ann. § 59-
3405(b) could possibly be used to save this 1945 conveyance.
Even the reformation provisions of section 59-3405(b) may not be
available: at least one commentator, this reporter, has argued the
Kansas Uniform Statutory Rule Against Perpetuities is void
because it was the product of legislative log-rolling prohibited by
article 2, section 16 of the Kansas Constitution. See David E.
Pierce, “Void Enactments of the Kansas Legislature,” 80 J. Kan.
B. Ass’n 28 (2011). I bet you didn’t see that one coming.

OPERATOR CAN ELECT TO ASSERT STATUTORY LIEN

AGAINST ONLY THE NON-PAYING PARTY’S RIGHTS IN

OIL AND GAS LEASE

Klima Well Service, Inc. (Klima) was the operator of oil and
gas leases that comprised the Alameda Unit. Hurley was a
nonoperating working interest owner in the unit. Harry Hurley had
failed to pay operating expenses he had been billed, and Klima
filed a statement of lien and then sought to collect unpaid
expenses and foreclose the lien against Hurley’s leasehold
interest. In Klima Well Service, Inc. v. Hurley, No. 6:14-cv-
01250, 2015 WL 5637536 (D. Kan. Sept. 24, 2015), the court
held the Kansas oil and gas lien statute, Kan. Stat. Ann. § 55-207,
allowed the lien claimant to limit the scope of its lien to the non-
paying party’s undivided interest in the lease. This was an issue
of first impression in Kansas. The court relied upon the unjust
enrichment rationale for the statute and the reasoning of this
reporter, who addressed the issue in 1987. Klima, 2015 WL
5637536, at *5–7; see David E. Pierce, “Kansas Oil and Gas Lien
Law,” 56 J. Kan. B. Ass’n 8, 11 (1987).

Hurley also asserted there was no contract establishing his
obligation to pay the operating expenses. The court held the
operating agreement between the parties provided the necessary
contract “with the owner of any leasehold” as required by section
55-207. Klima, 2015 WL 5637536, at *8.

L O U I S I A N A  —  O I L  &  G A S

A D A M  B .  Z U C K E R M A N

S T E P H A N I E  M U R P H Y

—  R E P O R T E R S  —

LOUISIANA SUPREME COURT RULES ON SCOPE OF DUTIES

PRESCRIBED BY ARTICLE 122 OF THE MINERAL CODE

In McCarthy v. Evolution Petroleum Corp., 2014-2607
(La. 10/14/15); 2015 WL 5972515, the Louisiana Supreme Court
held that article 122 of the Louisiana Mineral Code only
prescribes duties for a lessee’s conduct as an operator but not as
a purchaser of mineral rights. In McCarthy the plaintiffs sought
damages and rescission of their sale of royalty interests in mineral
leases due to fraud and error. Id. at *1. The defendant, holding
operation rights as mineral lessee, sought a lease purchaser
interested in employing enhanced oil recovery technology to
increase mineral production. Id. The defendant reached an
agreement with potential lease purchaser Denbury Resources,
LLC (Denbury). Id. Without disclosing the pending deal or the
potential for drastically increased production, the defendant
offered to purchase the plaintiffs’ royalty interests. Id. at *2. The
plaintiffs accepted and received 16 years’ worth of previous
royalty payments. Id. The plaintiffs brought suit asserting that the
offer, in light of the pending deal, amounted to fraud. Id. The
district court dismissed the plaintiffs’ petition for failure to state
a cause of action. Id. In the plaintiffs’ second appeal, the
Louisiana Second Circuit Court of Appeal found that the plaintiffs
stated a cause of action for fraud by silence that derived from the
defendant’s status as operator under the Louisiana Mineral Code.
Id. at *3.

[B]ecause [the defendant] may have been under the duty
and obligation to commence a long-planned project for
development as a reasonably prudent operator and in
breach thereof, it could then be obligated to inform its
lessors and not remain silent on its plans to fulfill its
obligation as a reasonably prudent operator.

Id. (quoting McCarthy v. Evolution Petroleum Corp., 49,301 (La.
App. 2 Cir. 10/15/14); 151 So. 3d 148, 159).

The Louisiana Supreme Court reversed the court of appeals’
ruling, finding that article 122 does not create a duty on behalf of
an operator to speak or disclose information—a prerequisite to
sustain a cause of action for fraud by silence. Id. at *6. The lessee
“is not required to place the interests of the lessor ahead of his
own, nor is he bound by the traditional fiduciary restraints of full
disclosure, lack of self dealing, or prohibition against profiting
from the affairs of one’s principal.” Id. at *8 (quoting Patrick H.
Martin, Louisiana Mineral Law Treatise § 1003 (2012)). The
court noted, however, that “parties to mineral leases may
contractually impose a duty for a lessee to disclose information”
as suggested by article 122. Id.

The Louisiana Supreme Court further held that a cause of
action under article 122 does not exist for fraud by affirmative
misrepresentation. Id. at *9. Article 17 of the Louisiana Mineral
Code excludes a cause of action for lesion beyond moiety. Id.
(citing La. Civ. Code Ann. art. 2589 (“[t]he sale of an immovable
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may be rescinded for lesion when the price is less than one half of
the fair market value of the immovable”)). Even “[e]ndeavoring
to construe the petition in a light favorable to the plaintiffs . . . .
[t]his court . . . long ago established that an allegation of
inadequate price paid for a mineral interest is the essence of a
lesion claim, [and] is not actionable.” Id. at *10. Thus, the
plaintiffs’ claims of insufficient price are claims of lesion that are
barred by article 17. Id. at *12.

FEDERAL DISTRICT COURT ADDRESSES VIABILITY OF

“LEGACY LITIGATION” CLAIMS

In Tureau v. 2H, Inc., No. 1:13-cv-02969, 2015 WL 4694072
(W.D. La. Aug. 6, 2015), three plaintiff landowners filed a
“legacy” lawsuit suit against several companies alleging contami-
nation of land due to oilfield operations. The defendants, in turn,
sought to dismiss multiple theories of liability. The cases were
severed, and in the case discussed below, the court granted in part
and denied in part the defendant’s motion to dismiss.

First, the court addressed whether the plaintiff could sustain
a claim for breach of lease. Id. at *2. Where there was no express
lease provision regarding restoration of the land, “a duty to restore
[the plaintiff’s] land to its original condition arises only if [the
plaintiff] shows that [the defendant] exercised its right in an
‘unreasonable or excessive’ manner.” Id. Because the plaintiff
failed to assert any such allegation, the court dismissed the
plaintiff’s breach of lease claims. Id. Nevertheless, the court
concluded that a claim for restoration of the land “to its original
condition, less normal wear and tear” is allowed pursuant to
articles 2683 and 2692 of the Louisiana Civil Code. Id. at *3.

The court then determined that the plaintiff could not sustain
a claim for continuing trespass where it did not allege ongoing
conduct on the part of the defendant. Id. The court next found that
the plaintiff adequately alleged a claim against the defendant for
nuisance under the previous article 667 of the Louisiana Civil
Code. Id. In this regard, the court held that the plaintiff and
defendant, as lessor and lessee respectively, were “neighbors”
within the meaning of this article as they held interests in the same
piece of property. Id. The court opined, however, that while the
initial elements of article 667 were satisfied, the plaintiff must still
establish that the defendant was at fault to recover in nuisance.
Id. at *4.

The court further determined that the plaintiff could not
sustain a claim for premises liability under articles 2317 and 2322
of the Louisiana Civil Code where he “fail[ed] to assert a single
allegation of how the facilities or the equipment were defective
or in ruin.” Id. at *5. The court also found that the plaintiff could
not sustain a claim for fraud where he only alleged that the
defendant failed to warn “of the toxic and hazardous nature of the
contaminant waste left on [the] property” and that this “failure to
warn is the same as suppression of the truth.” Id. Where “there are
no allegations of a duty to inform and no allegation that any
silence by [the defendant] was with intent to deceive,” and where
there are no “allegations that [the plaintiff] reasonably relied on
the [defendant’s] silence to [the plaintiff’s] detriment,” this did
not comply with Fed. R. Civ. P. 9(b). 2015 WL 4694072, at *6.

The court also discussed the plaintiff’s claim for ultra-
hazardous activity. Id. Here the plaintiff asserted that the defen-
dant “engaged in ultrahazardous activity by storing, releasing and

disposing of radioactive oilfield waste on [the] property.” Id.
Although the court determined that the plaintiff sufficiently
asserted a cause of action that “dispos[al] of radioactive oilfield
waste . . . [caused] damage to [the] property in the form of
contamination,” the court opined that “at this time, I do not find
that [the defendant] has indeed engaged in ultrahazardous activ-
ity.” Id. Nevertheless, the court allowed the plaintiff to pursue this
cause of action at this stage of the litigation. Id. Further, the court
determined that if this claim is proven, an order of remediation
could be issued for land loss, subsidence, and backfilling of
canals. Id. Lastly, the court determined that the plaintiff’s claims
under the Restatement (Second) of Torts § 324A and La. Civ.
Code art. 2688 should be dismissed. 2015 WL 4694072, at *7.

LANDOWNER SUIT REMANDED TO STATE COURT

In Defelice Land Co. v. ConocoPhillips Co., No. 2:15-cv-
00614, 2015 WL 3773034 (E.D. La. June 17, 2015), Judge
Martin Feldman remanded a lawsuit alleging that the plaintiff’s
land was destroyed by the defendants’ proximate oil and gas
operations. The plaintiff “owns property located within, adjacent
to, and in the vicinity of the Lake Hermitage and Magnolia Oil &
Gas Fields.” Id. at *2. The plaintiff alleges that oil and gas
exploration, production, and transportation activities damaged its
property and were conducted in violation of Louisiana’s State and
Local Coastal Resources Management Act of 1978 (SLCRMA),
La. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§ 214.21–.42. 2015 WL 3773034, at *2.

The plaintiff brought suit on five state law claims: negli-
gence, strict liability, public nuisance, private nuisance, and
breach of contract. Id. The defendants removed on the grounds
that the federal court retained jurisdiction as the plaintiff’s claims
arose under federal law. Id. First, the defendants argued that the
plaintiff’s claims arose under federal law because the dredging at
issue was authorized under federal permits issued by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers. Id. at *3. The court rejected this
argument because “the plaintiff insists that its claims are expressly
governed by Louisiana code articles, statutes, regulations, and
permits.” Id. Further, the court found that the “alleged permit
violations occurred in Plaquemines Parish, not the Outer Conti-
nental Shelf,” foreclosing the possibility that the Outer Continen-
tal Shelf Lands Act applied to this litigation. Id. at *5. Lastly, the
court rejected jurisdiction based on maritime jurisdiction. Id. In
this regard, “maritime claims are not independently removable to
federal court absent an independent basis for asserting federal
jurisdiction. And defendants offer none here.” Id.

M I N N E S O T A  —  M I N I N G

A L E A V A  R .  S A Y R E

T H O M A S  C .  B U R M A N

—  R E P O R T E R S  —

MINNESOTA COURT OF APPEALS HOLDS THAT SILICA SAND

MINING OPERATION IS NOT A “NEW PROJECT” SUBJECT TO

SETBACK PERMITTING REQUIREMENTS

Increased demand for silica sand to support oil production
has led a number of previously small-scale silica sand mining
operations in Minnesota to substantially expand the scope of their
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operations in recent years with increases in mine rates and
production levels. The counties responsible for making land use
determinations in areas where these silica sand mining operations
have expanded have struggled with determining the permitting
requirements applicable to these expanded operations. Several
counties have imposed moratoria on issuance of any conditional
use permit (CUP) for silica sand mining operations and therefore
have delayed approvals of CUP applications for years.

Under Minnesota law, any new silica sand mine located
within the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (MDNR)
Paleozoic plateau ecological section and within a mile of a
designated trout stream must obtain a setback permit. Minn. Stat.
§ 103G.217(b). In September 2014, delays in permitting for a
proposed silica sand mine expansion in southeastern Minnesota
led MDNR to determine that a previously issued CUP for the
mine had lapsed, and that after the expanded mine proposal was
terminated the subsequent application to extend the original CUP
was a “new” mining operation subject to these setback require-
ments. On certiorari appeal of this administrative decision in
Erickson v. Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, No.
A14-1732, 2015 WL 4393405 (Minn. Ct. App. July 20, 2015)
(unpublished), the Minnesota Court of Appeals concluded that
MDNR erred as a matter of law. On October 20, 2015, the
Minnesota Supreme Court denied MDNR’s request for further
review, thus marking the end of the dispute.

The outcome of the litigation turned, in large part, on the
undisputed facts relating to the process of obtaining a CUP for the
silica sand mining operations on Tracie and Michelle Erickson’s
property. When the Ericksons acquired the property in 2009, it
was subject to a CUP that permitted the extraction of silica sand.
Id. at *1. While the original CUP initially contemplated the
removal of 8,000–10,000 cubic yards of sand, the CUP included
no volume limits and recognized that mining operations would
continue after this initial work. “The Ericksons contracted with
Minnesota Sands, LLC to extract 2 million cubic yards of sand
and process the sand onsite.” Id. While the County had previously
extended the CUP on three separate occasions (most recently
in 2008) with minimal controversy, the expanded operations
prompted the neighboring property owners to challenge the
proposed operation. Given these concerns, the County, in July
2012, “enacted a moratorium on ‘the issuance of any [CUP] for
new silica sand mining’ . . . and all sand processing operations
‘not expressly authorized by the terms of an existing [CUP].’” Id.
This moratorium remained in place through 2014. Id.

The County also ordered mining operations on the Erickson
property to stop pending completion of a state environmental
assessment worksheet (EAW) to analyze the environmental
impacts associated with the onsite processing, which was not
expressly authorized by the terms of the existing CUP. Id. Before
this environmental review process commenced, the Ericksons
timely filed a request to renew the CUP, but the County delayed
any action pending completion of the EAW. Id. at *2. Conse-
quently, the County did not renew the CUP before its scheduled
expiration.

The EAW, however, never occurred. Instead, the Ericksons
notified the County that they had terminated their agreement with
Minnesota Sands, LLC. The County therefore agreed that neither
the EAW requirement nor the moratorium applied to the renewal

request because the Ericksons were not proposing any new
mining. On June 2014, the County approved renewal of the
original CUP with the addition of an express condition limiting
extraction to 10,000 cubic yards per year. Id.

The County determined, consistent with past practice, that the
prior CUP had not expired because the Ericksons had not violated
any of the CUP’s conditions and had timely filed an application
for renewal. Nonetheless, MDNR notified the Ericksons that,
because their CUP had lapsed, the mining operations constituted
a “new project.” According to MDNR, this new project required
a MDNR permit for a setback from a nearby trout stream.
Accordingly, MDNR ordered the Ericksons to cease mining and
issued a final agency decision requiring them to obtain a setback
permit. Id.

On review, the court of appeals declined to afford MDNR any
deference to its determination that the proposed mining operation
was a new project. While the court acknowledged that it would
normally defer to “an agency’s interpretation of a statute that it is
charged with administering” when it involves the agency’s
technical expertise, id., the court concluded that the issue of
whether the mining operation was a new project is a question of
law and therefore subject to de novo review, id. at *3.

Applying this standard of review, the court focused on the
plain meaning of the language in the trout setback statute to
determine the scope of the mining “project” and whether it was
“new.” The court concluded that the scope of the proposed project
was the activity of mining silica sand for sale, not the CUP
process associated with this activity. Id. at *4. In further support
of this interpretation, the court relied on the definition of project
under the state’s environmental review regulations, which specify
that a project refers to “the physical activity to be undertaken and
not to the governmental process approving the project.” Id.
(emphasis omitted). Based on the interpretation, the court
concluded that the activity of mining silica sand was “not of recent
origin” and had been ongoing in some form since 1992. Id.

The court further noted that, even if the continuity of the CUP
was dispositive of whether a project was new, the CUP had not
lapsed. Id. at *5. The court expressly deferred to the County’s
interpretation of the CUP requirements as a matter within the
County’s “specialized authority.” Id. Because the applicable
Minnesota state statute provides that a CUP remains in effect so
long as its conditions are observed, the court deferred to the
County’s factual determination that the Ericksons had complied
with the CUP’s conditions and had timely filed their renewal
application. Id. (citing Minn. Stat. § 394.301, subd. 3). Accord-
ingly, “the county’s 2014 action was an extension rather than an
issuance of a new CUP, and the Ericksons’ sand mine was
therefore not a new project . . . .” Id.

ENVIRONMENTAL ADVOCACY GROUPS CHALLENGE MDNR’S

DECISION THAT TACONITE MINE EXPANSION DOES NOT

REQUIRE AN EIS

On September 21, 2015, Save Our Sky Blue Waters and other
environmental advocacy groups petitioned the Minnesota
Supreme Court to review the dismissal of their challenge to a
decision by MDNR regarding the proposed progression of the
Peter Mitchell Mine in northeastern Minnesota. See In re Deter-
mination of the Need for an EIS for the Northshore Mining Co.
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Progression of the Ultimate Pit Limit, No. A15-0942 (Minn. Ct.
App. Aug. 25, 2015) (order dismissing case), review denied,
No. A15-0942 (Minn. Nov. 17, 2015); see also Record of
Decision, In re Northshore (MDNR Apr. 22, 2015).  The groups
challenged MDNR’s decision to not require an environmental
impact statement (EIS) for the progression by filing a petition for
a writ of certiorari with the Minnesota Court of Appeals. Under
the Minnesota Environmental Policy Act (MEPA), Minn. Stat.
§§ 116D.01–.11, aggrieved parties have a statutory right to seek
judicial review of a decision by MDNR to not require an EIS for
a given project. See id. § 116D.04, subd. 10. Although the petition
attacked the substance of MDNR’s decision to not require an EIS,
the court of appeals dismissed the challenge on procedural
grounds. In re Northshore, No. A15-0942, slip op. at 5.

The Peter Mitchell Mine is an open pit taconite mine that has
been in operation since the 1950s. The mine is operated by
Northshore Mining Company (Northshore). Northshore proposes
to expand the ultimate pit limit (UPL) included within the permit
to mine for the Peter Mitchell site. The proposed progression will
add a 108-acre area along the edge of the current 12-mile-long
mine pit. By expanding the mine area, Northshore will for the first
time encounter Type II Virginia Formation (VF), which must be
removed to access the underlying taconite ore. The proposed
stockpile for the Type II VF rock will be located on a 153-acre
area within the UPL and on previously mined lands. See Record
of Decision, supra, at 1.

On April 23, 2015, MDNR announced that the environmental
assessment worksheet (EAW) process—the Minnesota equivalent
of a federal environmental assessment—for the proposed expan-
sion “provided adequate information on potential environmental
effects.” See News Release, MDNR, “Environmental Impact
Statement Not Required for Northshore Mining Expansion”
(Apr. 23, 2015). This negative declaration by MDNR ends the
environmental review process, allowing the expansion to proceed
to the permitting and approval phase. Environmental advocacy
groups challenged MDNR’s determination by filing a petition
for writ of certiorari with the Minnesota Court of Appeals on
June 10, 2015. In the petition, the groups argued in part that
MDNR insufficiently analyzed the potential impacts of runoff
from the site, and that the EAW should have included information
regarding financial assurances.

Although the case began with only the appellant advocacy
groups and MDNR as parties, the court of appeals granted
Northshore’s motion to intervene on July 14, 2015. Shortly
thereafter, MDNR and Northshore moved to dismiss the appeal,
arguing that it was untimely. Under MEPA, the petitioners were
required to file an appeal no later than 30 days after they received
MDNR’s final decision to not require an EIS. See Minn. Stat.
§ 116D.04, subd. 10. Under Minnesota rules, MDNR must
provide decisions regarding the need for an EIS to all persons
listed on a designated EAW distribution list, all persons who
commented in writing during the public review period, and any
other person upon written request. See Minn. R. 4410.1700, subp.
5. MDNR provided notice to all required parties between April 22
and April 29, more than 30 days before the petition was filed. The
advocacy groups argued, however, that the appeal was timely
because MDNR did not publish notice of the decision in the
state’s Environmental Quality Board (EQB) Monitor until June 8,

2015. See Minn. R. 4410.5200 (requiring all decisions regarding
the need for an EIS to be published in the EQB Monitor). The
court sided with MDNR and Northshore, noting that in 1995 the
EQB eliminated language in its rules indicating that the time to
seek judicial review of agency decisions begins to run upon
publication in the EQB Monitor. In re Northshore, No. A15-0942,
slip op. at 4. The court therefore determined that it lacked
jurisdiction and dismissed the appeal. Id. at 5.

The Minnesota Supreme Court dismissed the advocacy
groups’ petition for review.

FINAL EIS ISSUED FOR POLYMET’S NORTHMET PROJECT

On November 6, 2015, MDNR, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (Corps), and the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) issued the
final EIS (FEIS) for PolyMet Mining, Inc.’s (PolyMet) proposed
NorthMet Project. See MDNR, Corps & USFS, “NorthMet
Mining Project and Land Exchange—Final Environmental Impact
Statement” (Nov. 2015); see also 80 Fed. Reg. 70,206 (Nov. 13,
2015). The NorthMet Project will be located in northeastern
Minnesota’s Mesabi Iron Range. The FEIS examines the environ-
mental, social, and economic aspects of two related actions:
(1) the construction and operation of the state’s first proposed
copper-nickel mine and associated facilities, and (2) a land
exchange through which USFS will convey federal lands within
the Superior National Forest to PolyMet in exchange for several
tracts of private land.

The NorthMet Project includes an open-pit mine and related
processing facilities that will be used for the extraction of copper,
nickel, cobalt, and other precious metals. The project will be
partially located on a mine site that was previously used for
extracting and processing iron ore. Along with constructing a new
mine, PolyMet plans to refurbish an existing processing plant,
construct a new hydrometallurgical facility and tailings basin, and
expand existing utility infrastructure and rail lines. Pre-mining
construction is currently expected to last approximately 18
months, followed by 20 years of mining operations. With respect
to the land exchange, PolyMet has proposed to acquire around
6,650 acres of USFS lands. In return, PolyMet will transfer
approximately 6,722 acres to public ownership, and these
lands will eventually be incorporated into the Superior National
Forest. The exact scope of the exchange will be contingent on
the outcome of future real estate appraisals and other adminis-
trative review.

The roughly 3,000-page FEIS is the culmination of more than
10 years of federal and state agency review of the NorthMet
Project’s potential impact on air and water quality, wetlands,
wildlife, and cultural resources. The FEIS proposes measures to
be taken during the permitting process to mitigate those impacts.
During this 10-year process, the agencies issued a draft EIS in
2009 and, based on the comments received, decided to prepare a
supplement draft EIS (SDEIS), which included a number of
project changes and which the agencies released in December
2013. The recently-issued FEIS responds to more than 50,000
public comments on the previous drafts of the EIS, as well as
comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and
tribal entities. The agencies revised the FEIS and incorporated
additional analyses as a result of those comments. In particular,
the FEIS includes additional information and analysis on surface
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and groundwater; the project’s potential effects on moose, other
plants and animals, and biodiversity sites; and a separate section
consolidating information on the project’s potential effects to
human health.

Now that the co-lead agencies have issued the FEIS, they will
each undertake a separate decision process consistent with federal
and state law. Consistent with the requirements of the Minnesota
Environmental Policy Act (MEPA), Minn. Stat. §§ 116D.01–.11,
Minnesota’s equivalent of the National Environmental Policy Act
of 1969 (NEPA), the public has an opportunity to submit public
comments on the “adequacy” of the FEIS to MDNR. See Minn.
R. 4410.2800, subp. 2. This public comment period closes on
December 14, 2015. MDNR will then issue an adequacy determi-
nation on the FEIS, which it anticipates issuing in February 2016.
This adequacy determination will focus on whether the FEIS
complies with MEPA, responds to substantive comments, and
addresses potentially significant issues and alternatives raised in
scoping. See Minn. R. 4410.2800, subp. 4. If MDNR finds that
the FEIS is adequate, the NorthMet Project will transition to the
permitting phase, during which PolyMet will file approximately
20 permits for review and decision by the various agencies. These
permits include a MDNR permit to mine, which is required before
any mining operation may commence in Minnesota; air and water
permits administered by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency;
and MDNR dam safety and water appropriation permits.

In addition to state review, USFS published a draft record of
decision (ROD) regarding the land exchange on November 17,
2015. See USFS, “Draft Record of Decision—NorthMet Project
Land Exchange” (Nov. 2015). This draft ROD triggered a pre-
decisional objection process under USFS regulations, including
a 45-day time frame for persons who had previously submitted
“timely, specific written comments” on the proposed land
exchange to file objections to USFS’s draft ROD regarding the
proposed land exchange. See 36 C.F.R. §§ 218.5, .7. Once USFS
has concluded the pre-decisional objection process, the Agency
may proceed with issuing a final ROD on the land exchange.

Finally, the Corps (the third co-lead agency) issued its own
public notice on November 13, 2015, announcing the release of
the FEIS and providing a summary of changes to impacts to
waters of the United States relating to PolyMet’s application for
a Clean Water Act § 404 permit. See Public Notice, Corps,
“Notice of Availability of Final Environmental Impact Statement
and Supplemental Notice for Section 404 Permit Application”
(Nov. 13, 2015); see also 33 U.S.C. § 1344. As part of its notice,
the Corps invited members of the public to submit comments on
the proposed changes in wetlands impact and mitigation since the
original notice issued in 2013. It will then continue its own review
and analysis of PolyMet’s section 404 permit application and
ultimately publish a ROD that will document its decision of
whether to permit the discharge of dredged and fill materials into
waters of the United States.

Editor’s Note: The reporters’ firm represents PolyMet
Mining, Inc. in this matter.

M I S S I S S I P P I  —  O I L  &  G A S

W .  E R I C  W E S T

—  R E P O R T E R  —

PENDING LITIGATION INVOLVING THE CONSEQUENCES OF

THE FAILURE TO GIVE WRITTEN NOTICE TO A MINERAL

INTEREST OWNER IN A FORCE POOLING PROCEDURE

Miss. Code Ann. § 53-3-7 provides for the force pooling
of separately owned tracts of land or interests therein for the
drilling for oil or gas. The statute provides an operator the
option of pooling with risk penalty charges or without such
charges with different procedures for each result. Section 53-3-
7(1)(b) provides that where an operator does not seek risk penalty
charges (referred to in the statute as “alternate charges”), the
notice to nonconsenting parties shall be given as prescribed in
Miss. Code Ann. § 53-1-21, which states there shall be 10 days’
(20 days by Rule 4(A) of the Mississippi State Oil and Gas
Board’s (MSOGB) Rules of Order and Procedure) notice
published in a paper of general circulation in the state and also in
a paper of general circulation in the county or counties in which
the pools are located. Much greater notice, including personal
notice, is required for the force pooling with risk penalty charges.
See Miss. Code Ann. § 53-3-7(2). Rule 4(B)(4)(a) of the
MSOGB’s Rules of Order and Procedure provides that notice of
a petition for the force pooling of a unit that does not ask for risk
penalty charges shall be given by the operator to each non-
consenting owner. This results in an apparent conflict between this
rule and Miss. Code Ann. § 53-1-21 and raises the question of
whether the statute or the more stringent rule controls.

On March 14, 2014, in MSOGB Docket No. 150-2014-D,
Goodrich Petroleum Company, LLC (Goodrich) filed a petition
to force pool a 1,275.6-acre unit in Wilkinson County, Missis-
sippi, both with and without alternate charges, to drill a horizontal
well to produce from the Tuscaloosa Marine Shale formation. By
Order No. 220-2014 the unit was force pooled. Ronald L. Taylor
and Pamela Taylor owned an undivided 0.00088888 working
interest in the unit. The interest of the Taylors was apparently
overlooked by the operator as they were not listed in the petition
as a nonconsenting owner for alternate risk charges purposes. The
operator did, however, publish the public notice as required by
Miss. Code Ann. § 53-1-21. On April 1, 2015, the Taylors
notified Goodrich they had never been contacted about leasing
their interest. On August 21, 2015, the Taylors filed a complaint
and on August 25, 2015, they filed an amended complaint in the
U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Mississippi
claiming they were entitled to 100% of the proceeds attributable
to their interest without cost and alleging various other damages.
See Amended Complaint, Taylor v. Goodrich Petroleum Corp.,
No. 5:15-cv-00079 (S.D. Miss. Aug. 25, 2015). Miss. Code Ann.
§ 53-3-7(4) provides that the MSOGB shall determine all disputes
as to costs with respect to force pooled units. On September 21,
2015, Goodrich filed a petition in Docket No. 436-2015-D with
the MSOGB, with notice to the Taylors, for the determination of
costs with respect to the subject unit.

In the litigated action, Goodrich has filed a motion to dismiss
and the original judge has recused himself. See Motion to
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Dismiss, Taylor, No. 5:15-cv-00079 (S.D. Miss. Sept. 22, 2015);
Order of Recusal, Taylor, No. 5:15-cv-00079 (S.D. Miss. Oct. 22,
2015). In the MSOGB matter, the Board has continued the docket
hearing until the January 2016 meeting.

Some of the issues that could be decided by these proceed-
ings are:

(1) Will the failure to give formal notice or make other
contact with the owner of a mineral or leasehold interest
involved in a force pooled unit relieve the interest of
bearing its share of all costs?

(2) Does such failure to notify or contact make the operator
liable for punitive damages?

(3) Does the owner of a mineral or leasehold interest have
a duty to come forward and notify an operator of its
interest in the proposed compulsory unit?

(4) Which statute(s) or rule(s) apply with respect to notice?

(5) In the absence of other controlling law, does the law of
cotenancy requiring only an accounting for profits
apply?

N E B R A S K A  —  O I L  &  G A S

A N N E T T E  M .  K O V A R

—  R E P O R T E R  —

KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE SAGA OVER . . . FOR NOW

In late September and early October 2015, in what was
perceived as a strategic move, TransCanada Keystone Pipeline,
LP (TransCanada) made two major announcements. First, Trans-
Canada announced the withdrawal of condemnation lawsuits the
company had filed in Nebraska courts seeking access to property
of unwilling landowners along the route of the proposed Keystone
XL pipeline. See News Release, TransCanada, “TransCanada Will
Apply to Nebraska Public Service Commission to Approve
Keystone XL Route” (Sept. 30, 2015). Second, on October 5,
2015, the company filed an application with the Nebraska Public
Service Commission (PSC) under the Major Oil Pipeline Siting
Act (MOPSA), Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1401 to -1413, for the same
pipeline route approved in 2013 by the Nebraska Governor. See
Press Release, PSC, “TransCanada Files Application for Approval
of Pipeline Route” (Oct. 6, 2015); see also Vol. XXX, No. 1
(2013) of this Newsletter.

Then, on November 2, 2015, TransCanada also announced it
had sent a letter to U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry asking for
its presidential permit to be placed on hold while the Nebraska
PSC process is pending. See News Release, TransCanada, “Trans-
Canada Asks State Department to Pause Keystone XL Review”
(Nov. 2, 2015). The State Department rejected TransCanada’s
request and denied the presidential permit four days later. See
Press Statement, John Kerry, Sec’y of State, “Keystone XL
Pipeline Permit Determination” (Nov. 6, 2015).

Finally, in what may be the final action for now, TransCanada
also announced the withdrawal of its application to the PSC
under MOPSA on November 18, 2015. See Nicholas Bergin,
“TransCanada Says It Remains Committed to Making Keystone

XL Reality,” Lincoln Journal Star (Nov. 18, 2015). MOPSA,
unlike the expedited alternative gubernatorial process, was not
tied to evaluation of a pipeline seeking federal agency approval
under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. See Neb.
Rev. Stat. §§ 57-1101, -1503. Recall from previous Newsletters
that MOPSA requires any pipeline carrier proposing to construct
an oil pipeline or make a substantial change to the route of an
existing pipeline in Nebraska to file an application with, and
obtain the approval of, the PSC. Id. § 57-1405; see Vol. XXXI,
No. 2 (2014) of this Newsletter. Under MOPSA, the PSC has
seven months to make a decision once the application is filed
unless the applicants agree to an extension. Neb. Rev. Stat. § 57-
1408. The PSC has the option to request reports from state
agencies related to the pipeline proposal. See Neb. Admin. Code
tit. 291, ch. 9, § 023.05. The Nebraska Department of Environ-
mental Quality had already advised the PSC that there were no
new environmental issues that have not already been evaluated.

TransCanada could have chosen to continue with siting
approval in Nebraska, in the hope there may be a more receptive
federal administration in 2017, and may consider reapplying for
a presidential permit again in the future. TransCanada, however,
raised MOPSA’s statutory deadlines and the company’s further
consideration on a future course of action as reasons for with-
drawing from proceeding under MOPSA for now. The company
reserved the right to reapply under MOPSA at a later date
and confirmed its commitment to completing the Keystone XL
pipeline.

TransCanada is also seeking dismissal of the lawsuit filed
by landowners still seeking to overturn the law that allowed
gubernatorial approval of the pipeline route in the first instance
because the company is now complying with MOPSA. See Steskal
v. TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LP, No. CI 15-6 (Neb. Dist.
Ct. Holt Cnty. filed Jan. 16, 2015). A ruling on the dismissal is
still pending.

Editor’s Note: The reporter serves as legal counsel to the
Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality.

N E W  M E X I C O  —  O I L  &  G A S
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—  R E P O R T E R  —

NEW MEXICO COURT OF APPEALS SAYS SEISMIC SURVEYS

ARE SUBJECT TO SOPA

The New Mexico Court of Appeals recently reversed a grant
of summary judgment in favor of the defendants for claims of
violation of the New Mexico Surface Owners Protection Act
(SOPA), N.M. Stat. Ann. §§ 70-12-1 to -10, and breach of
contract for damage to the range. See Woody Inv., LLC v.
Sovereign Eagle, LLC, No. 32,830, 2015 WL 4550127 (N.M. Ct.
App. July 28, 2015). The plaintiffs, Woody Investment, LLC and
Pipkin Corporation, held a grazing lease from the New Mexico
State Land Office (NMSLO) and owned adjoining lands where
they conducted cattle operations. Id. ¶ 2. The defendant Sovereign
Eagle, LLC (Sovereign), an oil and gas operator, leased the
mineral estate below these lands from the NMSLO and others.
Sovereign hired the other defendant, Dawson Geophysical
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Company (Dawson), to perform a geophysical seismic survey of
the mineral estate. Id. The plaintiffs brought their claim after the
survey was completed, stating damages to the surface estate
occurred as a result of the survey. Id. ¶ 5.

The plaintiffs brought claims of negligence, trespass, breach
of contract, and violation of SOPA. The district court granted
summary judgment in favor of the defendants on the breach of
contract and violation of SOPA claims. Trial proceeded on the
negligence and trespass claims and the jury found no liability of
the defendants under either claim. The plaintiffs appealed the
summary judgment on breach of contract, violation of SOPA, and
other claims not discussed in this report. Id.

The plaintiffs brought two breach of contract claims. See id.
¶¶ 19–20.The first claim concerned Sovereign’s mineral lease
with the NMSLO. Id. Before the court of appeals, the plaintiffs
argued they were entitled to recover under a “good neighbor
policy” in such lease as a third-party beneficiary. Id. ¶ 33. The
court of appeals decision did not discuss the good neighbor policy
or the district court’s reasoning for granting summary judgment
on the claim. Id. ¶ 34. The court of appeals held that the plaintiffs
were at best incidental beneficiaries and were not entitled to
recover under the contract. Id. ¶ 35.

The second breach of contract claim concerned the permit
that Dawson obtained from the NMSLO to conduct the survey on
lands under the plaintiffs’ grazing lease. Specifically, the plaintiffs
were seeking to recover under a permit provision mandated by
regulation requiring the permittee to compensate the grazing
lessee for actual damage to or loss of range. Id. ¶ 22 (citing N.M.
Code R. 19.2.17.15(B)). The district court granted summary
judgment stating that the plaintiffs failed to plead such damages.
Id. ¶ 23. The court of appeals reversed, stating that use of the term
“surface estate” in the pleadings put the defendants on notice of
the plaintiffs’ claim of damages to the range, and remanded for
trial. Id. ¶ 27.

As to the issue of applicability of SOPA, the court of appeals
took a common sense approach to statutory interpretation. The
district court had held that SOPA did not apply to geophysical
seismic surveys because a geophysical seismic survey was a non-
surface disturbing activity that was only preliminary to actual oil
and gas operations. Id. ¶ 7. The court of appeals, however, looked
to the definition of “oil and gas operations” provided in SOPA,
which includes “all activities affecting the surface owner’s land
that are associated with exploration, drilling or production of oil
or gas . . . .” Id. ¶ 12 (emphasis omitted) (quoting N.M. Stat. Ann.
§ 70-12-3(A)). The defendants argued that because SOPA’s
notice provisions differentiate between surface disturbing and
non-surface disturbing activities, “oil and gas operations” did not
include geophysical seismic surveys. Id. ¶ 11. The court of
appeals rejected the defendants’ analysis by broadly defining
“exploration” as the search for oil and gas and included geophysi-
cal surveying as a type of exploration operation whether it
disturbs the surface or not. Id. ¶ 12 (citing Howard R. Williams &
Charles J. Meyers, Manual of Oil & Gas Terms 331–32 (7th ed.
1987)). The court supported this definition with New Mexico case
law that used geophysical and seismic surveys in the context of oil
and gas exploration, where the defendant conducted seismic
operations and the surface owners experienced damages similar
to this case, such as damage to their blue grama grass caused by

the tracks and dust created by the defendants’ trucks. Id. ¶ 14
(citing Dean v. Paladin Exploration Co., 2003-NMCA-049, 64
P.3d 518). The court looked at numerous New Mexico cases to
confirm geophysical seismic surveys are a part of the oil and gas
exploration process. Id. ¶ 15. Statutes and case law in states such
as Montana, North Dakota, Oklahoma, and Wyoming further
supported the court’s conclusion. Id. ¶¶ 13, 16. Because of the
court’s conclusion, the defendants are subject to SOPA’s strict
liability provisions for statutory damages. Id. ¶ 18. The court
reversed the district court and remanded the SOPA claim for trial
where damages will be determined. Id.

Editor’s Note: The reporter acknowledges the assistance of
her associate, Elizabeth A. Shields, in the preparation of this
report.

N O R T H  D A K O T A  —
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USE OF MINERAL ESTATE PRESERVED SEVERED ROYALTY

UNDER DORMANT MINERAL ACT

The North Dakota Supreme Court recently had an opportu-
nity to decide whether North Dakota’s Dormant Mineral Act
(DMA), N.D. Cent. Code §§ 38-18.1-01 to -08, applied to severed
royalty interests. See Yesel v. Brandon, 2015 ND 195, 867
N.W.2d 677. However, the court stopped short of answering that
question, finding that, even if the DMA applied to severed royalty,
the mineral interests supporting and related to the severed royalty
were effectively used during the pertinent time periods, and “a
royalty interest cannot be considered abandoned if the related
mineral interest is being used under [N.D. Cent. Code] § 38-18.1-
03(1) . . . .” Id. ¶ 13.

By way of background, the DMA provides that any mineral
interest is deemed abandoned, with title vesting in the surface
owner upon the completion of certain statutory requirements, if
the mineral interest is unused for 20 years preceding publication
of a notice of lapse by the surface owner. Id. ¶ 9 (citing N.D.
Cent. Code §§ 38-18.1-02, -06). Under the DMA, a “‘mineral
interest’ includes any interest in oil, gas, coal, clay, gravel,
uranium, and all other minerals of any kind and nature, whether
created by grant, assignment, reservation, or otherwise owned by
a person other than the owner of the surface estate.” Id. (quoting
N.D. Cent. Code § 38-18.1-01). The DMA does not specifically
reference severed royalty interests. Minerals are deemed “used”
under the DMA in a variety of circumstances, including when
there is production of the minerals, when the minerals are leased,
encumbered, or assigned by recorded instruments, or when the
minerals are subject to a recorded pooling or unitization order or
agreement. Id. ¶ 12 (citing N.D. Cent. Code § 38-18.1-03(1)).

Phyllis Yesel and Gloria Van Dyke (collectively, Yesel)
owned the surface estate of certain lands. Id. ¶ 1. Christian Teigen
was the heir to various nonparticipating royalty interest owners in
those lands. Id. ¶ 2. Yesel undertook steps to reclaim the royalty
interests pursuant to the DMA, arguing that the royalty interests
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were not “used” during the 20-year period preceding the first
publication of the notice of lapse. Id. ¶ 3. However, Yesel did not
claim that the mineral interests, from which the severed royalty
interests were previously carved, were ever abandoned. Id. ¶ 13.
Indeed, in the 20-year period preceding Yesel’s published notice
of lapse, the “mineral interests were subject to numerous leases,
were subject to a pooling order issued from the North Dakota
Industrial Commission, and were producing oil from at least two
wells.” Id.

The court noted the distinction between a mineral interest and
a nonparticipating royalty interest that was severed from the
mineral estate, pointing out that

[a] mineral interest is a property interest created after an
oil and gas severance from the surface and generally
includes the right to sell all or part of the estate, the right
to explore and develop the estate, the right to execute oil
and gas leases, and the right to create fractional shares of
the mineral estate. Mineral rights generally include those
same basic interests. A royalty interest is a smaller
interest in a mineral estate which is a share of the
product or proceeds reserved to the owner for permitting
another to develop or use the property. Mineral and
royalty interests are separate property interests with
different characteristics.

Id. ¶ 10 (quoting Acoma Oil Corp. v. Wilson, 471 N.W.2d 476,
481 (N.D. 1991)).

The court found that, because a royalty owner cannot develop
or produce the minerals and only receives a share of production
once the mineral owner produces the minerals, “a royalty interest
cannot be considered abandoned if the related mineral interest is
being used under [N.D. Cent. Code] § 38-18.1-03(1) . . . .” Id.
¶ 13. To the extent the DMA applies to nonparticipating royalty
interests (an issue not ultimately decided by the court), “a royalty
interest is used if the related mineral interest is used under [N.D.
Cent. Code] § 38-18.1-03(1).” Id.

RESERVATION CONTAINED IN WARRANTY PROVISIONS

EFFECTIVELY RESERVED MINERALS

In Johnson v. Shield, 2015 ND 200, 868 N.W.2d 368, the
North Dakota Supreme Court held that, on the facts presented, a
mineral reservation was effective, notwithstanding its placement
in the warranty provisions of the deed rather than in the granting
provisions. There, Eugenie and Roy Goldenberg owned all of the
surface and mineral estate in a tract of land, which land they
conveyed to Julian and Arthur Johnson by way of a 1942 warranty
deed. Id. ¶ 2. The granting clause was silent as to any mineral
reservation, but the warranty clause provided that the Goldenbergs

covenant . . . that they are well seized in fee of land, real
estate and premises aforesaid, and have good right to sell
and convey the same in manner and form aforesaid; that
the same are free from all incumbrances, but reserving,
however, to the grantor fifty per cent (50%) of all of the
oil, gas, hydro-carbons and minerals in or with respect
to said real property[.]

Id. (emphasis added) (alteration in original). The emphasized
language was typed into a blank space on the printed deed
form. Id.

The plaintiffs, being the successors-in-interest to Julian and
Arthur Johnson, argued that the reservation contained in the
warranty clause merely operated to except the minerals from the
warranty and, because the granting provisions contained no
reservation, the deed had the effect of conveying all of the mineral
estate. Id. ¶¶ 5, 9. The court noted that exceptions contained in a
warranty clause are generally only intended to act as a limitation
on the scope of the warranty, rather than a limitation on the grant.
Id. ¶ 8 (citing Miller v. Kloeckner, 1999 ND 190, ¶ 15, 600
N.W.2d 881). However, the court pointed out that reservations
of property may be included anywhere in the deed, and, when
placed outside of the granting clause, “should be so explicit as
to leave no room for doubt.” Id. (quoting Royse v. Easter Seal
Soc’y for Crippled Children & Adults, Inc., 256 N.W.2d 542, 545
(N.D. 1977)).

In the deed at issue, the determinative language used was the
phrase “to the grantor.” The court found that “[u]se of the phrase
‘to the grantor’ was wholly unnecessary to constitute a limitation
on the warranty. Indeed, the phrase, reserving mineral interests ‘to
the grantor,’ makes no sense in the context of a limitation on the
warranty.” Id. ¶ 12. As a result, here, there was no room for doubt
that the reservation was intended as a reservation or exception to
the grant, rather than a mere limitation on the warranty. Id.

O H I O  —  O I L  &  G A S  /
M I N I N G

J .  R I C H A R D  E M E N S

S E A N  J A C O B S

C R A I G  J .  W I L S O N

—  R E P O R T E R S  —

FIRST ORDER BY THE OHIO OIL AND GAS COMMISSION

ADDRESSING OHIO’S FORCED UNITIZATION STATUTE

Background on Ohio’s Forced Unitization Statute

With the enactment of Ohio’s oil and gas conservation
statutes in 1965, Ohio adopted both a mandatory pooling statute,
Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 1509.27, and a statute for unit operation
of a pool or part thereof, which is commonly known as the “forced
unitization statute,” id. § 1509.28. Prior to the recent development
of Utica/Point Pleasant Shale in Ohio, only a handful of orders
were issued pursuant to the forced unitization statute. However,
due to the stringent requirements set forth in section 1509.27, over
the past four years operators in the Utica/Point Pleasant Shale
have turned to the forced unitization statute when they cannot
get all of the landowners in a proposed drilling unit to lease
voluntarily.

Under the forced unitization statute, in order for an operator
to file an application for forced unitization, an operator must,
among other things, be the “owner” of at least 65% of the land
area overlying the pool. Id. § 1509.28(A). On September 13,
2013, the Ohio Department of Natural Resources (ODNR)
adopted unitization application guidelines. These guidelines were
revised on May 9, 2014. After an application is filed, the chief of
the ODNR Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management holds
a hearing on the application to determine the need for unitized
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operation of the pool or a part thereof. Id. The operator needs to
show, among other things, that (1) the proposed “operation is
reasonably necessary to increase substantially the ultimate
recovery of oil and gas,” and (2) “the value of the estimated
additional recovery of oil or gas exceeds the estimated additional
cost incident to conducting the operation.” Id.

If the Chief issues an order for unit operations following the
hearing it can be appealed to the Ohio Oil and Gas Commission
(Commission) pursuant to Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 1509.36. The
first appeal heard by the Commission of an order issued under the
forced unitization statute in the Utica/Point Pleasant Shale play is
discussed below. Orders by the Commission can be appealed to
the Franklin County Court of Common Pleas pursuant to Ohio
Rev. Code Ann. § 1509.37.

First Order Addressing Ohio’s Forced Unitization Statute

On September 17, 2015, the Commission issued an order in
Gary L. Teeter Revocable Trust v. Division of Oil & Gas
Resources Management, Appeal No. 895 (Ohio Oil & Gas
Comm’n Sept. 17, 2015) (Order). While the Order upheld many
aspects of Chief’s Order 2014-544 issued by ODNR for the
particular unit at issue, in an important victory for Ohio
landowners, the Commission’s Order significantly modified the
royalty amount included in Chief’s Order 2014-544, and included
additional language commenting on R.E. Gas Development,
LLC’s (Rex) leasing efforts with landowners and stating that “it
is clear that improvements in Rex’s leasing protocols may be
warranted.” Order at 25.

On May 13, 2014, Rex filed with ODNR a forced unitization
application (Application) for a 593-acre unit known as the
Grunder North Unit (Unit) in Carroll County, Ohio on which Rex
proposed to drill four wells from a single pad. Id. at 2. The
proposed Unit included two unleased tracts owned by Ronald G.
Roudebush, trustee, and the Gary L. Teeter Revocable Trust
(Teeter Trust) (collectively, Unleased Landowners). Id. at 3. On
September 11, 2014, ODNR held a hearing on the Application
and issued an order on December 9, 2014, approving Rex’s
Application (Chief’s Order 2014-544). Id. at 7–8. Chief’s Order
2014-544 granted the Unleased Landowners a 12.5% gross
royalty on production from the four proposed wells attributable to
their unleased acreage included in the Unit (based on a surface
acreage allocation). Id. at 8. Chief’s Order 2014-544 also
provided that the Unleased Landowners would receive a monthly
cash payment equal to a 7/8 proportionate share of the net
proceeds from production from the wells upon Rex recovering
reasonable interest charges of the costs of drilling, testing,
completing, and producing the wells (equal to 200% on the first
well and 150% on the three subsequent wells). Id. In addition,
Chief’s Order 2014-544 prohibited Rex from conducting surface
operations on the Unleased Landowners property and included
rights to request financial information from Rex. Id. On January
7, 2015, the Teeter Trust appealed Chief’s Order 2014-544 to the
Commission. Id. at 9.

On appeal, the Commission set out to determine (1) whether
the pooling provisions of section 1509.27 or the unitization
provision of section 1509.28 applied in this case; (2) whether Rex
satisfied the unitization requirements of section 1509.28; and
(3) whether the terms and conditions of Chief’s Order 2014-544
were just and reasonable. The Commission also commented on

whether the signing procedures were inherently unfair to Gary
Teeter or the Teeter Trust, and whether these procedures impacted
the unitization order.

In its Order the Commission first looked at whether section
1509.28 correctly applied in this matter or whether Rex’s
application should have been made under section 1509.27. Id. at
12. Teeter argued that section 1509.27 applies because section
1509.28 is only applicable to secondary recovery operations. Id.
at 13. While the Commission appeared to have some trouble
distinguishing pooling and unitization it ultimately concluded
that the language in section 1509.28 “seems appropriate to this
type of development” and that section 1509.28 “is not clearly
limited to secondary recovery operations.” Id. at 15. The Commis-
sion’s basis for this finding was that the Application at issue was
not for a single well and was not targeting an isolated pool but
rather entire portions of the Utica/Point Pleasant Shale under the
Unit. Id.

The Commission next found that Rex had satisfied the
requirements in section 1509.28 for the specific Unit at issue. Id.
at 18. Teeter argued that the evidence Rex presented to ODNR
was insufficient to satisfy the requirements in section 1509.28 and
that ODNR should have conducted more extensive evaluations of
the estimates provided by Rex, as opposed to “rubber stamping”
these numbers. Id. at 16–17. The Commission found that section
1509.28 does not require ODNR to conduct detailed financial
analysis and that the information Rex submitted indicates that
wells can be operated profitably. Id. However, the Commission
did distinguish the particular wells at issue, stating that “[s]ome
unitization applications may be ‘close-calls,’ and may warrant
more extensive scrutiny,” but this was not a close call and
ODNR’s evaluation “was adequate for these particular wells.” Id.
at 17. The Commission also set forth that ODNR maintains an
oversight function with regard to these wells. Id. at 18.

Next, the Commission looked at whether the terms of Chief’s
Order 2014-544 were just and reasonable. Id. at 20. First, the
Commission looked at the 12.5% gross royalty included in Chief’s
Order 2014-544. In determining whether this royalty rate was just
and reasonable the Commission looked both at what royalty rates
were offered during lease negotiations and what the average
royalty amount was in the leases of the landowners in the Unit
who leased. Id. The Commission pointed out that the evidence
showed that a 20% royalty was offered to all the landowners in
this Unit, and 20% was the average royalty amount for the Unit,
with Rex itself saying that 20% was the standard payment in the
area. Id. Therefore, the Commission found that “the terms and
conditions of Chief’s Order 2014-544 are not ‘just and
reasonable,’ as Mr. Teeter’s royalty payments will be substantially
less than the average, and standard, royalty payment for this unit.”
Id. The Commission further found that a royalty payment of 20%
of the gross proceeds is just and reasonable for this Unit and
should be paid to the Unleased Landowners until the interest
charges are reached at which time the Unleased Landowners will
receive a 12.5% gross royalty in addition to the 7/8 net revenue
payment. Id. at 21. The Commission did find that the interest
charges of 200% for the first well and 150% for subsequent wells
were just and reasonable. Id. at 23.

Finally the Commission commented on whether Rex’s signing
procedures were inherently unfair to Teeter and whether these
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procedures impacted the unitization order. Id. In an oil and gas
lease signing event attended by Teeter on June 25, 2011, he
signed a memorandum of lease (Memorandum) for a property he
did not intend to lease and did not sign a document that Rex
thought he signed. Id. at 5. After clarifying that Teeter did not
intend to lease the property covered by the Memorandum, Rex
proceeded to record the Memorandum, which took Teeter several
months and significant legal fees to get released and
which prevented Teeter from being paid for a lease he signed on
the property with a different operator (which lease offer was
subsequently withdrawn). Id. at 5–6, 24. Rex also refused to
provide Teeter with copies of the documents he signed at the
June 25, 2011, signing event during the event. Id. at 23. The Com-
mission found that while “the leasing arrangements between Mr.
Teeter and Rex do not directly affect Chief’s Order 2014-544,
based upon the facts of [the] case, it is clear that improvements in
Rex’s leasing protocols may be warranted.” Id. at 25.

While many aspects of Chief’s Order 2014-544 were upheld
by the Commission, the Commission’s finding that the 12.5%
gross royalty was not just and reasonable and its modification
of this royalty to 20% gross is an important victory for Ohio
landowners. Over the past four years ODNR has issued close to
50 unitization orders, and these reporters are only aware of one
(one of the first orders issued back in 2012) that included a
royalty that was not 12.5%. If the Commission’s Order stands, it
may result in a shift in the way ODNR determines the royalty
percentage forced unitized landowners receive prior to the
interest charge being met. The Commission’s Order has been
appealed to the Franklin County Court of Common Pleas pursuant
to section 1509.37.

Editor’s Note: The reporters’ law firm represented the Gary
L. Teeter Revocable Trust in both the ODNR hearing on
September 11, 2014, and in the appeal to the Commission.

SUMMARY JUDGMENT DECLARING LEASE TERMINATED FOR

FAILURE TO RECORD DECLARATION OF POOLED UNIT

The U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Ohio in
Filicky v. American Energy-Utica, LLC, No. 2:14-cv-02550, 2015
WL 4068777 (S.D. Ohio July 2, 2015), held that an oil and gas
lease taken in 2006 and assigned to American Energy-Utica, LLC
(AEU) had terminated because a declaration of pooled unit was
not filed with the county recorder’s office for the one well on
which AEU based its argument for lease extension. On September
26, 2006, the plaintiff, Nikki Filicky, signed a five-year oil and
gas lease with Solid Rock Energy, Inc. (Solid Rock) covering
168.24 acres in Belmont County (Lease). Id. at *1. In 2010
Filicky signed an amendment with an assignee of Solid Rock
extending the term of the Lease to September 26, 2014 (2010
Amendment). Id. The 2010 Amendment included a new pooling
clause that contained the following language: “Each unit or
reformation thereof may be created by governmental authority or
by Lessee recording in the county recorder’s office a Declaration
containing a description of the pooled acreage.” Id. at *2.

On February 26, 2014, Hess Ohio Resources, LLC (Hess),
successor-in-interest to Solid Rock, filed a declaration of pooled
unit with the Belmont County Recorder for a 687.5-acre unit
known as the Smith A Unit A (Smith Unit) that included land

subject to the Lease. Id. at *1. In July 2014, Hess assigned its
interest in the Smith Unit and a well on that unit (Smith Well) to
AEU. Id. On September 16, 2014, defendant AEU obtained a
permit to drill a well named the Eureka SMT BL 6H-A well
(Eureka Well). Id. The drilling permit application for the Eureka
Well identified a 692.298-acre drilling unit that included some of
the same acreage as was included in the Smith Unit, but that was
larger than the 687.5-acre Smith Unit and did not match the Smith
Unit. Id. at *4. Prior to September 26, 2014, no declaration for the
Eureka Well unit was recorded in the county recorder’s office. Id.
at *3. AEU did send Filicky a rental prior to September 26, 2014;
however, neither the Lease nor the 2010 Amendment allowed for
such extension of the Lease. Id. at *1.

In November 2014 Filicky filed a complaint seeking a
declaration that the Lease had terminated and that Filicky’s
property was released from the Lease. Id. AEU removed the
action to federal court and Filicky subsequently filed a motion for
summary judgment. Id. Filicky sought summary judgment on the
grounds that the pooling provision in the 2010 Amendment did
not operate to extend the Lease because no valid pooled unit
existed for the Eureka Well since no declaration was recorded in
the county recorder’s office. Id. at *3. AEU, admitting that the
Smith Well was never completed, contended that the declaration
recorded for the Smith Unit covered the Eureka Well and
therefore the Lease was properly extended. Id.

In granting summary judgment for Filicky, the court looked
at the fact that the drilling permit application for the Eureka Well
did not mention the Smith Unit and included a unit map that did
not match the Smith Unit. Id. at *4. Even though the Eureka Well
is located within the Smith Unit, the court emphasized that the
drilling unit for the Eureka Well extends beyond the Smith Unit
and AEU did not amend the recorded declaration for the Smith
Unit or file a declaration for the Eureka Well drilling unit in the
county recorder’s office. Id. The court held that “[c]lose enough
is not good enough under the lease involved here, which requires
a declaration to create each pooled unit.” Id. Since the Lease
required AEU to file a declaration for any new or reformed unit
in the county recorder’s office and AEU failed to do so, the court
granted Filicky’s motion for summary judgment. Id. at *5.

AEU is appealing this decision to the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Sixth Circuit. See Filicky v. Am. Energy-Utica, LLC,
No. 15-4061 (6th Cir. filed Sept. 30, 2015). If this decision is
upheld on appeal, it will further emphasize the importance of
strictly complying with lease language. The language in the
pooling clause at issue, providing that a unit can be created by
lessee filing a declaration in the county recorder’s office, is
contained in a number of Ohio leases, and Ohio operators will
need to make sure that declarations for the specific units identi-
fied in their well permit applications are accurate and promptly
recorded.
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RIGHT TO OPERATE HELD NONASSIGNABLE

In Osage Exploration & Development, Inc. v. Stephens
Energy Group, LLC, No. 5:14-cv-01319, 2015 WL 5031920
(W.D. Okla. Aug. 25, 2015), Osage Exploration & Development,
Inc. (Osage), U.S. Energy Development Corp. (U.S. Energy), and
Slawson Exploration Company, Inc. (Slawson) entered into a
participation agreement (PA) in April 2011 for the developing of
certain lands in Oklahoma for oil and gas. Under the PA, Slawson
acquired a 45% working interest and was named operator of all
wells. U.S. Energy acquired a 30% working interest. A joint
operating agreement (JOA) was attached to the PA. In July 2014,
Slawson entered into a purchase and sale agreement (PSA) with
Stephens Energy Group, LLC (Stephens) pursuant to which
Slawson sold all of its rights to Stephens excepting a reserved
overriding royalty interest. By the PSA, Slawson also transferred
to Stephens all of the records and data in Slawson’s possession
related to operations. Under the PA, Slawson was entitled to
assign its rights and obligations so long as any assignment was
expressly made subject to the terms and conditions of the PA.
Stephens asserted that the position of operator was one of the
rights validly assigned to it. Osage and U.S. Energy disagreed,
arguing that the JOA controls the succession of the operator
position. Id. at *1.

The JOA contains the standard provision that “[i]f [the]
Operator terminates its legal existence, no longer owns an interest
hereunder in the Contract Area, or is no longer capable of serving
as Operator, Operator shall be deemed to have resigned without
any action by Non-Operators, except the selection of a successor.”
Id. Osage took the position that Slawson’s assignment to Stephens
was a resignation and proposed the selection of a new operator.
Id. In November 2014, U.S. Energy and Osage, collectively
representing a 55% interest, selected Osage as successor operator.
Stephens, owning a 45% interest, declined to vote. Subsequently,
Osage requested that Stephens turn over the possession of the
wells and records pursuant to the JOA, and Stephens refused. U.S.
Energy and Osage filed suit in state court, and Stephens removed.
The plaintiffs sought an order from the court declaring Osage to
be the operator and enjoining Stephens from conducting
operations. Id.

The PA provides that when there is a conflict between the
JOA and the PA, the PA controls. However, Stephens argued that
the JOA was merely a gap filler and that the operator resignation
clause should be disregarded as conflicting with the PA. Id. at *2.
Although the PA had a few provisions dealing with operator
duties, it contained no provision similar to those in the JOA
dealing with resignation, removal, and selection of operators.
Id. at *3.

The court held that it was clear that the JOA set out the
guiding terms for changes in the operator position and that
Stephens’ interpretation would render the operator resignation and
selection clauses of the JOA meaningless. Id. Applying a statutory
definition to the term “operator” as used in the PA and the JOA,

the court held that “the parties intended the term ‘Operator’ to
connote a position of responsibility and not an assignable right.”
Id. Based upon this conclusion, the court found no conflict
between the right to assign clause and the operator resignation
clause. Id.

Stephens also argued Slawson was not deemed to have
resigned under the deemed resignation clause because Slawson
retained an overriding royalty interest. Id. at *4. However, the
court said that regardless of whether the reservation of an override
was sufficient to retain an “interest in the Contract Area” within
the meaning of the deemed resignation provision, “Slawson would
not have been able to perform the many duties of Operator set out
in the [PA] and [JOA] after transferring all its control over the
wells . . . and all of the data and records needed to conduct
operations to [Stephens].” Id. Thus, the court considered the
deemed resignation provision to have been triggered by the
“no longer capable of serving as operator” provision. Thus, the
court concluded that “Osage was properly selected as the succes-
sor Operator by a majority interest . . . , as required under the
[JOA].” Id.

WIND TURBINE FOUNDATION EXCAVATION IS NOT MINING

UNDER REGULATIONS APPLICABLE TO THE OSAGE

MINERAL ESTATE

United States v. Osage Wind, LLC, No. 4:14-cv-00704, 2015
WL 5775378 (N.D. Okla. Sept. 30, 2015) concerned Osage Wind,
LLC (Osage Wind), which was constructing a wind farm on
approximately 8,400 acres of land under leases from the owners
of the surface estates. The wind farm was to consist of 84 turbines
and other related facilities with a total footprint of approximately
1.5% of the 8,400 acres of leased property. The issue concerned
“turbine foundations . . . made from concrete, with each
foundation measuring approximately 10 feet deep and between 50
and 60 feet in diameter.” Id. at *1.

For each turbine foundation, Osage Wind excavated soil,
sand, and rock of varying shapes and sizes. . . . Once the
foundation for a turbine was poured and cured, the
crushed rock, sand, and soil excavated from the hole
were pushed back into the foundation site from which
they came and compacted into the excavated site.

The excavated soil, sand, and rock were not used for
any purpose other than to return them to the hole from
which they came. None . . . was moved to or used at
another location, except for backfilling purposes. None
. . . was used to mix or prepare the concrete for any
foundation. No excavated material was sold or used for
any commercial purpose.

Id. (citations omitted).

The land at issue was previously a part of the Osage
Reservation and owned by the Osage Nation. When Congress
passed the Osage Allotment Act in 1906, the surface estate was
severed from the mineral estate, and the mineral estate (commonly
called the “Osage Mineral Estate”) was placed in trust with the
United States for the Osage Nation, and has been so held ever
since. Id. at *5. The Secretary of the Interior has promulgated
regulations governing mineral development of the Osage Mineral
Estate. Id. (citing 25 C.F.R. pts. 211, 214). The United States,
acting as trustee of the Osage Mineral Estate, brought suit,
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claiming that the “extraction and use of limestone, dolomite, and
other sedimentary minerals from the [Osage Mineral Estate] to
facilitate the placement of wind turbine foundations require[d]
approval from the Bureau of Indian Affairs (“BIA”) and a lease
between [Osage Wind] and the Osage Nation that is accepted
by the BIA.” Id. at *3. In response, Osage Wind contends that
its “construction activities do not constitute ‘mining’ for purposes
of the regulations and therefore no lease or permit . . . is
required.” Id.

The “‘exploration, drilling, or mining operations on any
Indian lands’ without first obtaining a mineral lease or permit” is
prohibited under 25 C.F.R. § 211.48(a). 2015 WL 5775378, at *5.
“Section 211.3 defines ‘mining’ as: ‘the science, technique, and
business of mineral development . . . .’” Id. The United States
contended that Osage Wind’s activities fell within the definition
of “mining.” The court rejected this argument, stating that

it is clear to the Court that “mineral development”
covers the activities of an entity engaged in the science,
technique, and business of developing minerals, not
those of an entity that incidentally encounters minerals
in connection with surface construction activities. In
other words, a commercial mineral development purpose
is required to invoke the leasing requirements of
§ 211.48.

Id. at *6.

The United States also claimed a violation of section 214.7
forbidding “mining or work of any nature” on the Osage Mineral
Estate without a mineral lease covering the land approved by the
Secretary and that Osage Wind “‘initiated excavation work and
substantial disturbance and invasion of the mineral estate’ without
obtaining the required prior approvals or appropriate lease.” Id.
at *2. In response, the court said that it had already decided that
defendant’s excavation activities did not constitute mining. Id. at
*8. As for the phrase “work of any nature,” the court noted that,
on its face, it was not limited to mining work. However, it said it
was “plainly intended to mean mining-related exploration and
construction.” Id. The court reasoned that the United States’
interpretation of “work of any nature” was overly broad and
impractical. Id. at *9. The court noted that “Part 214 is silent as
to leasing requirements for any activity other than mining.” Id.
The court also reasoned that “the United States’ broad reading of
Part 214 would require every proposed excavation in Osage
County [(the Osage Mineral Estate comprises the entire
county)]—including basements, housing foundations, septic tanks,
and football fields—to secure a mineral lease under Part 214,”
something clearly not intended by Congress. Id. at *10. The court
noted that

Osage Wind excavated holes to build foundations
and then replaced the minerals or left them on the
surface. Such use is consistent with Congress’ contem-
plated use of the surface estate. Here, the mineral owner
has lost nothing because the excavated minerals are
replaced and not used for any purpose. [Osage Wind]
[has] not marketed or sold minerals or otherwise en-
gaged in mineral development.

Id. The court concluded that the United States’ claim for a
violation of section 214.7 failed as a matter of law. Id.

P E N N S Y L V A N I A  —  M I N I N G

J O S E P H  K .  R E I N H A R T

S E A N  M .  M C G O V E R N

A B I G A I L  F .  J O N E S

—  R E P O R T E R S  —

ACT 47 OF 2015 CLARIFIES LIABILITY FOR TREATED MINE

WATER USED IN OIL AND NATURAL GAS EXTRACTION

Pennsylvania’s Act 47 of 2015, a law expected to promote the
use of treated acid mine water in natural gas development, was
signed into law by Governor Tom Wolf on October 8, 2015. See
Treated Mine Water Act, Pub. L. 186, No. 47 (Pa. 2015). Act 47
clarifies the limits on operator liability for treated coal mine water
used for oil and gas well development. The Act has dual purposes:
(1) “to protect a mine operator who provides treated mine water
for the development of an oil or gas well from liability for the
offsite use of treated mine water”; and (2) “to protect persons who
use treated mine water to develop oil and gas wells from liability
for the treatment or abatement of mine drainage or mine pool
water.” Id. § 2(4).

Act 47 eliminates liability for mine operators who provide
treated mine water from a permitted mining activity site when all
of the following conditions are met: “(1) The treated mine water
is for use outside the boundaries of the permitted mining activity
site. (2) The treated mine water is for oil or gas well development.
(3) The mine operator is not the same person using the treated
mine water for oil and gas well development.” Id. § 4(a). Oil and
gas operators are immune from liability for treatment of “mine
drainage or mine pool water as a result of acquiring or using
treated mine water.” Id. § 4(b). Water must be treated by a mine
operator under a national pollutant discharge elimination system
permit issued by the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection (PADEP) in order to qualify operators for liability
protection. Id. §§ 3, 5.

A similar law failed to pass during a prior legislative session,
but Act 47 garnered bipartisan support in both the Pennsylvania
Senate (passing 34-15) and House of Representatives (passing
160-37), and it was supported by both mining and oil and gas
industry groups. Some environmental groups continue to oppose
the law, primarily based on concerns about removing treated mine
water from mining-impacted watersheds and the possible
application of the law to untreated mine water. Act 47’s language
clearly limits the law to the use of treated mine water, and
proponents point to the environmental benefits associated with
using treated mine water for hydraulic fracturing in lieu of
freshwater from higher quality sources in Pennsylvania. The law
takes effect on December 7, 2015, 60 days after it was signed into
law. Id. § 6.

PADEP OFFICE OF ACTIVE AND ABANDONED MINE

OPERATIONS STAFFING CHANGES

A key change to the leadership of the PADEP mining
program staff was announced in early October. John Stefanko, the
former Deputy Secretary for Active and Abandoned Mine
Operations (and also formerly holding a variety of positions in the
Bureau of Abandoned Mine Reclamation) is leaving the mining
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program as a result of his appointment to a new position as
Executive Deputy Secretary for Programs at PADEP. Richard
Morrison, former acting Chief Counsel of PADEP and Chief
Counsel of the Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources, has been named as Deputy Secretary for Active and
Abandoned Mine Operations in place of Stefanko. These changes
were effective on October 13, 2015.

UPDATES TO PENNSYLVANIA NATURAL DIVERSITY

INDEX TOOL

The Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources (DCNR) has been developing an updated version of the
Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI) Environmental
Review Tool (PNDI ER Tool) since 2014, and recently issued an
interim final policy regarding user fees for the updated tool. The
PNDI ER Tool is a publicly available, online database used to
review the potential impact of proposed projects on threatened
species, endangered species, and special concern species and
resources in Pennsylvania. See Pa. Natural Heritage Program,
“PNDI Environmental Review Tool,” http://www.gis.dcnr.state.
pa.us/hgis-er/Login.aspx. Originally launched in 2005, the PNDI
ER Tool is used during the review process for PADEP permits
(including mining permits) as the primary source of information
for PADEP to evaluate potential impacts to species. This tool has
served as a model for other states’ development of similar tools.
The PNDI program generates a “receipt” indicating whether
potential impacts exist within the project area and provides
contact information for coordination with the relevant agency
regarding any potential impacts identified. The receipt is then
submitted by the permit applicant to PADEP with the permit
application.

Historically, use of the PNDI ER Tool has been provided free
of charge to users, and screenings totaled approximately 50,000
per year. See PowerPoint Presentation, DCNR, “PA Conservation
Explorer” (June 2015) (DCNR Presentation). The interim final
policy published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin on September 19,
2015, imposes a $40 fee on the printing of a PNDI receipt using
the new tool. See 45 Pa. B. 5688 (Sept. 19, 2015). Under the
policy, the fee is imposed only if the user receives a final PNDI
receipt and if none of the exemptions identified in the policy
apply. Id. The policy was open for public comment until October
19, and became effective on November 18, 2015.

The new tool, called the PA Conservation Explorer, has not
been released yet by DCNR, but the Agency has provided
trainings with industry groups and publicized the tool in the
regulated community. The PA Conservation Explorer will provide
mapped species information to users to allow for more efficient
project planning (the “conservation planning” function), in
addition to generating a PNDI receipt for permitting purposes (the
“environmental review” function). Id. The free, open access
conservation planning feature will indicate only whether or not a
potential impact is present. Registration and login are required for
the PNDI environmental review function; after payment of the
aforementioned fee, the user will be provided with information
about the specific threatened or endangered species at issue, if
any, as part of the PNDI receipt. See DCNR Presentation, supra,
at 17, 25. The PA Conservation Explorer will go online in

November 2015, and DCNR expects to generate approximately
12,000 to 16,000 PNDI receipts per year. Id. at 38.

P E N N S Y L V A N I A  —  

O I L  &  G A S

K E V I N  M .  G O R M L Y

—  R E P O R T E R  —

COMMONWEALTH COURT REINSTATES BOARD DECISION TO

APPROVE CONDITIONAL USE APPLICATION FOR

CONSTRUCTION OF WELL PAD

On appeal from the Lycoming County Court of Common
Pleas, the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania reversed the
order of the trial court and upheld the Fairfield Township Board
of Supervisors’ (Board) decision to grant conditional use approval
to Inflection Energy, LLC (Inflection) to construct and operate a
natural gas well in the “residential agriculture district.” See
Gorsline v. Bd. of Supervisors of Fairfield Twp., No. 1735 C.D.
2014, 2015 WL 5313639 (Pa. Commw. Ct. Sept. 14, 2015).

Inflection sought to locate a natural gas well on land in
Fairfield Township, Pennsylvania that was designated as residen-
tial agriculture district through a conditional use permit under the
“savings clause” of the Fairfield Township Zoning Ordinance
(Ordinance). To determine whether granting such a conditional
use permit was appropriate, the Board scheduled a public hearing
on Inflection’s application, which was opposed by neighboring
landowners. Specifically, the neighboring landowners expressed
concern regarding the impact on their well water and the stream
located on the same property, as well as issues of truck traffic,
noise and light pollution, criminal records of potential employees,
and the possible effect on their property values. Id.

At the public hearing, Inflection offered expert testimony to
address the neighboring landowners’ concerns, including the
potential environmental and health and safety impacts on the
surrounding neighborhood. Id. at *1–2. Even though the
neighboring landowners voiced their objections and asked
questions of Inflection’s witnesses, they did not present any
evidence to substantiate their speculative concerns. Id. at *2–3.
The Board found Inflection had met its burden, which the
neighboring landowners did not rebut, and therefore approved
Inflection’s conditional use application, subject to 14 conditions
that addressed the majority of the neighboring landowners’
concerns. Id. at *3.

While the trial court did not take additional evidence, it
granted the neighboring landowners’ appeal, nullifying the
Board’s decision and finding that Inflection did not meet its
burden under the “savings clause” set forth in the Ordinance. Id.
at *4. Inflection appealed the trial court’s decision to the
commonwealth court essentially stating that “its proposed use is
similar to and compatible with uses [already] allowed in the
[residential agriculture district] either as a matter of right or as a
conditional use.” Id. at *6.

In determining the appeal, the commonwealth court recog-
nized that the trial court could not make its own findings because
the record contained detailed findings of fact and the trial court
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did not take additional evidence. Id. at *8. As such, the trial court
did not have the authority “to act as [a] factfinder and substitute
its credibility determinations for those of the Board.” Id. Relying
on MarkWest Liberty Midstream & Resources, LLC v. Cecil
Township Zoning Hearing Board, 102 A.3d 549 (Pa. Commw. Ct.
2014), the commonwealth court found that “Inflection’s proposed
use satisfie[d] the requirement set forth in [the Ordinance] that
it ‘is similar to and compatible with other uses permitted in the
zone where the subject property is located.’” 2015 WL 5313639,
at *9 (quoting Ordinance § 12.18.1). Further, the neighboring
landowners did not provide any evidence to rebut Inflection’s
evidence about the well and the Board had previously authorized
four other Inflection wells in the residential agriculture district. Id.
The neighboring landowners also did not contradict Inflection’s
evidence that the well would not conflict with the general purpose
of the Ordinance. Id. In addition, the commonwealth court noted
that the trial court “erred in focusing on the truck deliveries during
the construction phase of the project because ‘[z]oning regulates
the use of land and not the particulars of development and
construction.’” Id. at *10 (alteration in original) (quoting In re
Thompson, 896 A.2d 659, 671 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 2006)).

The commonwealth court also determined that the trial court
erred in concluding that Inflection did not prove that its natural
gas well would not be detrimental to public health and safety. Id.
at *11. Once again, the neighboring landowners presented no
contrary probative evidence to Inflection’s expert testimony.
Instead, they continued to simply rely on questions that were
asked at the public hearing. Furthermore, the Board provided
numerous conditions to respond to the neighboring landowners’
various concerns.

Thus, Inflection had satisfied the requirements of the
Ordinance to receive a conditional permit. Id.

OIL AND GAS LEASE NOT FORFEITED FOR FAILURE TO

TIMELY PAY DELAY RENTAL

In a non-precedential opinion, the Superior Court of
Pennsylvania recently followed the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit’s decision in Linder v. SWEPI, LP, 549 F. App’x
104 (3d Cir. 2013) (unpublished), and affirmed the trial court’s
findings that an oil and gas lease was not forfeited or abandoned,
in spite of the lessee’s belated delay rental payment. See Dewing
v. Abarta Oil & Gas Co., No. 268 MDA 2015, slip op. (Pa. Super.
Ct. Sept. 4, 2015), appeal docketed, No. 753 MAL 2015 (Pa.
Oct. 1, 2015).

On April 3, 2001, Andrew R. and Sally A. Dewing entered
into a 10-year oil and gas lease for 493 acres of land in Warren
Township, Bradford County, Pennsylvania. Id. at 1. The lease
contained an annual delay rental payment of $5.00 per acre for the
primary term, as well as a forfeiture clause that stated that the
lease

shall never be subject to a civil action or other
proceeding to enforce a claim of forfeiture due to
Lessee’s alleged failure to perform as specified herein,
unless Lessee has received written notice of Lessor’s
demand and thereafter fails or refuses to satisfy Lessor’s
demand within 60 days from the receipt of the notice.

Id. at 4.

By 2010, Abarta Oil & Gas Co., Inc. (Abarta), Talisman
Energy USA, Inc. (Talisman), and Range Resources Appalachia,
LLC (Range) (collectively, Operators) were the successors-in-
interest and co-lessees under the lease. Id. at 2. On April 13, 2010,
the Dewings gave Abarta notice that it had not received the annual
delay rental payment due, and on April 20, 2010, the Dewings
notified Talisman’s counsel of Abarta’s failure to pay the delay
rental. Id. In response, Talisman’s counsel informed the Dewings
that Range was handling all administrative matters, including the
payment of delay rentals. Id. On June 21, 2010, after receiving no
delay rental payments, the Dewings advised Range that the lease
was being terminated as a result of the delinquent delay rental
payments and in accordance with the forfeiture provision. Id.
Nonetheless, on July 2, 2010, Range sent the Dewings a check for
the delinquent delay rentals. Id. On August 3, 2010, the Dewings
filed their complaint against the Operators alleging termination of
and abandonment of the lease for failure to timely pay the delay
rental. Id.

Although the superior court recognized that the Dewings
technically had a right to seek forfeiture, the alleged breach was
not material. Id. at 7. Pursuant to Linder, the superior court
determined that a brief delay in payment of a delay rental is not
sufficient to amount to a material breach where the contract
contains no “time-is-of-the-essence” provision. Id. at 8. Further,
the 60-day cure period clause is meant to improve the chance of
an out-of-court resolution, not establish the materiality of a breach
as would a “time-is-of-the-essence” clause. Id. Additionally, the
superior court affirmed that the stipulated facts did not support a
claim for abandonment. Id. at 9.

MULTIPLE OPINIONS ISSUED IN CONSTITUTIONAL VALIDITY OF

LOCAL ORDINANCE DISPUTE

On October 14, 2015, the U.S. District Court for the Western
District of Pennsylvania issued three opinions and orders
regarding various issues in the Pennsylvania General Energy Co.
v. Grant Township, No. 1:14-cv-00209 (W.D. Pa. filed Aug. 8,
2014), litigation. See Pa. Gen. Energy Co. v. Grant Twp. (PGE I),
No. 1:14-cv-00209, 2015 WL 6002163 (W.D. Pa. Oct. 14, 2015)
(motions to intervene), appeal docketed, No. 15-3770 (3d Cir.
Nov. 20, 2015); Pa. Gen. Energy Co. v. Grant Twp. (PGE II), No.
1:14-cv-00209, 2015 WL 6001550 (W.D. Pa. Oct. 14, 2015)
(motion to dismiss for lack of standing); Pa. Gen. Energy Co. v.
Grant Twp. (PGE III), No. 1:14-cv-00209, 2015 WL 6001882
(W.D. Pa. Oct. 14, 2015) (cross-motions for judgment on the
pleadings).

These decisions derive from the complaint filed by Pennsyl-
vania General Energy Company, LLC (PGE) challenging the
constitutionality, validity, and enforceability of the Community
Bill of Rights Ordinance (Ordinance) adopted by Grant Township.
See PGE II, 2015 WL 6001550, at *1. Specifically, PGE sought
injunctive and declaratory relief as well as damages against Grant
Township on the grounds that the Ordinance strips PGE of its
constitutional rights and the Ordinance is in direct conflict with
and preempted by a number of Pennsylvania statutes. Id. In
response, “Grant Township has filed a counterclaim alleging that
by challenging the Ordinance, PGE is violating the inalienable
rights of the people of its Townships to ‘local community self
government.’” PGE I, 2015 WL 6002163, at *1.
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On June 3, 2014, Grant Township adopted the Ordinance at
issue herein. PGE II, 2015 WL 6001550, at *2. Section 3 of the
Ordinance expressly prohibits any corporation or government
from depositing waste from oil and gas extraction and invalidates
any permit or other authority issued by any state or federal entity
that would violate the Ordinance. Id. at *3. Section 4 purports to
vest Grant Township and its residents with the power to enforce
the Ordinance, including the recovery of all costs associated with
litigation. PGE III, 2015 WL 6001882, at *9. Section 5 “provides
that corporations that ‘violate’ or that ‘seek to violate’ the
Ordinance ‘shall not be deemed to be persons, nor possess any
other legal rights, privileges, powers, or protections which would
interfere with the . . . Ordinance,’” as well as denies the ability of
other laws to preempt the Ordinance in order to overturn it. PGE
II, 2015 WL 6001550, at *3 (internal quotation marks omitted).

Three organizations sought to intervene in this case:
(1) Pennsylvania Independent Oil & Gas Association (PIOGA),
a nonprofit trade association representing individuals and
corporations involved in the oil and gas industry in the common-
wealth; (2) East Run Hellbenders Society, Inc. (Hellbenders), an
advocacy group organized in April 2014 in response to PGE’s
planned injection well and the primary advocate for the Ordi-
nance; and (3) Little Mahoning Watershed (Watershed), an
ecosystem that involves the area surrounding Little Mahoning
Creek. PGE I, 2015 WL 6002163, at *1. While the district court
granted PIOGA’s motion to permissively intervene, as PIOGA’s
members were directly affected by the outcome of the litigation
and their interests were not identical to PGE’s, it denied
Hellbenders’ and Watershed’s intervention motions. Id. at *3, 5.
The district court determined that neither Hellbenders nor
Watershed could rebut the presumption of adequacy of represen-
tation that arises when the party representing the interests of the
intervenor is the government. Id. at *5. As the mission and goal
of both organizations aligned exactly with the terms of the
Ordinance, and Grant Township was already defending these
same interests, Hellbenders’ and Watershed’s motions were
denied. Id.

The district court also denied Grant Township’s motion to
dismiss for lack of standing based on PGE’s failure to secure a
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection permit.
See PGE II, 2015 WL 6001550, at *9. The district court
explained that Grant Township’s motion to dismiss is based on the
misunderstanding that PGE’s alleged harm is based on its inability
to operate its proposed injection well. Id. PGE’s causes of action
include challenges of whether the Ordinance “infringes on
[PGE’s] federal constitutional rights, and violates, or is preempted
by, state law.” Id. The district court also found that Grant
Township failed to engage in the required legal standing analysis
for each of PGE’s claims and, instead, improperly attempts to take
a one-size-fits-all approach. Id. at *10. In addition, the district
court noted that a voluntary cessation of a challenged practice
rarely moots the federal case because a party cannot evade
judicial review by temporarily altering its behavior. Id.

On cross-motions for judgment on the pleadings, the district
court granted in part PGE’s motion and denied in full Grant
Township’s motion. PGE III, 2015 WL 6001882, at *12. In
support of its motion and to uphold the Ordinance, Grant
Township relied solely on historical documents and events, such

as the Mayflower Compact, Declaration of Independence, and the
Boston Tea Party. Id. at *4. However, Grant Township offered no
legal precedent to support its case. Id. Thus, the district court
found that “[w]ithout a legal basis for its actions, as opposed to
historical documents and events,” it could not overrule prior
supreme court precedent. Id. at *5.

On PGE’s motion for judgment on the pleadings, the district
court reviewed and determined the validity of sections 3, 4, and
5 of the Ordinance. While PGE’s preemption challenge under the
Pennsylvania Oil and Gas Act was unsuccessful, the district court
found sections 3(a) and (b) invalid and unenforceable as there was
“no state authority expressly granting a municipal government or
its people the authority to regulate the depositing of waste from oil
and gas wells or to invalidate permits granted by the state or
federal government.” Id. at *8. The district court also invalidated
section 3(a) of the Ordinance on the basis that it was exclusionary
because it completely banned a legitimate permitted use. Id. at *9.
Sections 4(b) and (c) were found invalid and unenforceable
“because there is no authority for Grant Township to create a
cause of action for its residents to enforce an ordinance written on
their behalf.” Id. at *10. The district court invalidated section
5(a), which sought to strip companies of their status as natural
persons, because it was preempted by the Pennsylvania Limited
Liability Companies Law. Id. Furthermore, the district court found
sections 5(a) and (b) to be invalid under the Second Class
Township Code as the Ordinance sought to eliminate injured
parties’ legal recourse and prevent preemption arguments.
Id. at *11.

Accordingly, the district court enjoined Grant Township from
enforcing the invalidated sections of the Ordinance and the case
will proceed to trial on the remaining claims and issues of
damages. Id. at *12.

UNOPERABLE AND OPERABLE ACREAGES FOUND NOT

SEVERABLE UNDER THE LEASE

On August 31, 2015, the Superior Court of Pennsylvania
reaffirmed summary judgment against the lessors of a lease dated
April 17, 1962, as the lease was entire and not severable with
respect to the operable and unoperable acreage terms based upon
the language of said lease. See Seneca Res. Corp. v. S & T Bank,
2015 PA Super 181, 122 A.3d 374.

Humphrey Industries Inc., the lessor, and Jefferson County
Gas Company, the lessee, entered into the lease to produce, store,
withdraw, or transmit oil and gas from the leased premises, which
constituted approximately 25,000 acres in Elk and Jefferson
Counties, Pennsylvania. Id. at 376. While the lease allowed the
lessee to produce or withdraw from any portion of the leased
premises, the lease contained separate payment options for 10,000
acres of undeveloped property (unoperated) from the 15,000
developed acres (operated). The lessee would pay royalties on
all oil or gas produced from the operated portion of the premises
and provide a lump sum or rental payment for the unoperated
portion. Id.

In 2010, the successor-in-interest to the lessee, Seneca
Resources Corporation (Seneca), brought an action seeking a
declaratory judgment that the lease remained valid and that it
retained all the oil and gas rights to the leased premises. Id. at
377. The trial court granted summary judgment in favor of Seneca
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and disposed of all remaining claims and counterclaims. Id. On
appeal, the successors-in-interest to the lessor sought review of
whether the lease of the 25,000 acres of land was severable as to
the separately defined “operated” and “unoperated” acreage, as
well as whether the trial court had failed to apply the doctrine of
implied covenant to fully develop an oil and gas lease. Id. at 378.

As to the severability of the lease, the superior court looked
to the explicit lease language, character of the consideration,
circumstances surrounding the execution of the lease, and conduct
and intent of the various parties. Id. at 383. Although the lease did
not expressly state that it was entire, the lease explicitly stated that
“the ‘leased premises’ encompass[ed] 25,000 acres for a primary
term of 40 years and a secondary term that would continue
indefinitely in its entirety as long as oil or gas was produced or
withdrawn from any portion of the leased premises.” Id. There
was also no distinction in the lease between the operated and
unoperated acreage in the leasing or habendum clauses. Id.
Furthermore, the lease permitted the lessee to convert the
unoperated acreage to operated acreage at any time by commenc-
ing production and did not limit conversion of such acreage to any
period of time. Id. at 384. Accordingly, the superior court held
that the lease was entire and that the operable and unoperable
acres were not severable. Id. at 385.

The superior court also addressed the issue of whether the
implied covenant to develop was inapplicable to the property
because a portion of the leased premises was already developed
at the time Seneca acquired the rights to the lease. Id. Even
though the superior court ultimately affirmed the trial court’s
granting of summary judgment on the implied covenant to
develop claim, it found that the trial court’s reasoning behind its
grant in favor of Seneca was erroneous. Id. at 387. Specifically,
the superior court clarified that “the fact that the leased premises
are under production at the time of the entry of the [l]ease does
not, in itself, invalidate the implied covenant to develop.” Id.
Nevertheless, based on the habendum clause in the lease, which
provided that the lease would be extended if oil or gas was stored
in, produced, or withdrawn from “all or any portion of said leased
premises,” the language of the lease also foreclosed a finding of
a breach of the implied covenant. Id.

CLAIM TO SET ASIDE TAX SALE OF OIL AND GAS RIGHTS

DENIED UNDER STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS AND DOCTRINE

OF LACHES

In a recent opinion, the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylva-
nia affirmed the common pleas court’s dismissal of the appellants’
complaint and grant of summary judgment in favor of the parties
who purchased the oil and gas rights at a December 10, 1990,
upset tax sale. See Pfeifer v. Westmoreland Cnty. Tax Claim
Bureau, No. 1346 C.D. 2014, 2015 WL 5669963 (Pa. Commw.
Ct. Sept. 1, 2015).

In 1902, the previous owners of approximately 267 acres in
Cook Township, Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania, severed
the subterranean oil and gas rights from the surface land. Id. at *1.
Due to non-payment of taxes on the oil and gas rights, the
Westmoreland County Tax Claim Bureau conducted an upset tax
sale, at which the rights were purchased by the appellees. The
deed for the tax sale was recorded on December 26, 1990. Despite
the recording, the subsequent owners-in-interest (appellants)

claim that they did not learn that they owned the oil and gas rights
until 2011 or that the rights were sold at the tax sale until 2013.
Thus, in 2013, the appellants filed their complaint in the nature of
exceptions nunc pro tunc to the tax sale, as well as a motion
for summary judgment. The appellees filed a cross-motion for
summary judgment and requested dismissal of the complaint. Id.

The commonwealth court found that the appellants had
sufficient and appropriate notice of the tax sale. Id. at *6.
Specifically, it found that the appellants were put on public notice
of the tax sale by recording of the deed in 1990. Id. at *2. The
commonwealth court also found that the tax bureau complied with
the necessary statutory requirements by advertising notice in at
least two newspapers; mailing, return receipt requested, postage
prepaid, the notice of the return of delinquent taxes; and posting
a notice of the sale on the relevant property. Id. at *3. As the
appellants did not file an action for 23 years after the tax sale, and
were placed on sufficient notice, their claims were barred by the
statute of limitations and doctrine of laches. Id. at *6.

SUPERIOR COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA DIFFERENTIATES OIL

AND GAS DEED EXCEPTION FROM AN EXCEPTION TO AN

EXCEPTION PARAGRAPH

Based upon the clear language of a November 24, 1950,
deed, the Superior Court of Pennsylvania upheld an order granting
summary judgment in favor of the successors-in-interest of the
grantors in Wright v. Misty Mountain Farm, LLC, 2015 PA Super
218, 2015 WL 5916971.

On June 16, 1949, the grantors, Fred and Jeanetta Buck,
leased the oil and gas rights to a third party for a term of 10 years
and as much longer as the premises were operated for production
of oil or gas or as oil and gas was found in paying quantities. Id.
at *1. The next year, on November 24, 1950, the Bucks conveyed
the property to Robert and Marjorie Wright by deed. However,
the deed excepted unto the Bucks “all rights in oil, gas and
minerals on [the] property . . . , said oil and gas having been
leased under Lease dated June 16, 1949 . . . .” Id. The deed also
reserved the Bucks the right to maintain and use a saw mill on the
property for six months. Id.

Notwithstanding said exceptions, the Wrights and their
successors-in-interest proceeded to deed and lease both the
surface and subsurface rights without exception. In 2010, the
Bucks’ subsurface rights were conveyed to Misty Mountain Farm,
LLC, Shirley Matthews, and Dean Buck (collectively, Misty
Mountain parties). Id. In August 2010, the successor-in-interest to
the Wrights, Patricia Wright, filed a complaint seeking a
declaratory judgment against the Misty Mountain parties stating
that they had no interest in the oil, gas, or mineral rights beneath
the property. Id. at *2. The trial court granted summary judgment
in favor of the Misty Mountain parties. Id.

Drawing a parallel between this case and Ralston v. Ralston,
2012 PA Super 234, 55 A.3d 736, the superior court held that the
1950 deed contained a subsurface exception paragraph—not an
exception to an exception. 2015 WL 5916971, at *3–4. An
exception retains in the grantor the title of the oil, gas, or mineral,
and demises through the grantor’s estate absent other provision.
Id. at *4. An exception to an exception provides title to the
grantee after a specific action or termination date. Id. While the
exception to use the saw mill contained a six-month exception to
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an exception, the oil, gas, and mineral paragraph contained no
such similar language and, therefore, retained possession in the
grantors. Id. at *5.

Furthermore, the superior court noted that the fact that the
Wrights had treated the oil and gas rights as their own from 1971
to 2010, and executed several leases, had no impact on the Misty
Mountain parties’ legal title in the subsurface rights. Id. at *6.

T E X A S  —  O I L  &  G A S

W I L L I A M  B .  B U R F O R D

—  R E P O R T E R  —

ACREAGE CAPABLE OF RETENTION AFTER LEASE’S PRIMARY

TERM HELD REDUCED UNDER APPLICABLE FIELD RULES

Oil and gas lessors often seek to negotiate “retained acreage”
clauses under which the lease will terminate at some point, most
commonly at the end of the primary term or after a period of
continuous development then in progress, except as to land on
which producing wells have been drilled. Many such provisions
define the amount of acreage the lessee is allowed to retain as a
specified number of acres, and astute lessees negotiate for a
proviso that the lease will, notwithstanding the number of acres so
specified, remain in effect at least with respect to the amount of
acreage the state regulatory authority requires to be allocated to
each well. ConocoPhillips Co. v. Vaquillas Unproven Minerals,
Ltd., No. 04-15-00066-CV, 2015 WL 4638272 (Tex. App.—San
Antonio Aug. 5, 2015, no pet. h.) (mem. op.), illustrates that a
clause that changes the area the lessee may retain might
sometimes work in the lessor’s favor.

ConocoPhillips Company (ConocoPhillips) held two oil and
gas leases that together embraced over 33,000 acres of land
owned by Vaquillas Unproven Minerals, Ltd. (Vaquillas). The
lease required the lessee to release, at the end of the primary term
and the cessation of any continuous drilling, land described as
follows:

any and all portions of this lease which have not been
drilled to a density of at least 40 acres for each
producing oil well and 640 acres for each producing or
shut-in gas well, except that in case any rule adopted by
the Railroad Commission of Texas or other regulatory
authority for any field on this lease provides for a
spacing or proration establishing different units of
acreage per well, then such established different units
shall be held under this lease by such production, in lieu
of the 40 and 640-acre units above mentioned . . . .

Id. at *1. When ConocoPhillips ceased drilling after the end of the
primary term, having drilled a number of gas wells on land
covered by the lease, the lessor and lessee disputed how much
acreage was required to be released, Vaquillas contending the
lessee could retain only 40 acres around each gas well and
ConocoPhillips maintaining it was entitled to 640 acres per well.
The trial court granted summary judgment for Vaquillas, the
lessor, and the court of appeals affirmed.

The decision turned on the effect that Texas Railroad
Commission (RRC) field rules had on the retained acreage

clause. The field rules did not mention the amount of acreage
required to be assigned to a well for either drilling or production
purposes but merely prohibited the drilling of any well nearer than
467 feet from any property line or 1,200 feet from any other well.
Id. at *3. This spacing requirement, ConocoPhillips argued, did
not establish “different units of acreage per well,” and it could
retain the 640 acres per well stated in the lease. Id.

Although the field rules’ spacing requirement did not
expressly set forth a number of acres per well, the court pointed
out, the RRC’s statewide Rule 38 specifies standard drilling units
for any field “wherein only spacing rules, either special, country
[sic] regular, or statewide, are applicable.” Id. (quoting 16 Tex.
Admin. Code § 3.38(b)(2)(A)). Rule 38 then provides, it went on,
that “if the spacing rule is 467-1200, like the one here, the acreage
requirement is 40 acres per well for both oil and gas wells.” Id.
“Because this standard acreage [under Rule 38] is ‘different’ from
the initial acreage set forth in the retained acreage clause, the
standard acreage control[led] the number of acres ConocoPhillips
was entitled to retain under the leases.” Id. This result may have
been contrary to the lessee’s expectation and intention, but the
court could not, it said repeatedly, rewrite the parties’ agreement.
See id. at *4.

EXERCISE OF PREFERENTIAL RIGHT HELD LIMITED TO

TERMS OF OFFER

The court in MRC Permian Co. v. Three Rivers Operating
Co., No. 05-14-00353-CV, 2015 WL 4639711 (Tex. App.—
Dallas Aug. 5, 2015, no pet. h.) (mem. op.), dealt with a dispute
originating from understandable confusion surrounding the scope
of the preferential right to purchase provision of an operating
agreement.

Three Rivers Acquisition LLC (Three Rivers) owned interests
in a property in Lea County, New Mexico, the Eagle 2 State lease,
that included 10 producing wells. Id. at *1. MRC Permian Co.
(MRC Permian) owned interests in three of the wells and its
president, Joe Foran, in those and two others, but not in the other
five. The property was subject to a 1984 operating agreement that
included a provision requiring that any party desiring to sell all or
part of its interest in the contract area must give the other parties
notice of the offer and its terms and the opportunity to purchase
on the same terms. Three Rivers entered into a purchase and sale
agreement with COG Operating, LLC (COG), agreeing to sell the
Eagle 2 State property, allocating approximately $6.9 million of
the purchase price to the five wells in which MRC Permian and
Foran owned interests and $14.2 million to the entire property. Id.
at *1–2. The series of notices and responses that generated the
controversy soon followed.

In letters dated May 21, 2012, Three Rivers notified MRC
Permian and Foran of its pending sale to COG, the pertinent terms
of its sale contract, and the price allocated to the five wells in
which MRC Permian and Foran owned interests. The letters,
received by MRC Permian and Foran on May 29, 2012, instructed
that each addressee must exercise its election to acquire the
offered property within the 10-day period prescribed in the
operating agreement by checking a box appearing at the foot of
the letter. Id. at *2–3. MRC Permian and Foran responded by
letter dated June 5, 2012, accompanied by a copy of Three Rivers’
notice letter in which the box indicating an election to purchase
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the offered properties was checked. Id. at *3. In the June 5 letter
MRC Permian and Foran stated that they exercised their election
to purchase “one hundred percent (100%) of Three Rivers’
interest in the lands comprising the Contract Area,” and further
that they made the election to purchase “even if the interest is not
specifically listed” in Three Rivers’ notices and that “[a]ny
interest being sold by Three Rivers not identified in Exhibit A to
the letters, but subject to and within the Contract Area of the JOA,
is included in the purchase election by Mr. Foran and MRC
Permian.” Id. Three Rivers then sent another letter to MRC
Permian and Foran dated June 12, 2012. The June 12 letter
related that it had come to Three Rivers’ attention that MRC
Permian and Foran “may have the right to purchase different asset
[sic] than were described” in the original May 21 letter and
purported to withdraw the May 21 letter and substitute the June
12 letter in its place. Id. at *4 (alteration in original). The letter,
like the earlier one, stated that “[t]he JOA contains a preferential
purchase right (‘PPR’) provision and we believe that you may
have a PPR covering the Subject Property.” Id. It described the
“Subject Property” in an Exhibit A to the letter as all 10 of the
Eagle 2 State wells and stated the value as approximately $14.2
million. In order to accept the June 12 offer, the letter went on,
MRC Permian and Foran were required to check the appropriate
box and return an executed counterpart of the letter within 10 days
after the letter’s receipt. Id.

MRC Permian and Foran responded in a letter dated June 25,
2012. “The letter began by stating that [they] were ‘still ready,
willing, and able’ to exercise their preferential purchase option”
triggered by the Three Rivers-COG agreement “as indicated by
our letter to Three Rivers Operating Company LLC dated June 5,
2012.” Id. at *5. It then noted that “there [were] some different
interpretations of what that preferential right covers and how it is
to be exercised” and that the land and leasehold subject to the
right were “complicated especially due to extensive horizontal and
vertical separation of the base leases and the JOA contract area,”
and it suggested the parties and Three Rivers’ purchaser meet to
resolve any differences. Id. MRC Permian and Foran did not
check the election box in Three Rivers’ June 12 letter and did not
return that letter to Three Rivers. Id.

Believing that MRC Permian and Foran had elected to
purchase all of the Eagle 2 State property, COG excluded it from
its acquisition. After MRC Permian and Foran refused Three
Rivers’ demand that they close the purchase of all 10 wells for
$14.2 million, MRC Permian and Foran brought suit for specific
performance of their alleged contract to acquire the five wells
mentioned in Three Rivers’ May 21 letter for $6.9 million. Three
Rivers counterclaimed for specific performance of the sale of the
entire Eagle 2 State property for $14.2 million, alleging that MRC
Permian’s and Foran’s June 25 letter had accepted Three Rivers’
offer and formed a binding contract for the purchase and sale. Id.
The trial court granted Three Rivers’ motion for summary
judgment, denying MRC Permian’s and Foran’s, and MRC
Permian and Foran appealed. Id. at *6.

Applying New Mexico law, the court of appeals reversed the
trial court’s judgment for Three Rivers and rendered judgment
instead for MRC Permian and Foran. MRC Permian and Foran
complied with the terms of the offer Three Rivers made in its May
21 letter, the court explained, by checking the appropriate box on

the letters and returning them. Id. at *10. It disagreed with Three
Rivers that MRC Permian’s and Foran’s June 5 letter was not an
acceptance but a counteroffer, demanding an offer of all of Three
Rivers’ interest in the operating agreement’s contract area, i.e., all
10 wells, rather than just the five wells mentioned in the May 21
notice letter. Id. at *11. A more precise reading of the June 5
letter, according to the court, was that MRC Permian and Foran
did not specifically condition their acceptance upon Three Rivers’
assent to the purchase of additional properties. Id. at *9. MRC
Permian’s and Foran’s June 5 letter, the court pointed out, “did
not require Three Rivers to accept any new terms, remove a key
provision, nor enter into a different agreement as a condition of
acceptance” and was thus not a rejection or counteroffer that
would have invalidated MRC Permian’s and Foran’s acceptance.
Id. at *11.

Nor did the parties’ subsequent correspondence form a
contract binding MRC Permian and Foran to acquire all of the
Eagle 2 State wells for an additional $7.3 million. Id. at *12.
MRC Permian and Foran did not check the election box in Three
Rivers’ June 12 letter and return it, and the statements in MRC
Permian’s and Foran’s June 25 letter that there were different
interpretations of the preferential right, that the properties were
complicated, and that the parties should get together to resolve
any differences were, the court observed, not indicative of
unqualified acceptance. Id. The June 25 letter expressed continued
willingness to purchase as indicated in the June 5 letter but was
not an unequivocal acceptance of an offer of all 10 wells for $14.2
million. Id. at *13. Moreover, notwithstanding that the June 5
letter stated that MRC Permian and Foran wanted to purchase “all
of” Three Rivers’ interests, they could not, at the time of that
letter, have accepted an offer not yet made to buy unnamed
properties for a price they did not yet know. Id.

The court shrugged off, without much explanation, what may
seem Three Rivers’ most compelling argument: that MRC
Permian and Foran had the right, under the operating agreement,
to purchase all of the interest to which the right applied or none,
but that they could not purchase only part of the property as
originally but mistakenly offered. See id. at *11. Three Rivers did
not argue that MRC Permian and Foran had knowledge of the
scope of the Three Rivers-COG transaction at the time they
responded to Three Rivers’ May 21 letters, it observed. In those
letters Three Rivers had offered to sell its interest in five wells,
and those offers were accepted. Id.

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY HELD TO BAR CONTRACT

CLAIM BUT NOT FRAUD CLAIM

The court in Orca Assets, G.P. v. JPMorgan Chase Bank,
N.A., No. 05-13-01700-CV, 2015 WL 4736786 (Tex. App.—
Dallas Aug. 11, 2015, pet. filed) (mem. op.), addressed claims
asserted by Orca Assets, G.P., L.L.C. (Orca), the lessee under a
purported oil and gas lease from JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.
(JPMorgan), as trustee of the Red Crest Trust.

Orca and JPMorgan, as trustee, entered into a letter agree-
ment on December 6, 2010, for which Orca paid $84,028.50, in
which the bank agreed to lease to Orca certain land of the Red
Crest Trust in Karnes and DeWitt Counties, Texas. Id. at *2. The
parties agreed in the letter to a lease form disclaiming any
warranties, express or implied, and any recourse against the lessor
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in the event of title failure. The agreement afforded Orca up to 30
days to verify its title work, and Orca reviewed title work it had
already conducted but did no new title search. Id. The bank
executed several leases on January 5, 2011, for which Orca paid
$3,217,585 on January 11. Id. at *2–3. Unbeknownst to Orca,
however, the bank had already executed another lease on the same
land the previous June to GeoSouthern Energy Corporation
(GeoSouthern), and the GeoSouthern lease had been filed for
record on December 9, 2010. Because there was a prior lease of
which Orca was on constructive notice at the time it closed its
leasing transaction for the Red Crest Trust acreage, Orca’s
leasehold title failed. A few days after the JPMorgan-Orca
closing, when GeoSouthern brought the duplication of leases to
its attention, the bank attempted to return Orca’s bonus consider-
ation. Orca refused the payment and instead sued the bank for
breach of contract, fraud, and negligent misrepresentation,
alleging lost profits of some $400 million. The trial court ruled
against Orca on all its claims. Id. at *3.

The court of appeals began by holding Orca’s claim for
breach of contract barred by the disclaimer of any warranty in the
lease. While the clause did not directly reference the possibility
of a prior lease, the court pointed out, its far-reaching breadth was
sufficient to encompass and foreclose any claim that the bank
breached its agreement to lease to Orca. Id. at *7.

Orca could, however, pursue its action for fraud and
negligent misrepresentation. Those claims were based on a bank
representative’s having repeatedly, according to Orca, asserted
that the Red Crest Trust acreage was “open.” Id. at *8. The court
rejected the bank’s argument that Orca’s claim for this
misrepresentation was inconsistent with the disclaimer of warranty
and thus negated by it. Id. “[C]ases rejecting misrepresentation
claims based on a conflict with subsequent contract language,” the
court noted, “have consistently required a ‘direct’ conflict with the
earlier representation such that a reasonable person could not read
the agreement and still plausibly claim to believe the earlier
representation.” Id. at *9. It was aware of no case, though, “that
would treat a general disclaimer of warranty as so plainly
correcting an earlier, specific misrepresentation to the effect that
the seller of a land interest himself had not already, recently sold
the same interest to someone else as to warrant a rendition of
judgment” against the claimant. Id. at *10. The disclaimer of
warranty here, the court held, was not sufficiently specific to
reassign the risk of loss from a seller, with obviously superior
knowledge of its own action, to a buyer groping for the same
information. Id. Questions of fact remained, it concluded,
regarding Orca’s claim that it was fraudulently or negligently
induced into a contractual relationship with its lessor. The
interesting question of whether Orca can successfully pursue
damages of more than a hundred times its bonus payment, if it can
show that it was in fact misled, will presumably now be addressed
by the lower court. Id.

MINERAL LESSEE HELD WITHOUT RIGHT TO PREVENT USE

OF SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE FOR WELLBORES DRILLED TO

ADJACENT LAND

The court in Lightning Oil Co. v. Anadarko E & P Onshore
LLC, No. 04-14-00903-CV, 2015 WL 5964939 (Tex. App.—
San Antonio Oct. 14, 2015, no pet. h.), affirmed the trial
court’s summary judgment for Anadarko E & P Onshore LLC

(Anadarko), the lessee under an oil and gas lease on land within
the Chaparral Wildlife Management Area (CWMA) in Dimmit
County, Texas, against Lightning Oil Co. (Lightning), the lessee
of an adjacent tract on the Briscoe Ranch under an oil and gas
lease called the Cutlass Lease.

Anadarko secured an easement from the Briscoe Ranch
surface owners to place drillsites on the surface overlying the
Cutlass Lease, intending to drill wells 8,000 feet vertically and
then deviate the wellbores to produce from the CWMA. Lightning
sued to prevent Anadarko’s drilling, asserting that its mineral
estate under the Cutlass Lease gave it the right to exclude others,
so that Anadarko was committing a trespass on Lightning’s
leasehold. Id. at *1–2. The court of appeals held that Lightning
had no such right.

“[T]he surface estate owner controls the earth beneath the
surface estate,” the court concluded after reviewing applicable
case law. Id. at *5. The mineral owner owns the hydrocarbons and
the right to produce them, it pointed out, but not the earth
surrounding any hydrocarbon molecules. Id. at *6. “As the surface
estate owner, Briscoe Ranch control[led] the surface and
subsurface” and could “grant Anadarko permission to site a well
on its ranch, drill down through the earth within the boundaries of
the Cutlass Lease, and directionally alter its wellbore into the
CWMA.” Id. (footnote omitted). Anadarko could not produce
from the Cutlass Lease, but Lightning had no right to exclude
others from the earth surrounding its hydrocarbons. Id.

OVERRIDING ROYALTY INTEREST HELD NOT REDUCED

Affirming the trial court’s summary judgment, the court in
Fort Apache Energy, Inc. v. Houston Energy, L.P., No. 09-14-
00007-CV, 2015 WL 5042133 (Tex. App.—Beaumont Aug. 27,
2015, no pet.) (mem. op.), construed a reservation of an overrid-
ing royalty interest in an assignment of oil and gas leases in favor
of the assignor, Houston Energy, L.P. (Houston Energy), against
the assignee, Fort Apache Energy, Inc. (Fort Apache).

The assignment conveyed two leases, the Balcon Steel and
Maley leases, and reserved to Houston Energy “a net overriding
royalty interest of 1.501981% of 8/8ths . . . in and to all of the oil,
gas and other minerals produced, saved and marketed pursuant to
the terms and provisions of the Subject Leases . . . .” Id. at *1.
The assignment went on to provide that if any of the “Subject
Leases,” evidently including the Balcon Steel and Maley leases,
covered less than the entire fee simple mineral estate in a tract of
land, the reserved overriding royalty would be reduced
proportionately as to that tract. Id. at *6 n.6. The Balcon Steel and
Maley leases each included a provision that the lessee must not
create additional overriding royalty burdens in excess of 5%
without the lessor’s approval. Id. at *2 n.3.

Fort Apache apparently asserted that the fractional expression
“1.501981% of 8/8ths” was ambiguous so that parol evidence of
the parties’ intent might be introduced, although the opinion
leaves unclear how it argued the phrase susceptible of more than
one meaning. It also maintained that the reservation was
ambiguous because Houston Energy’s construction would violate
the leases’ restriction against creation of overriding royalty
burdens of more than 5%. However, the summary judgment
evidence did not show, according to the court, that Houston
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Energy’s 1.501981% overriding royalty, when added to others,
violated the restriction. Id. at *5–7.

Nor did Fort Apache have evidence raising a fact issue on its
claim that the assignment should be reformed because of a mutual
or unilateral mistake. To prove a mutual mistake, the court
pointed out, the evidence must show that both parties acted under
the same misunderstanding. Id. at *7. Here Fort Apache failed to
show that Houston Energy was mistaken about the percentage of
overriding royalty it intended. With respect to unilateral mistake,
the court observed that a party may be allowed equitable relief if
its mistake is so great that enforcing the contract would be
unconscionable and the mistake would have been made regardless
of the mistaken party’s exercise of ordinary care. Id. at *8.
Although Fort Apache argued it never intended to agree to an
unreduced overriding royalty of 1.501981% of total production,
nothing in the summary judgment evidence showed that Houston
Energy knew Fort Apache’s alleged intention, and there was
nothing unconscionable, the court found, in holding Fort Apache
to the terms of its written agreement. Id.

Curiously, Fort Apache did not argue on appeal that Houston
Energy’s overriding royalty should be reduced by the assign-
ment’s proportionate reduction clause. Id. at *6 n.6. The only
plausible explanation why not seems to be that the leases in
question must have collectively covered the entire mineral estate.
The court’s opinion is unclear about this, though it mentions that
“the working interest that Houston Energy owned in the leases”
was 6.81144%. Id. at *3.

NON-OWNER WELL OPERATOR HAD STANDING TO SUE

SERVICES PROVIDER

The court in Republic Petroleum LLC v. Dynamic Offshore
Resources NS LLC, No. 01-14-00370-CV, 2015 WL 5076700
(Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist.] Aug. 27, 2015, pet. filed),
reinstated the jury’s award of the full amount of damages awarded
Republic Petroleum LLC (Republic), the operator of a well
known as the Satellite Well in the Gulf of Mexico near High
Island, Texas, against Dynamic Offshore Resources NS LLC and
W & T Offshore Inc., platform owners who contracted to receive
and process natural gas from the well.

Republic operated the well on behalf of affiliated and
nonaffiliated working interest owners. Its contract with the
platform owners required the platform owners to maintain and
repair the processing equipment. After the equipment sank into
disrepair and the platform owners terminated the agreement,
Republic sued the platform owners for excessive billings in
breach of the agreement. Although the jury awarded Republic
damages, the platform owners challenged Republic’s standing to
claim them on the basis that it owned no working interest in the
well, and the trial court reduced the damages to those attributable
to the interest of Republic’s affiliated company. Id. at *1–3.

The evidence supported the award to Republic of the full
amount of the overcharges, the court held. The nonoperating
working interest owners were not parties to the processing
agreement between Republic and the platform owners, the court
pointed out. It was Republic that incurred damages when the
platform owners overcharged it, and the respective rights and
obligations between Republic and the working interest owners
under their separate operating agreement, which might entitle

them to reimbursement of amounts paid to Republic on account
of the platform owners’ billings, did not alter the court’s analysis.
Id. at *7.

BLOWOUT DAMAGES HELD COVERED BY OPERATOR’S

INSURANCE POLICY

Petroplex Energy, Inc. (Petroplex) operated the Quinn 1-6H
Well in Reeves County, Texas. The well suffered a blowout
during operations to diagnose and repair gas pressure buildup
between the production tubing and the well’s casing, resulting in
third-party pollution and equipment damage as well as expenses.
St. Paul Fire & Marine Insurance Co. and St. Paul Surplus Lines
Insurance Co. (collectively, St. Paul) had issued Petroplex well-
control insurance that covered the well as well as a commercial
liability policy but denied coverage on the basis that Petroplex
was not the owner of the well and had sustained no unreimbursed
loss and that the well-control insurance covered the Quinn well
only as a producing well, whereas it was undergoing workover
and was not a producing well at the time of the blowout. In St.
Paul Fire & Marine Insurance Co. v. Petroplex Energy, Inc., No.
11-13-00104-CV, 2015 WL 5173035 (Tex. App.—Eastland Aug.
31, 2015, no pet. h.), the court of appeals affirmed partial
summary judgments that Petroplex’s losses were covered.

Petroplex had initially agreed to assign Endeavor Energy
Resources, LP (Endeavor) 80% of the working interest in the
lease on which the Quinn well was drilled. Endeavor had,
according to the summary judgment evidence, executed an
unrecorded reassignment of its interest to Petroplex prior to the
blowout, although Endeavor had continued to fund expenses
attributable to the Quinn well under an unusual oral agreement
involving unrelated properties. Id. at *1–2. The Endeavor
assignment was legally effective, the court held, and Petroplex
owned 100% of the working interest in the well notwithstanding
that expenses relating to the blowout were advanced by others. Id.
at *5. And the well-control insurance covered the Quinn well,
although it referred to the well as a producing well. Id. at *6. The
parties dealt with any changes in the status of wells on a quarterly
basis, after the fact, adjusting premium payments as necessary to
account for circumstances different from those in existence at the
inception of the policy. At the time of the blowout, no change in
the well’s status had occurred that caused it not to be covered. Id.

HOMEOWNER LESSOR’S NUISANCE CLAIM AGAINST OIL AND

GAS LESSEE HELD PRECLUDED BY ACCEPTANCE OF LEASE

BENEFITS

Marcus and Laura Marsden lived and raised horses on their
6.2-acre tract of land near Aledo, Texas. They granted an oil and
gas lease on their land to Hollis R. Sullivan, Inc., which assigned
the lease to Titan Operating, LLC (Titan). The lease prohibited
drilling operations on the Marsdens’ land or within 200 feet of a
residence or barn. Titan placed a drillsite on neighboring property
just north of the northwestern corner of the Marsdens’ land, where
their house was, and drilled several wells from there between
2009 and 2013. After the first well was drilled, a little more than
300 feet from their house, the Marsdens brought an intentional
nuisance suit against Titan, alleging its drilling activities had
unreasonably and substantially interfered with the use and
enjoyment of their property and diminished its value. The court in
Titan Operating, LLC v. Marsden, No. 02-14-00303-CV, 2015
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WL 5727573 (Tex. App.—Fort Worth Aug. 27, 2015, pet. filed)
(mem. op.), reversed the trial court’s award of damages to the
Marsdens, holding that the plaintiffs were barred from asserting
their nuisance claim by the doctrine of quasi-estoppel.

Quasi-estoppel, the court explained, “forbids a party from
accepting the benefits of a transaction and then subsequently
taking an inconsistent position to avoid corresponding obligations
or effects.” Id. at *7. The Marsdens’ lease expressly allowed
operations to drill for and produce oil and gas, although not
directly on their surface, and they had not negotiated for any
restrictions on off-premises drilling. Id. at *8. There was no
evidence that Titan’s operations were out of the ordinary or had
been conducted unlawfully or negligently, and the Marsdens had
accepted bonus and royalty payments under the lease, as well as
payment for a pipeline easement granted to enable the marketing
of gas from Titan’s wells. Id. at *9–10. Although the Marsdens
might not have realized that wells would be located as near to
their house as they were and that the noise and other disruptions
attendant to the wells would be so unpleasant, the court
concluded, quasi-estoppel precluded their nuisance suit because
they had unconscionably accepted the benefits of their leasing
transaction while inconsistently attempting to avoid the effects of
the same transaction. Id. at *10.

RETAINED ACREAGE CLAUSE CONSTRUED TO PERPETUATE

ASSIGNMENT AS TO SPECIFIED AMOUNT OF ACREAGE, NOT

LIMITED TO DESIGNATED PRORATION UNITS

The court in XOG Operating, LLC v. Chesapeake Explora-
tion Limited Partnership, No. 07-13-00439-CV, 2015 WL
5244718 (Tex. App.—Amarillo Sept. 2, 2015, no pet. h.),
construed an assignment of oil and gas leases covering three
sections of land containing a total of 1,625 acres, providing that
at the end of the primary term the assignment would terminate
except as to portions thereof described as follows:

that portion of said lease included within the proration or
pooled unit of each well drilled under this Assignment
and producing or capable of producing oil and/or gas in
paying quantities. The term “proration unit” as used
herein, shall mean the area within the surface boundaries
of the proration unit then established or prescribed by
field rules or special order of the appropriate regulatory
authority for the reservoir in which each well is
completed. In the absence of such field rules or special
order, each proration unit shall be deemed to be 320
acres of land in the form of a square as near as
practicable surroundings [sic] a well completed as a gas
well producing or capable of producing in paying
quantities.

Id. at *1 (alteration in original) (emphasis omitted).

Chesapeake Exploration Limited Partnership and Chesapeake
Exploration, LLC (collectively, Chesapeake), owner of the
assignee’s interest, drilled six gas wells on the land. Five of the
wells were completed in a field for which RRC field rules
provided for a standard proration unit of 320 acres; the remaining
well was subject to no field rules. Id. at *2. Although Chesapeake
could have designated up to 320 acres in RRC filings in order for
the wells to be assigned the maximum allowable production per
well, it instead filed certified plats assigning only a total of 802

acres to proration units for the six wells. Id. XOG Operating, LLC
(XOG) contended that at the end of the assignment’s primary
term, Chesapeake was entitled to retain only the 802 acres it had
designated as proration units in its RRC filings. Chesapeake
maintained that the assignment remained effective as to 320 acres
per well, regardless of the acreage delineated in the plats it had
filed, or as to all 1,625 acres. Id. Affirming the trial court’s
summary judgment, the court of appeals agreed with Chesapeake.

The RRC does not designate the acreage or configuration of
proration units, XOG pointed out. Id. at *5. The assignment’s
definition of a proration unit, it argued, must refer to the
operator’s filing to the RRC since it stated that it meant the “area
within” the proration unit’s “surface boundaries.” Id. This
argument failed, according to the court, “because the field rules
did not prescribe the area or boundaries of a proration unit; they
merely set limits on the units designated by producers.” Id. To
give effect to XOG’s argument, the court believed, would be to
“read into the agreement of the parties the intent to ‘include
within’ the retained acreage that acreage ‘designated in the Form
P-15 filing as to each well.’” Id. The court observed that “[t]he
plain language of the agreement define[d] a ‘proration unit’ . . . as
the area prescribed by the applicable field rules, or in the absence
of field rules, 320 acres—nothing more, nothing less.” Id.
(emphasis added). The parties agreed, the court concluded, that
Chesapeake would retain 320 acres for each well irrespective of
what it designated as proration units in its RRC filings. Id.

DEEDS BOUNDED BY EDGE OF CANAL HELD TO EXTEND

TO CENTERLINE

Red Boot Production Co. v. Samson Exploration, LLC, No.
09-14-00191-CV, 2015 WL 5730789 (Tex. App.—Beaumont
Oct. 1, 2015, no pet. h.) (mem. op.), resolved a title dispute, in an
oil and gas context, over a strip of land occupied by an irrigation
canal in Jefferson County, Texas.

The Broussards, owners of land to the south of the canal, and
the Harders, owners of land to its north, joined in an agreement
with Samson Exploration, LLC (Samson) and SM Energy Co.
(SM Energy) to pool their land into a 640-acre pooled unit, the
Paggi-Broussard Unit, on which two gas wells were drilled.
Between their tracts ran a 200-foot-wide canal that comprised
some 38 acres of the unit. Id. at *1.

The land on both sides of the canal had been owned by
August Delaune. In 1898 Delaune granted an easement for the
construction of a canal to the Beaumont Irrigating Company. The
canal was built and still existed at the time of suit. Id. at *2. In
1908 Delaune conveyed 1,101.74 acres lying south of the canal to
the predecessor to the Broussards’ interests by a deed that
described the tract’s northern boundary by metes and bounds as
running along the “south edge” of the canal. Id. at *4. Delaune
conveyed a 480-acre tract to the north of the canal in 1916, in a
deed to the predecessor to the Harders’ interests that described its
southern boundary by metes and bounds as “following the north
boundary line” of the canal right-of-way. Id.

In 2009, after the establishment of gas production from
Paggi-Broussard Unit, descendants of Delaune executed an oil
and gas lease to Red Boot Production Co. (Red Boot) on the land
within the canal right-of-way. Red Boot sued Samson, SM
Energy, the Broussards, and the Harders in trespass to try title,
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contending Delaune had not conveyed the canal strip. Id. at
*2. The court of appeals affirmed summary judgment against
Red Boot.

The court followed the presumption, long applied to bound-
aries along roads and natural streams, that where a deed describes
the boundary as running along the edge, the grantor intended to
include the grantor’s ownership to the center of the boundary
feature. Id. at *7. It was not persuaded by Red Boot’s argument
that the centerline rule should not apply to a private canal
easement as it does to a public way such as a highway, street, or
railroad, and it noted authority from other jurisdictions that canals
are indeed subject to the same rule. Id. at *8–9. Because
Delaune’s deeds conveyed the land on each side of the canal to its
centerline, retaining no land within the canal easement, Red
Boot’s lease on the canal strip covered no land in the gas unit.

HOMEOWNERS LACKED EVIDENCE FOR OILFIELD

NUISANCE CLAIM

In Cerny v. Marathon Oil Corp., No. 04-14-00650-CV,
2015 WL 5852596 (Tex. App.—San Antonio Oct. 7, 2015, no
pet. h.), the court of appeals upheld summary judgment against
the Cerny family, who had sued Marathon Oil Corp. (Marathon),
the operator of wells producing oil and gas near their house in
Karnes County, Texas, and Plains Exploration & Production Co.
(Plains), the operator of nearby production facilities.

In their petition the Cernys had disavowed any claim for
“personal injury damages” or any particular “disease” for which
expert medical testimony would be necessary but nevertheless
sought compensation for medical expenses and loss of earning
capacity arising from their symptoms of discomfort and distress
and loss of the enjoyment of their property and of life. Id. at *2.
They suffered from noxious emissions, odors, dust, and noise
that they attributed to the defendants’ drilling and production
activities, which caused them anxiety and altered their way of
living, they alleged. Id. at *6. Against the defendants’ summary
judgment, they had presented their own affidavits attesting to their
experiences and the affidavits of an air quality expert who had
measured emissions in the area and a toxicologist who concluded
that the air quality around the Cernys’ home exposed them to
increased health risks. Id. at *2.

The court agreed with the defendants that the Cernys’ health-
related claims were essentially toxic tort claims requiring expert
medical testimony, which the Cernys had not presented. Id. at *5.
With respect to their other claims, the Cernys’ summary judgment
evidence was insufficient to show that Marathon’s and Plains’
activities were the proximate cause of the conditions they
complained of. Id. at *8.

PARTITION DEED HELD TO EXCLUDE MINERALS

In Hosek v. Scott, No. 04-14-00655-CV, 2015 WL 6163385
(Tex. App.—San Antonio Oct. 21, 2015, no pet. h.) (mem. op.),
the court affirmed the trial court’s summary judgment that the
parties’ 1979 partition deed had no effect on the minerals
underlying the partitioned land.

Rosalie Voigt Scott and her sister Ivarene Voigt Hosek
(with her husband Victor) owned 338.54 acres of land in equal
undivided shares. In 1979 they executed a partition deed under

which each owned the surface of a separate 169.27-acre tract. The
partition deed provided as follows:

This partition does not include any of the oil, gas and
other minerals in, on or under the above described tracts
of land, and same are to remain undivided for a period of
twenty-five (25) years from date hereof and as long
thereafter as oil, gas or other minerals are produced in
paying quantities from the above described lands.

Id. at *1. There was no production after the lapse of 25 years. In
2013 the Hoseks filed suit seeking a declaration that they owned
all the minerals underlying their surface tract. Id. The trial court
granted Scott summary judgment declaring that the minerals had
not been partitioned so that Scott owned 50% of the minerals
underlying the Hoseks’ surface. Id. at *2.

The Hoseks on appeal argued that the deed was ambiguous,
susceptible of two reasonable interpretations: one in which the
minerals remained unpartitioned after 25 years and one in which 
the minerals became vested entirely in the surface owner after
25 years. Id. at *3. The court disagreed with the Hoseks’
contention that the deed could be interpreted to mean that the
minerals “reverted” to the surface owner after 25 years. For this
interpretation to be reasonable, the court said, “the partition deed
would have needed to provide the minerals would be partitioned
and owned by the surface estate owner at the conclusion of the
[stated] period.” Id. at *4. Instead, the deed expressly excluded
the minerals from the partition. The parties’ intent, the court
explained, was merely to “restrict the partition of the minerals for
the stated period of time.” Id.

POOLING INTO OVERLAPPING UNITS UPHELD

The court in Samson Exploration, LLC v. T.S. Reed Proper-
ties, Inc., No. 09-13-00366-CV, 2015 WL 6295726 (Tex. App.—
Beaumont Oct. 22, 2015, no pet. h.) (mem. op.), considered
the appeal of summary judgments rendered by the trial court,
generally in favor of royalty owners against their lessee, Samson
Exploration, LLC (Samson), involving Samson’s pooling of oil
and gas leases covering land in Hardin and Jefferson Counties,
Texas.

For a gas well it was drilling on its “Black Stone” lease,
Samson in 2001 designated a 704-acre pooled unit, the “Black
Stone Minerals A No. 1 Gas Unit,” that included land covered by
both the Black Stone lease and Samson’s Joyce DuJay lease. Id.
at *2. Samson’s pooling designation pooled depths between 6,000
and 13,800 feet, which included the interval between 12,304 feet
and 12,332 feet in which the well on the Black Stone lease was
perforated to produce. Id. at *2 n.5. In 2002 a second gas well was
completed to produce from depths between 13,150 feet and
13,176 feet on land covered by the Joyce DuJay lease within the
pooled unit. Id. at *2. After the lessor of the Black Stone lease
refused to consent to Samson’s pooling, Samson filed an amended
pooling designation, excluding the Black Stone lease and the
depths from which the Black Stone lease well was producing from
the unit, reducing its size to 570.962 acres, and renaming it the
“Joyce DuJay No. 1 Gas Unit” (Joyce DuJay Unit). Id. at *2 &
n.5. Samson thereafter paid royalty on production from the
second well to the owners of interests in land covered by the
amended unit but not on production from the first well on the
Black Stone lease. Id. at *2.
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In late 2002 Samson completed another gas well on the Joyce
DuJay lease, perforated to produce from depths between 12,197
feet and 12,343 feet, and thereupon designated a pooled unit, the
“Joyce DuJay A No. 1 Gas Unit” (DuJay A Unit), consisting of
704 acres, including production from the Joyce DuJay lease,
“provided such production occurs below a depth of 12,000 feet
subsurface.” Id. Samson paid royalty on production from this third
well to the owners of interests in the 704-acre DuJay A Unit, but
it continued to pay royalty on production from the well previously
drilled on the Joyce DuJay lease only to the owners of land in the
prior 570.962-acre Joyce DuJay Unit. Id.

In 2004 several royalty owners in the Joyce DuJay Unit sued
Samson, claiming it had breached their leases by refusing to pay
royalty on production from the Black Stone lease. Id. at *3.
Subsequently other royalty owners under a lease between T.S.
Reed Properties and Samson, covering land outside the Joyce
DuJay lease but within the DuJay A Unit, sued claiming that
Samson had breached their lease by paying them royalty only on
production from the second well drilled on the Joyce DuJay lease
in late 2002 and not on production from the first Joyce DuJay
Unit well. The trial court awarded damages to the royalty owners
according to the royalties that the owners in the Joyce DuJay Unit
would have been paid if the Black Stone lease had remained
pooled and that the DuJay A Unit claimants would have been paid
if Samson had considered both wells to be producing from the
DuJay A Unit. Id.

With respect to the amendment of the Black Stone Unit to
exclude the well on the Black Stone lease, Samson argued that the
royalty owners had accepted royalty payment on the basis of the
amended pooling after receiving notice of the amendment and had
thereby ratified the amendment. Id. at *4. The court of appeals
agreed. There was no significant distinction between the Joyce
DuJay claimants’ acts and those of the royalty owners in the same
pooled unit who were plaintiffs in Hooks v. Samson Lone Star,
Ltd. Partnership, 457 S.W.3d 52, 65–66 (Tex. 2015), in which
the plaintiffs were held to have ratified the amendment and were
denied recovery. Samson, 2015 WL 6295726, at *6.

On the other hand, the court held, the DuJay A Unit claimants
were not estopped from claiming royalty on production from the
well on the Joyce DuJay lease by having accepted royalty
payments based on production only from the well for which the
DuJay A Unit was formed. Id. at *8–9. Samson never filed an
amendment to exclude the previously producing deeper interval
to correct its alleged mistake in designating overlapping units, and
it never clearly notified the DuJay A Unit royalty owners that it
was offering a different bargain from those apparent from its unit
designations. Instead, Samson simply proceeded as if the units did
not overlap. Id. at *9.

The court further rejected Samson’s argument that the DuJay
A Unit should be reformed to exclude the Joyce DuJay Unit
producing zone because the overlapping units resulted from a
scrivener’s error. Id. at *13. Whether or not the DuJay A Unit
designation was a mistake on Samson’s part, the court pointed
out, there was no evidence that the royalty owners had acted under
any misunderstanding so as to establish the existence of a mutual
mistake. Id. at *14.

The court went on to address various other issues the appeal
brought to it. Samson could not, it held, recover from the Joyce

DuJay Unit royalty owners the amounts it had overpaid them if
payment on the basis of the overlapping units was indeed correct,
having voluntarily made those overpayments, albeit erroneously.
Id. at *17. Samson was not excused, on the basis that it was
justified in suspending payment because there were title uncer-
tainties, from paying interest on suspended royalty payments to
lessors whose leases required interest on unpaid royalty. Id. at
*19. In Samson’s favor, the court rejected one lessor’s argument
that its lease’s proportionate reduction clause did not apply
because its lease described the leased premises as a particular
number of net acres rather than simply as the land. Id. at *22–23.

W E S T  V I R G I N I A  —
O I L  &  G A S

A N D R E W  S .  G R A H A M

—  R E P O R T E R  —

FEDERAL COURT REMANDS LANDOWNERS’ INJUNCTION SUIT

AFTER PIPELINE COMPANY COULD NOT ESTABLISH AMOUNT

IN CONTROVERSY EXCEEDED $75,000 BECAUSE COMPANY

COULD ACCESS PROPERTY AFTER OBTAINING CONDITIONAL

FERC CERTIFICATE

The U.S. District Court for the Southern District of West
Virginia rejected a pipeline company’s attempt to remove a
lawsuit from a West Virginia state court in which the landowners
sought to stop the pipeline company from accessing their land to
conduct surveys required by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) as part of the company’s application for a
certificate of public convenience and necessity. See McCurdy v.
Mountain Valley Pipeline, LLC, No. 1:15-cv-03833, 2015 WL
4497407 (S.D.W. Va. July 23, 2015). In McCurdy the court found
that the pipeline company could not prove that the amount in
controversy exceeded $75,000 and that the pipeline company
could access the property once it obtained a conditional certificate
from FERC, which would only cost the company an additional
$35,000.

Mountain Valley Pipeline, LLC (Mountain Valley) plans to
build a 300-mile-long interstate natural gas pipeline from Wetzel
County, West Virginia to Pittsylvania County, Virginia. Construc-
tion is scheduled to start in January 2017 and the pipeline should
be fully operational by the end of 2018. In the process of obtain-
ing its certificate from FERC, Mountain Valley identified a
“proposed survey corridor” in which it would conduct certain
surveys to determine any potential impact of the project on natural
resources, wetlands, and endangered species. Id. at *1.

Bryan and Doris McCurdy own three tracts of land in Monroe
County, West Virginia, which are within the survey corridor.
Mountain Valley contacted the McCurdys and asked for permis-
sion to survey their land for three endangered species: the Indiana
bat, the shale barren rock cress, and the running buffalo clover.
The McCurdys said no. Before Mountain Valley could file suit
against the McCurdys to obtain a court order allowing it access to
the McCurdys’ land to conduct the surveys, the McCurdys sued
Mountain Valley in the Circuit Court of Monroe County, West
Virginia, seeking an injunction to prevent Mountain Valley from
entering their lands. Mountain Valley removed the case to the
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Southern District of West Virginia, citing diversity jurisdiction.
The McCurdys filed a motion to remand on the grounds that the
amount in controversy did not exceed $75,000. Id.

The court noted that, under the Natural Gas Act, 15 U.S.C.
§§ 717–717w, a party seeking to build an interstate gas pipeline
must obtain a certificate of public convenience and necessity
from FERC before starting construction, but FERC can grant a
conditional certificate and require the party to complete necessary
surveys. 2015 WL 4497407, at *2–3. Under a conditional
certificate, a party has many of the same rights available under an
unconditional certificate, including the right to eminent domain.
Id. at *3. While the McCurdys argued that the amount in contro-
versy was only $60,000, since they would have allowed access in
exchange for a payment in that amount, the court focused, instead,
on Mountain Valley’s evidence that the amount in controversy
exceeded $75,000. Id. The court decided that most of Mountain
Valley’s evidence did not answer the question of whether the
value of the McCurdys’ right to prevent the surveys when
weighed against Mountain Valley’s right to enter the land
exceeded $75,000. Instead, Mountain Valley presented affidavits
regarding the proposed construction schedule for the pipeline and
the expected daily revenue from the completed project. Id. at
*4–5. Ultimately, the court held that since Mountain Valley could
obtain a conditional certificate from FERC for $35,000, which
would allow Mountain Valley to obtain its pipeline corridor by
eminent domain, Mountain Valley failed to establish diversity
jurisdiction and the case was remanded to the Circuit Court of
Monroe County, West Virginia. Id. at *7.

W Y O M I N G  —  M I N I N G

A N D R E W  A .  I R V I N E

—  R E P O R T E R  —

WYOMING’S COAL WOES CONTINUE

The bad news continues for Wyoming’s ailing coal industry
as financial concerns mount for mine operators and a new lawsuit
challenges expansions at two of Wyoming’s coal mines. In
May 2015, the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality
(WDEQ) informed Alpha Natural Resources, Inc. (Alpha) that it
failed to qualify for Wyoming’s self-bonding program. See Vol.
XXXII, No. 3 (2015) of this Newsletter. Self-bonding is a
program that allows mining companies to pay for future reclama-
tion costs without having to post reclamation bonds, provided
companies meet certain financial criteria. See Wyo. Rules & Regs.
ENV LQC ch. 11, §§ 1–7. As a result of the WDEQ’s decision,
Alpha was required to post a cash bond or some other alternative
to self-bonding to cover $411 million in reclamation obligations.
Alpha contested the WDEQ’s decision in the Sixth Judicial
District Court of Campbell County, but the action was stayed
following Alpha’s request to enter an informal conference with
the State about the company’s reclamation obligations.

On August 3, 2015, Alpha filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy
protection in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Eastern District
of Virginia. See In re Alpha Natural Res. Inc., No. 3:15-bk-33896
(Bankr. E.D. Va. filed Aug. 3, 2015). Alpha and the State
disagreed whether bankruptcy law prohibits the WDEQ from

requiring the company to post the full $411 million in bond as a
condition to operate. See Benjamin Storrow, “Alpha Natural
Resources and Wyoming Regulators Announce Self-Bonding
Deal in Bankruptcy Case,” Casper Star Trib. (Sept. 8, 2015).
Without deciding the issue, Alpha and the State reached a deal to
ensure that some money will be available to cover the company’s
reclamation obligations in Wyoming if the company permanently
ceases operations at its Belle Ayr and Eagle Butte mines. Id.
Under the terms of the agreement, the State receives a $61 million
“superpriority claim” that places Wyoming in front of other
creditors to be paid if Alpha were to cease business. Id. In return,
the State agreed not to revoke Alpha’s permits or seek additional
financing to cover the company’s reclamation obligations. Id.

The deal would enable Alpha to renew its state mine permit
for its Eagle Butte mine, which was up for a regular, five-year
permit renewal. The deal would also impose a stay on Alpha’s
action challenging the WDEQ’s determination that it no longer
qualified for self-bonding status. Id. The State hailed the agree-
ment as it would keep Alpha’s Belle Ayr and Eagle Butte mines
open in the near term, while securing money for a portion of
Alpha’s reclamation obligations. However, landowners blasted the
agreement, noting that $350 million of Alpha’s $411 million
reclamation obligation would remain unsecured. Id. The deal was
approved by the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Eastern District of
Virginia on October 8, 2015.

In an attempt to avoid following Alpha’s path into bank-
ruptcy, Arch Coal, Inc. (Arch), the parent company of Wyoming’s
Black Thunder and Coal Creek mines, proposed a debt swap that
would have reduced the company’s debt burden and bought
more time to pay back loans. See Benjamin Storrow, “Arch Coal
Debt Deal Hits Roadblock, Prompting Bankruptcy Concerns,”
Casper Star Trib. (Oct. 19, 2015). The proposed exchange,
backed by junior creditors but objected to by senior creditors,
was shot down by the Supreme Court of the State of New York on
October 16, 2015. Id. (citing Order on Motion for Preliminary
Injunction and Temporary Restraining Order, GSO Special
Situations Master Fund LP v. Wilmington Trust NA & John Does,
No. 0653110/2015 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cnty. Oct. 16, 2015)). The
failure to execute the swap pushes Arch closer to the brink of
bankruptcy, as the company has faced significant losses the past
several years. Id. Despite these dire straits, the WDEQ determined
that Arch still qualified for Wyoming’s self-bonding program
based on its financials and the fact that the guarantor of Arch’s
self-bonds is a privately held subsidiary. Id.

Arch is also facing litigation over an expansion at the com-
pany’s Black Thunder Mine. The New Mexico-based environ-
mental group WildEarth Guardians (WildEarth) filed a lawsuit
on September 15, 2015, against the U.S. Department of the
Interior (Department) in the U.S. District Court for the District of
Colorado challenging the Department’s approval of mine expan-
sions in Colorado, New Mexico, and Wyoming. See Petition for
Review, WildEarth Guardians v. Jewell, No. 1:15-cv-02026
(D. Colo. Sept. 15, 2015). The two Wyoming mines at issue in the
lawsuit are Arch’s Black Thunder Mine and Cloud Peak Energy,
Inc.’s Antelope Mine. Id. ¶¶ 56, 59. WildEarth alleges in the
lawsuit that the Department, which oversees the leasing of public
lands for coal development, approved the mine expansions
without adequately taking their climate impacts into account. See
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id. ¶¶ 114–123. Specifically, WildEarth argues that in conducting
its environmental review of the mine expansions under the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, the Department
should have considered the cumulative impact on climate of all
federal coal leasing, rather than simply considering the individual
impact on climate of each mine expansion. Id. WildEarth also
argues that the Department’s review process lacked public
involvement and that the Department should have considered the
“social cost of carbon,” i.e., the amount society will pay for the
harm caused by each ton of carbon dioxide added to the atmo-
sphere by the mine expansions. See id. ¶¶ 51–53, 96–100,
117–19.

EPA AUTHORITY TO REGULATE IN-SITU URANIUM

STANDARDS IS QUESTIONED

Earlier this year, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) proposed extensive new standards to protect groundwater
from uranium mining. See Health and Environmental Protection
Standards for Uranium and Thorium Mill Tailings, 80 Fed. Reg.
4156 (proposed Jan. 26, 2015) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R.
pt. 192). The standards would update the EPA’s regulations at 40
C.F.R. pt. 192, which establish standards for the protection of
public health, safety, and the environment from radiological and
non-radiological hazards associated with uranium ore processing
and disposal of resulting waste materials. Id. at 4156. The cross-
media standards apply to pollutant emissions and site restoration
and must be adopted by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC), their Agreement States, and the U.S. Department of
Energy. Id. at 4163.

The rules would set groundwater protection standards at in-
situ mines for substances including arsenic, cadmium, and
selenium. Id. at 4170. Once mining begins, a cleanup plan would
need to be in place no later than 90 days after any contamination
is detected in monitoring wells away from the mining area. Id.
The rule would also require long-term groundwater monitoring
after mining ends. Id. at 4170–74. Monitoring could continue for
as long as 30 years rather than the current requirement to monitor
for just a few years. Id. at 4176. The EPA indicates that the
standards account for the significant changes in uranium extrac-
tion technologies and their potential impacts to groundwater. Id.
at 4156. Nearly all uranium produced in the United States today
comes from in-situ mining rather than conventional mining. Id.
at 4162.

In a hearing of the Senate Environment and Public Works
Committee on October 7, 2015, U.S. Senator John Barrasso of
Wyoming claimed that the EPA was overstepping the authority of
the NRC, which is the primary agency that Congress created to
manage and oversee uranium production. See Mead Gruver,
“Barrasso Questions Proposed EPA In-Situ Uranium Standards,”
Casper Star Trib. (Oct. 10, 2015). The EPA maintains it has
authority under federal laws to update contamination standards
for implementation by the NRC. Id. Barrasso also stated that
the new standards are too stringent and threaten the uranium
extraction industry, particularly in Wyoming, which is the top
uranium-mining state. Id. The EPA anticipates publication of
a final rule in the Federal Register in April 2016. See EPA,
“Revision of 40 CFR Part 192—Health and Environmental

Protection Standards for Uranium and Thorium Mill Tailings and
Uranium In Situ Leaching Processing Facilities,” http://yosemite.
epa.gov/opei/rulegate.nsf/byRIN/2060-AP43.

C A N A D A  —  M I N I N G

C H R I S T O P H E R  G .  B A L D W I N

C H R I S T I N E  K O W B E L

—  R E P O R T E R S  —

CANADA TO IMPLEMENT THE UNITED NATIONS

DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

Consistent with election platform commitments made during
the recent federal election campaign, in a November 2015
mandate letter addressed to the Minister of Indigenous and
Northern Affairs, Carolyn Bennett, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
has directed the Minister to

support the work of reconciliation, and continue the
necessary process of truth telling and healing, work with
provinces and territories, and with First Nations, the
Métis Nation, and Inuit, to implement recommendations
of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, starting
with the implementation of the United Nations Declara-
tion on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples [(UNDRIP)].

Mandate Letter from Justin Trudeau, Prime Minister of Can., to
Carolyn Bennett, Minister of Indigenous & Northern Affairs,
Gov’t of Can. (Nov. 2015).

UNDRIP was first adopted by the UN General Assembly on
September 13, 2007, and speaks to the involvement of indigenous
peoples in decision making relating to resource developments that
have the possibility to impact indigenous rights. Key provisions
include:

Article 19: States shall consult and cooperate in good
faith with the indigenous peoples concerned through
their own representative institutions in order to obtain
their free, prior and informed consent before adopting
and implementing legislative or administrative measures
that may affect them.

Article 28(1): Indigenous peoples have the right to
redress, by means that can include restitution or, when
this is not possible, just, fair and equitable compensa-
tion, for the lands, territories and resources which they
have traditionally owned or otherwise occupied or used,
and which have been confiscated, taken, occupied, used
or damaged without their free, prior and informed
consent.

Article 32(2): States shall consult and cooperate in good
faith with the indigenous peoples concerned through
their own representative institutions in order to obtain
their free and informed consent prior to the approval of
any project affecting their lands or territories and other
resources, particularly in connection with the develop-
ment, utilization or exploitation of mineral, water or
other resources.

UNDRIP arts. 19, 28(1), 32(2) (emphasis added).
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On November 12, 2010, Canada officially endorsed UNDRIP
but without changing its position that it was an “aspirational
document.” Gov’t of Can., “Canada’s Statement of Support on the
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples”
(Nov. 12, 2010). In 2014, Canada filed objections to UNDRIP,
specifically flagging the wording of “free, prior and informed
consent” as problematic. See Gov’t of Can., “Canada’s Statement
on the World Conference on Indigenous Peoples Outcome
Document” (Sept. 22, 2014).

The Supreme Court of Canada has recognized that the
Crown’s duty to consult and accommodate constitutionally
protected Aboriginal and treaty rights does not require govern-
ments to obtain consent, except in limited circumstances (for
example, where Aboriginal title has been established). As a result,
the interpretation of the meaning of UNDRIP’s reference to “free,
prior and informed consent” in the Canadian context has been a
matter of significant debate. Many First Nations groups take the
view that “free, prior and informed consent” requires consent
from indigenous groups before government decisions can be made
which affect their rights, and could be interpreted as a veto.
Others maintain the right to “free, prior and informed consent” is
not absolute. The question of the extent to which UNDRIP may
apply in the context of indigenous title to traditional lands that
may have been ceded through historical or modern treaties also
remains open.

As noted in the mandate letter, “[t]he [Liberal] government’s
agenda will be further articulated through Cabinet discussions and
in the Speech from the Throne when Parliament opens.” Mandate
Letter, supra. It is also anticipated that Canada will release further
details regarding the specific steps Canada intends to take with
respect to UNDRIP in the coming months.

YUKON COURT OF APPEAL GRANTS GOVERNMENT OF

YUKON’S APPEAL OF PEEL WATERSHED DECISION IN PART

On November 4, 2015, the Yukon Court of Appeal issued its
decision in The First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun v. Yukon, 2015
YKCA 18, which considers the specific obligations of the
Government of Yukon in respect of its treaty obligations relating
to land use planning. More broadly, the case considers govern-
mental powers over public lands and resources and continuing
obligations under modern treaties.

As background, the Nacho Nyak Dun, Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in,
and Vuntut Gwitchin First Nations’ Final Agreements set out a
consultative and collaborative process for the development of land
use plans applicable to certain Yukon lands. The Peel Watershed
land use planning process began in 2004 with the creation of an
independent regional planning commission, which released a draft
recommended plan in late 2009 that provided for about 80% of
the watershed to be given a high degree of protection and the
remaining 20% to be open to oil and gas and mineral develop-
ment. The commission reviewed comments on the plan (including
modifications proposed in 2011 by the Government of Yukon)
and issued its final recommended plan. The process broke down
in 2012 when Yukon changed the plan over the objections of the
First Nations, who took the position that Yukon did not have the
authority under the Final Agreements to make the changes it had
made. In the Yukon plan, 71% of the region would be open to
mineral and oil and gas development.

In The First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun v. Yukon (Govern-
ment of), 2014 YKSC 69, the Supreme Court of Yukon held that
Yukon failed to act in conformity with its treaty obligations. The
final consultation and government approved plan of January 2014
was quashed and the matter was remitted for reconsideration to
Yukon, requiring the government to hold final consultations with
the First Nations and affected communities based on the Yukon
proposed modifications, the Yukon comments of 2011, and the
final recommended plan. Id. para. 222. Specific direction was also
given to Yukon relating to its power to modify the final recom-
mended plan. Id.

The Yukon Court of Appeal allowed Yukon’s appeal in part.
The Court of Appeal largely agreed with the lower court that
Yukon had not followed the proper process in making extensive
changes to a land use plan prepared by an independent regional
planning commission. 2015 YKCA 18, para. 143. However, the
Court of Appeal also confirmed that Yukon has a broad power to
make land use decisions for Crown lands in the territory, as long
as those decisions are made in a manner consistent with the
treaties, are interpreted in a generous, purposive manner, and
are consistent with the honour of the Crown. Id. para. 94. Accord-
ingly, the Court of Appeal sent the parties back to the 2011
comment stage, in contrast to the trial judge, who would have sent
the parties back to the final stage of the land use planning process.
This will permit Yukon to provide detailed proposals for modifi-
cations as well as written reasons explaining those modifications
to enable meaningful consultation. Once those consultations are
complete, and a revised plan is received from the planning
commission, Yukon could exercise its powers to reject the revised
plan, or to modify the revised plan to incorporate modifications on
which the government had adequately consulted.

C A N A D A  —  O I L  &  G A S

E D E N  M .  O L I V E R

J E N N I F E R  A S Q U I N

—  R E P O R T E R S  —

NEW CANADIAN RESOURCE REVENUE TRANSPARENCY LAW

IN EFFECT

Overview

On June 1, 2015, the Extractive Sector Transparency
Measures Act (ESTMA), S.C. 2014, c. 39, s. 376, came into
effect. This new federal legislation imposes mandatory reporting
requirements on certain entities engaged in the “commercial
development of oil, gas or minerals,” which includes exploration,
extraction, and holding permits to do so. See id. §§ 2, 9. No
regulations have yet been prescribed under the ESTMA, but in
August 2015, Natural Resources Canada released draft guidance,
technical reporting specifications, and a template reporting form.
See Natural Res. Can., “Extractive Sector Transparency Measures
Act (ESTMA),” http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/acts-regulations/17727.
While the public comment period has closed, final versions of
these documents have not yet been issued.

The ESTMA mandates that any cash or in-kind payments
aggregating CDN$100,000 or more within a reporting year from
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certain listed categories (such as royalties, fees, and bonuses)
made to any Canadian or foreign government as payee by an
entity subject to the reporting requirements must be reported to
the Minister of Natural Resources within 150 days of the entity’s
financial year-end. Id. § 9(1). These new reporting requirements
will commence for an entity required to report with respect to its
first full financial year starting after June 1, 2015. Id. § 30.
Entities with a financial year which ends on December 31, 2015,
for instance, must begin reporting under the ESTMA for the
financial year beginning on January 1, 2016, and submit the 2016
report by May 29, 2017. The ESTMA defers the requirement to
report payments made to Canadian Aboriginal governments until
June 1, 2017. Id. § 29.

Application

An “entity” refers to any

corporation or a trust, partnership or other unincorpo-
rated organization

(a) that is engaged in the commercial development of oil,
gas or minerals in Canada or elsewhere; or

(b) that controls a corporation or a trust, partnership or
other unincorporated organization that is engaged in the
commercial development of oil, gas or minerals in
Canada or elsewhere.”

Id. § 2.

The reporting requirements under the ESTMA apply to
entities listed on a Canadian stock exchange. Id. § 8(1)(a). They
also apply to

an entity that has a place of business in Canada, does
business in Canada or has assets in Canada and that,
based on its consolidated financial statements, meets at
least two of the following conditions for at least one of
its two most recent financial years:

(i) it has at least $20 million in assets,

(ii) it has generated at least $40 million in revenue,

(iii) it employs an average of at least 250
employees . . . . 

Id. § 8(1)(b). These conditions are applied on a worldwide
consolidated basis and are not limited to assets, revenues, or
employees in Canada. Id. § 8(1)(c).

An entity must report any payments to any government,
whether in cash or in-kind, related to the commercial development
of oil, gas, or minerals aggregating at least CDN$100,000 in any
one of the following designated categories:

(a) taxes, other than consumption taxes and personal
income taxes;

(b) royalties;

(c) fees, including rental fees, entry fees and regulatory
charges as well as fees or other consideration for
licences, permits or concessions;

(d) production entitlements;

(e) bonuses, including signature, discovery and produc-
tion bonuses;

(f) dividends other than dividends paid as ordinary
shareholders;

(g) infrastructure improvement payments; or

(h) any other prescribed category of payment.

Id. § 2; see id. § 9(2).

For clarity, reporting is required if payments exceed
CDN$100,000 in any one or more categories, regardless of how
much is paid in aggregate across all categories.

Reporting Obligations

Each report is required to disclose the payments made during
the reporting year. Id. § 9(1). Entities must keep records of
payments made for seven years after the day the report was
provided to the government. Id. § 13. Further, the report must be
made available to the public for at least five years. Id. § 12.

In keeping with the goal of harmonizing reporting require-
ments internationally, the ESTMA provides the Minister with the
discretion to allow entities required to report under the Act to file
with the Minister reports submitted in foreign jurisdictions
pursuant to reporting requirements deemed by the Minister to be
equivalent to the Act. Id. § 10. The purpose is to reduce the
administrative burden on entities who may otherwise have to file
different forms of reports in more than one jurisdiction. In July
2015, Natural Resources Canada determined that the reporting
requirements of the European Union’s Accounting and Transpar-
ency Directives are an acceptable substitute for the reporting
requirements under the ESTMA. See Natural Res. Can., “Extrac-
tive Sector Transparency Measures Act - Substitution Determina-
tion,” http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/acts-regulations/17754. Accord-
ingly, reports submitted by an entity under the legislation of a
European Union country may be filed with the Minister of Natural
Resources to satisfy the entity’s obligations under the ESTMA.

All reports must include an attestation by a director, officer,
or independent auditor/accountant that the report is true, accurate,
and complete. Id. § 9(4). The Minister of Natural Resources has
the authority to audit any entity to verify compliance with the
ESTMA. Id. § 14. The Minister also has powers to designate
persons and grant them right of entry powers to verify compliance
with the ESTMA. Id. §§ 15, 16(1). Such designated persons may
inspect any documents, access any computer, and reproduce data,
take photographs, prohibit access, and remove any item for
examination. Id. § 16(2).

Penalties

Any persons or entities found in violation of the ESTMA
(which includes making a false report, failing to make the report
public, or failing to maintain records for the prescribed period)
can be fined up to CDN$250,000 for each day that the offence
continues. Id. § 24(1), (2). There is a further fine of up to
CDN$250,000 for any person or entity who has structured
payments in order to avoid the obligation to report such payments
under the ESTMA. Id. § 24(3). Officers or directors who autho-
rized or acquiesced in the commission of an offence can be
subject to personal liability, regardless of whether the entity for
which they acted has been prosecuted or convicted. Id. § 25. The
ESTMA contains a due diligence defence whereby no person will
be found guilty of an offence under the Act if the person can
establish that he or she exercised due diligence to avoid commit-
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What’s New

New Mining Form 5 LLC

The Foundation is pleased to announce the availability of the new mining “Form 5 LLC” limited liability
company form, along with two Workshops taught by the attorneys who developed them. This Form was put
together to reflect significant changes in the law governing LLCs since the publication of the Form 5A LLC,
and in recognition of practitioners’ increased familiarity with the LLC form of entity after almost 20 years of
use of the original form.

The Form (actually 8 separate documents) is provided by email in Word format. Each purchaser is licensed
to use the Form at one company/firm/agency location. A multi-site license is also available for purchase—see
the order form.

In addition, a half-day Workshop taught by the drafters was offered in Denver on October 9, 2015, and one
will be offered in Toronto on March 5, 2016 (the day before PDAC). A discount will be offered to those who
have already purchased the Form.

For detailed information on the Form and an order form, see www.rmmlf.org/Form5LLC-OrderForm.pdf

For detailed information on the upcoming Toronto Workshop and a registration form, see www.rmmlf.org/
confrnce/F5LLCnews.pdf

Proceedings of the 61st Annual Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Institute

The Proceedings of the 61st Annual Institute contain the complete text of the available papers in a bound
volume. The papers, researched and written by many of the foremost authorities in their fields, contain detailed
treatment of special legal problems facing the natural resources industry in the areas of oil and gas, mining,
public lands, international natural resources, landman’s issues, water, and environmental law. Available from
the Foundation in December 2015. To order, email info@rmmlf.org

Human Rights Law and the Extractive Industries – Open for Registration
Panama City, Panama – February 18–19, 2016

Join us for our Special Institute on Human Rights Law and the Extractive Industries in Panama, centrally
located to bring together professionals who work in this area of law.

Human rights, and the requirements to address them, are a critical issue for the extractive industries
worldwide. Advocates alleging violations are focusing on the oil, gas, mining, and timber industries. Learn
about the emerging body of international human rights law and the approaches taken by industry to respond to
these concerns. Because of the immediacy of this program, the following organizations are supporting this
conference, and their members may register at our discounted member rate:

ABA Section of Environment, Energy, and Resources
ABA Section of International Law
IBA Section on Energy, Environmental, Natural Resources and Infrastructure Law

For a detailed program brochure and online registration, visit our website at www.rmmlf.org

ting the offence. Id. § 26(b). Additionally, there is a five-year
limitation period within which proceedings must be brought for
offences under the ESTMA. Id. § 27.

Significance

Extractive entities with any nexus to Canada should review
the legislation to determine if the ESTMA applies to them or
entities they control. If it does, systems should be put in place to
track applicable payments for the entity’s first financial year

starting after June 1, 2015. We have reviewed the application of
the ESTMA to Canadian and international entities and while the
legislation is short in length, it is not short on complexity in its
application. The analysis to determine if the reporting obligations
are applicable is highly dependent on the facts in existence at the
time the reporting obligations arise, so it is very important to plan
ahead.

http://www.rmmlf.org/Form5LLC-OrderForm.pdf
http://www.rmmlf.org/confrnce/F5LLCnews.pdf
http://www.rmmlf.org/confrnce/F5LLCnews.pdf
mailto:info@rmmlf.org
http://www.rmmlf.org/mmhitsadd.asp?Source=HR-9-2-15
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Upcoming Programs

Federal Offshore Regulatory Enforcement
January 20–21, 2016 M Houston, Texas

Human Rights Law and the Extractive Industries
February 18–19, 2016 M Panama City, Panama

Mining Form 5 LLC: A Workshop on the New Exploration, Development
and Mining Limited Liability Company Model Forms

March 5, 2016 M Toronto, Ontario

Core Course on International Oil & Gas Law
March 14–18, 2016 M Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Water Acquisition and Management for Oil & Gas Development:
Legal and Regulatory Requirements

April 7–8, 2016 M Houston, Texas

Oil & Gas Agreements: Purchase and Sale Agreements
May 12–13, 2016 M Santa Fe, New Mexico

62nd Annual Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Institute
July 21–23, 2016 M Squaw Valley, California

Challenging and Defending Natural Resource Agency Decisions
September 14–15, 2016 M Westminster, Colorado

International Oil and Gas Law, Contracts & Negotiations: Part 1
September 26–30, 2016 M Houston, Texas

International Oil and Gas Law, Contracts & Negotiations: Part 2
October 3–7, 2016 M Houston, Texas

Oil and Gas Law Short Course
October 17–21, 2016 M Houston, Texas

International Mining and Oil & Gas Law, Development, and Investment
April 26–28, 2017 M Quito, Ecuador

For additional information, contact the Foundation.
Tel (303) 321-8100 M Fax (303) 321-7657 M Email info@rmmlf.org
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